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Publication No. 15 
WACCAMA V...V RECOR1D§ 
5010 Idlewood Drive 1409 8th A venue 
Macon, GA 31210-2936 Conway, SC 29526 
W ~CCAMA W RECORDS 
> Statement of Purpose 
Ashley Patterson Cox, Jr., and Catherine H. Lewis 
Both of the parters in this enterprise have been engaged in one way or another in research in Horry County 
(SC) history for more than 30 years, so we know from experience the difficulty faced by those who try to trace 
families who lived in the Waccamaw region. Now that both of us are retired, we have joined forces to make 
Horry County records more readily accessible for family research. The project, begun in 1988, now has the 
following publications available. 
1. OBITUARIES FROM HORRY COUNTY NEWSPAPERS (1861-1914) [ABSTRACTS] 
2. HORRY COUNTY MARRIAGES ABSTRACTED FROM NEWSPAPERS (1861-1912) 
3. HORRY DISTRICT COMMISSIONER OF LOCATION PLAT BOOK A, B, C, 1802-1831 
4. 1860 CENSUS OF HORRY COUNTY SOUTH CAROLINA. INDEX. 
5. WORLD WAR I DRAFT REGISTRATIONS, HORRY COUNTY, SC [ABSTRACTS] 
6. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 1 [Kingston Lake to Waccamaw River] 
7. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 2 [Hwy 701 to Waccamaw River] 
8. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 3 [Hwy 701 to Little River] 
9. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 4. [Loris west to Little Pee Dee River above Hwy 9] 
10. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 5 [Hwy 90 from Conway to NC line] 
11. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 6 [Hwy 9 south to 19/917, Loris to Little Pee Dee] 
12. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 7 [Hwy 701 to Little Pee Dee, Hwys 19/917 to Hwy 319] 
13. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 8 [Dog Bluff Township and surrounding area] 
14. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 9 [Bucks Township, s. of Conway, w. of Waccamaw R.] 
15. HORRY COUNTY (SC) CEMETERY RECORDS, V. 10 [Hwy 544 and Socastee Township] 
Each publication costs $15.00 (plus $2.00 postage and handling each). We will be happy to have your orders 
and your comments. Send order with check to 
WACCAMAW RECORDS 
50 l 0 Idlewood Drive or 1409 8th A venue 
Macon, GA 31210-2936 Conway, SC 29526 
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CEMETERIES AND THEm LOCATIONS 
Centenary United Methodist Church, established about 1875, is located on Hwy 544 south of Conway. It was 
cataloged by Johnny Kirkpatrick, Dannie Smith, and Bernsy Massey for Laura Quattlebaum Jordan's class in 
1969. It was checked and updated in 1975 by Annette E. Reesor and Catherine H. Lewis in 1975 & by 
Ashley and Cathryne Cox in 1992. 
Collins Creek Baptist Church is located on Hwy 707 between Socastee and Murrells Inlet. The cemetery was cataloged by 
Ashley and Cathryne Cox and Catherine H. Lewis on 6 April 1992. 
Ocean Woods Cemetery is located on Hwy 17 Business South in Myrtle Beach. It is located just north of the Myrtle Beach 
Air Force Base property. It was cataloged in 1992 by Ashley Cox, Cathryne W. Cox and Catherine H. Lewis. 
Old Bethel Methodist Cemetery is on the site of the old church of the SC Conference, which was organized before the War 
between the States and maintained as a place of worship until 1945. The cemetery is located on Hwy 707 near the 
Georgetown County line and near Murrells Inlet. It was cataloged by Ashley and Cathryne Cox and Catherine H. Lewis 
on 6 April 1992. 
Singleton Cemetery is located on Hwy 544 south of Conway near Gravelly Gully. It was cataloged by Johnny Kirkpatrick, 
a student of Laura Quattlebaum Jordan, and checked and updated 24 Apr 1992 by Ashley and Cathryne Cox and 
Catherine Lewis. 
Socastee United Methodist Church Cemetery - Catalog checked and updated by Annette E. Reesor and Catherine Lewis. It 
was checked and updated in 1992 by Catherine Lewis, Ashley Cox and Cathryne Cox. This church and cemetery are 
located at the intersection ofHwys 544 and 707. 
Stalvey Family Cemetery - Catalog prepared originally by Mabel G. Hucks. This cemetery is located on Hwy 707, 
Socastee, in the woods behind the home of Mrs. Lula Stalvey and her son, Joe, Rt. 3, Box 25, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577. 
Catalog was revised 13 October 1992 by Ashley P. Cox, Jr. 
Withers Cemetery is located near Withers Swash in Myrtle Beach. Cataloged first by Lottaree Cisson Mashburn and Dan 
Mashburn. Revised and updated by Catherine H. Lewis in January 1991. 
b/o brother of 
d/o daughter of 
h/o husband of 
s/o son of 
sis/o sister of 





FD Funeral Director' s marker 
Titles of respect (Rev., Mrs., etc.) are enclosed in curves. Other inforamtion on the tombston is enclosed in square 
brackets. If a wife ' s relationship is not spelled out on the stone, but may be inferred with reasonable certainty from a double 
stone or by relative position in the cemetery, it is followed by a question mark. Occasionally, perhaps because families chose 
to rebury a relative in another cemetery, the listing in an original catalog cannot be found. In such cases there is a question 
mark before the name of the cemetery. 
Able, John James 12 Dec 1896-3 Nov 1957 
Able, John James, Jr. [m. 8 Jun 1943] 5 Aug 1923-1Dec1967 
Able, Joye Elaine Worrell [w/o John James Able, Jr.] 5 Sep 1926-1Jun1987 
Able, Narvis Setzler [w/o John James Able, m. 8 Jun 1922] 30 Jan 1898-8 Apr 1977 
Abrams, James Edward [s/o Willie J. & Mable B. Abrams] 26 Sep 1920-20 Apr 1935 
Abrams, Mable Brock [w/o Willie Joseph Abrams] 27 Dec 1896-29 Jan 1983 
Abrams, Willie Joseph 17 Apr 1888-15 Nov 1929 
Abston, J. B. [US Navy Vietnam] 25 Aug 1944-7 May 1980 
Abston, Joyce Vereen [w/o J.B. Abston?] 24 Sep 1935-26 Jun 1988 
Adams, Ethel McNeil [w/o W. Berry Adams?] 25 Aug 1904-
Adams, John S. 1982-1982 (FD) 
Adams, W. Berry 19 Jun 1901-14 Jan 1987 
Akel, Hilweh ("Beloved Mother") 15 Jul 1913-3 Nov 1982 
Alford, Beulah Gerald [w/o Zoda Hays Alford] 4 Jan 1894-26 May 1978 
Alford, Daniel N. 1923-1990 (FD) 
Alford, Dorothy F. [w/o Lincoln L. Alford] 26 Feb 1932-22 May 19--
Alford, Lincoln L. 5 Nov 1932-
Alford, Major L. 11Mar1901-9Jul1948 
Alford, Zoda Hays 26 Aug 1898-6 Oct 1949 
Allen, Annie Belle Causey [w/o T. H. Allen, m. 12 Sep 1909] 2 Apr 1891-28 May 1950 
Allen, Bernice Simpson [w/o Marcus Everette Allen] 4 Jun 1904-
Allen, Estelle Marlowe [ d/o Ira & Susie Marlowe, w/o Fred Dillon Allen?] 3 Jan 1913-13 Apr 1942 
Allen, Fred Dillon 31 Aug 1906-23 Nov 1976 
Allen, Kenneth L. [Capt USAF WWII, Korea] 18 Feb 1922-7 Jul 1988 
Allen, Marcus Everette [Capt US Air Force WWII] 24 Nov 1898-31 May 1980 
Allen, Murrell I. [w/o Oscar L. Allen] 11 Jul 1922-
Allen, Oscar L. 23 Oct 1913-29 Dec 1963 
Allen, Ronald Francis 16 May 1930-12 Dec 1989 
Allen, Thomas H., Jr. [PFC 1200 Mil Police Co Avn WWII] 22 Jun 1923-18 Mar 1956 
Allen, Thomas Hartford 2 May 1887-5 May 1952 
Allison, Albert M., Sr. [US Air Force] 12 Nov 1923-14 Feb 1977 
Altman, Jane Bright 14 Feb 1896-7 Sep 1912 
Aman, Estelle C. [w/o Paul D. Aman] 1879-1961 
Aman, Paul D. 1880-1957 
Ammons, __ [inf/o Ike & Jane Ammons] 18 Apr 194 7 
Anderson, Alma Mae [d/o George & Lucy Anderson] 8 Jul 1913-20 Aug 1913 
Anderson, Ella Lawrence [w/o James J. Anderson?] 1886-1935 
Anderson, George W. 8 Mar 1885-17 Dec 1979 
Anderson, George, Jr. [s/o George & Lucy Anderson] b/d 25 Feb 1921 
Anderson, Gerade Zaffie 29 Nov 1907-13 Jan 1968 
Anderson, James J. "Bud" 1864-1940 
Anderson, John David, Jr. 30 Nov 1933-9 Jul 1974 
Anderson, Joshua Lex 1981-1981 (FD) 
Anderson, Lucy J. [w/o George W. Anderson, Sr.] 27 Nov 1894-27 Jan 1989 
Andrew, Hermine Beheim [w/o Leland Andrew] 10 Sep 1908-
Andrew, Leland [Colonel US Air Force] 4 Feb 1903-27 Dec 1981 
Anthony, George 1893-1951 
Ard, Escol 7 Oct 1896-27 May 1951 
Ard, Margaret 7 Aug 1921-6 Oct 1934 
Ard, Tisvan McDaniel [w/o Escol Ard?] 11 Jul 1892-6 Jun 1974 
Ardis, Charles Edward [s/o Ghneitta Jenerette & James Edward Ardis] 10 Jul 1957-3 Jul 1965 
Ardis, Irvin Edward 28 Mar 1909-16 Oct 1967 
Arhilleos, Leonidas 1892-1969 
Armstrong, Betty I Mar 1928-3 Aug 1988 
Armstrong, Helen Fay 9 May 1893-4 Jun 1985 
Armstrong, Virginia K. 7 Jul 1914-16 Apr 1968 
Arnold, John Pearce 25 Oct 1928-28 Mar 1987 
Atkinson, Daniel F. 15 Oct 1883-18 Jan 1955 
Atkinson, Della Erin 29 Jun 1920-12 Jul 1975 
Atkinson, Gladys S. [w/o Samuel Talley Atkinson] 1900-1992 (FD) 
Atkinson, Martha Reid 9 Nov 1918-28 Mar 1990 
Atkinson, Samuel Talley 22 Jan 1895-26 Sep 1971 
Atkinson, William Douglas [Capt US Army WWII] 31Aug1906-1Jun1961 
Austin, Harry R. [NY Sgt US Army WWI] 14 Apr 1895-26 Oct 1956 
Baggott, Edward Simpson 9 Nov 1923-23 Sep 1980 
Baiden, Arthur H. [Lt Col US Army WWII BSM-ARCOM-PH] 6 Aug 1912-9 Dec 1964 
Baiden, Clemiegene [w/o Arthur H. Baiden] 3 Apr 1913-8 Dec 1990 
Bailey, Eugenia Spears [w/o William Lee Bailey?] 20 Feb 1898-18 Mar 1960 
Bailey, James H. [SC MM2 USN WWII] 13 Mar 1921-21Oct1973 
Bailey, Lucy Vereen [ w/o James Hartwell Bailey, sis/o Eugene Vereen] d. 31 Mar 1983 
Bailey, William Glenn [SC Tee 5 422 QM Laundry Co WWII] 18 Feb 1919-28 Aug 1956 
Bailey, William Lee 12 Dec 1897-5 Oct 1941 









































































Bair, Haines Jacob 16 Mar 1909-26 Apr 1977 
Bair, Jane Kirk [w/o Haines Jacob Bair, m. 24 Nov 1932) 17 Jun 1907-26 Nov 1984 
Baker, Betsy Hollinshead 28 Apr 1912-12 May 1970 
Baker, Luther Byrd [SC Sgt US Army WWII] I Oct 1913-3 Jan 1970 
Baker, Madge E. [w/o Luther Byrd Baker] 12 Mar 1921-21Nov1983 
Baker, Samuel Henry, II [s/o Sam & Jody Baker] 11Sep1986-20 Sep 1986 
Baker, Thomas William [LCdr US Navy WWI, WWII] I I Jul 1896-10 Dec 1981 
Ballard, Doris I. [w/o LeRoy M. Ballard] 1926-1989 
Ballard, Harold Robert 3 Jul 1892-18 Jun 1965 
Ballard, LeRoy M. [S/Sgt Army Air Force WWII] 14 Nov 1903-28 Feb 1975 
Barfield, Leila May 22 Aug 1916-23 May 1917 
Barfield, Lila Louise 22 Aug 1916-21 Mar 1917 
Barnes, Charles F. 29 Jul 1882-26 Aug 1957 
Barnes, Eva M. 15 Apr 1898-15 Jan 1962 
Barnes, Henry W. 18 Aug 1887-17 Dec 1950 
Barnes, Laura McLeod [w/o Henry W. Barnes] JO Apr 1880-17 Aug 1971 
Barringer, Della B. [w/o James R. Barringer] 2 Aug 1917-
Barringer, James R. 15 Jan 1912-26 Mar 1968 
Bartok, Andrew Carl [PA PFC US Army WWII) 16 Jun 1917-29 Oct 1973 
Bartok, Betty L. [w/o Andrew Carl Bartok] 1923-1952 
Basedow, Ella L. [w/o Herman F. Basedow] 20 Jul 1896-16 May 1991 
Basedow, Herman F. [NY Sgt Veterans Hosp 28 WWI) 27 Jan 1894-4 Jul 1965 
Batchelor, Dixie H. [w/o Robert V. Batchelor] 19 Nov 1918-19 Aug 1976 
Batchelor, Robert V. 24 Jul 1918-20 Dec 1978 
Bates, Margie D. [w/o Robert E. Bates, Sr.) 10 Jun 1920-10 May 1985 
Bates, Robert E., Sr. 24 Oct 1920-23 Jul 1985 
Bayer, Christopher T. 30 Oct 1974-27 Mar 1987 
Beach, Sam Festis, Jr. [SC Capt 20 Tac Air Spt Sq AF Vietnam AM, SS, DFC. PH] 4 Jul 1941-17 Jan 1968 
Beard, Agnes Holder [w/o Gordon Stamps) 13 Feb 1902-12 Sep 1991 
Beard, Gordon Stamps 22 Mar 1897-6 Jan 1970 
Beard, Gordon Stamps, Jr. 20 Jan 1926-24 Dec 1981 
Beard, Jean Graham [w/o Gordon Stamps Beard, Jr.] 11 Mar 1926-29 Nov 1984 
Beaty, Dellavina Stalvey [w/o Thomas Henry Beaty?] 8 Oct 1919-16 Jul 1985 
Beaty, G. C. 21 Jan 1862-29 Oct 1908 
Beaty, Thomas Henry [PFC Co C 237 Engrs Com PN, awarded Purple Heart for wounds received at Normandy Beachhead 
19 Jun 1944) 15 Mar 1923-15 Aug 1958 
Beaudry, Gerald J. 1913-1984 
Beaudry, Jane H. [w/o Gerald J. Beaudry] 1916-1988 
Beckham, Anne Bell [w/o Francis Morgan Beckham, III] 6 Oct 1928-
Beckham, Francis Morgan, III 29 Dec 1925-30 Jun 1987 
Beheim, Josee 12 Jul 1885-1 Jan 1963 
Beheim, Mitzi [w/o Josee Beheim] 12 May 1889-18 May 1966 
Beheim, Rudolf 20 Mar 1918-10 Oct 1985 
Belk, John David, Sr. 31 Oct 1910-7 May 1968 
Bell, Dewey Hobson 22 Mar 1899-16 Dec 1971 
Bell, Elizabeth Doggett Macklen [w/o Joseph C. Macklen? m. (2) __ Bell?) 13 Apr 1901-3 Nov 1984 
Bell, Rubye Collins (w/o Dewey Hobson Bell] 3 Aug 1918-10 Jul 1961 
Bellamy Luther Loid [s/o J. L. & Lonie Bellamy] 15 Mar 1914-13 Oct 1918 
Bellamy, __ [Inftwins/o Bob & Ann Bellamy] bid 31 Mar 1976 
Bellamy, Charlotte Adaline Brock [m. J. L. Bellamy 2 Feb 1908) 19 Jun 1889-15 Jul 1949 
Bellamy, Ellen Herring [w/o William Josephus Bellamy) 18 Aug 1881-12 Aug 1961 
Bellamy, Howell Vaught, Sr. 5 Jun 1914-16 Oct 1975 
Bellamy, J.C. 8 Nov 1915-8 Nov 1986 
Bellamy, J. Wayland [USN WWII) 13 Jun 1919-25 Aug 1980 
Bellamy, James Nollie 17 Aug 1921-9 Dec 1958 
Bellamy, John Luther 8 Dec I882-28 Nov 1965 
Bellamy, Katherine Elizabeth 9 Dec 1963-21Apr1983 
Bellamy, Mable E. [w/o J. C. Bellamy, m/o Janice Bellamy Selvey] 13 Apr 1913-16 Feb 1977 
Bellamy, Martin 7 Nov 1928 
Bellamy, Sarah Matilda 1876-1951 
Bellamy, Thomas Leroy "Buddy" 18 Feb 1938-3 Jul 1984 
Bellamy, Thomas V. [Tee 4 US Army WWII] 14 May 1914-6 Aug 1978 
Bellamy, William Clyde 8 Mar 1904-30 Oct 1976 
Bellamy, William Josephus 25 Sep 1874-13 Jul 1958 
Bellis, Phyllis R. [w/o Wilfred G. Bellis] 1910-
Bellis, Wilfred G. 1909-1981 
Benfield, Bunyan Barley 2 Jul 1891-2 Apr 1972 
Benfield, Frances Guy [w/o B. B. Benfield] 4 Jun 1893-18 Jan 1920 
Benfield, Francis Owen [s/o B. B. & Frances Guy Benfield, WWII] 17 Jan 1920-9 Aug 1961 
Benfield, Roy Fulton [s/o B. B. & Frances Guy Benfield, WWII) 22 Apr 1911-9 Oct 1970 
Bennett, Emily Cunningham [w/o Melvin Arthur Bennett] 22 Dec 1907-8 Jul 1984 
Bennett, Frances A. (w/o Robert F. Bennett] 26 Jul 1946-4 May 1991 









































































Bennett, Melvin Arthur [m. Emily Cunningham 21 Jul 1932) 2 Dec 1909-7 Nov 1964 
Bennett, Robert F. 14 Dec 1924-
Benson, Iola [d/o A. H. & S. E. Benson) [n.d.] 
Bentley, Gladys Booth [m/o Florence Bentley Smith & Jane B. Charles) 17 Nov 1900-3 Feb 1990 
Benton, Alton Edward 7 Sep 1929-31 May 1986 
Benton, Casper Leon 18 May 1897-6 Jun 1980 
Benton, Donald Wayne 27 Feb 1944-1Mar1944 
Benton, Dorothy Mae [w/o Ralph Jennings Benton?] 7 Aug 1930-
Benton, Eddie Arthur 15 Feb 1916-22 Nov 1981 
Benton, Evelyn Nance [w/o Casper Leon Benton?] 25 May 1912-27 Feb 1987 
Benton, George David, Sr. [PFC US Army WWII]l4 Nov 1925-31May1989 
Benton, George Leon 16 Jul 1918-24 Nov 1969 
Benton, James Harmon 15 Sep 1887-2 Aug 1954 
Benton, Marjorie Nance [w/o Eddie Arthur Benton?] 13 Oct 1918-
Benton, Ralph Henry 18 May 1906-3 Feb 1982 
Benton, Ralph Jennings 29 Apr 1932-
Benton, Ruby Marlowe [w/o Ralph Henry Benton?] 19 Dec 1910-
Benton, Samuel LeRoy 6 Nov 1950-7 Nov 1950 
Berg, Gertrude Fitzgerald [m/o Gertrude M. Rourk] 13 Apr 1873-1Sep1948 
Berry, Gilbert Linn [Lt Col US Air Force) 18 Sep 1933-8 Mar 1986 
Best, A. R. "Jerry" 12 Sep 1909-19 Jun 1987 
Best, Esther M. Parker [w/o A. R. "Jerry" Best] 12 May 1919-29 Sep 1988 
Bitterman, Mildred C. [w/o Richard L. Bitterman] 20 May 1922-
Bitterman, Richard L. I 0 Apr 1920-
Blackwell, Edward L. 9 Sep 1904-11 Jul 1980 
Blake, Acie Verlon, Sr. 1Dec1914-13 Sep 1978 
Blalock, Bascom B. 23 Aug 1882-28 May 1966 
Blalock, Susan Lilla B. [w/o Bascom B. Blalock] 1 Jul 1883-22 Jul 1949 
Blanton, Frances S. [w/o Arnold 0 . Blanton] d. 10 Oct 1983 
Blanton, Olin I., Jr. [S2 USN WWII] 8 Jun 1927-30 Dec 1989 
Blanton, Verma Rae (w/o Olin I. Blanton, Jr.] 9 Oct 1929-
Blanton, William A. [US Army WWII) 22 Jan 1925-6 Mar 1983 
Blencoe, Isabelle V. 4 Jun 1916-7 Jul 1980 
Blow, Art Joseph 2 May 1888-15 Mar 1965 
Blow, Dollie Mae Watts [w/o Art Joseph Blow?] 2 Oct 1898-
Blythe, Geraldine "Jeri" [n.d.) 
Bobo, Charles Stevenson [s/o James F. & J. Frances Bobo] 20 May 1941-22 Jan 1961 
Bobo, James Fincher 23 Apr 1903-22 Feb 1973 
Bohren, Alma I. Barnes "Doll" 13 May 1910-16 Nov 1987 
Bone, Alberta L. [w/o Robert D. Bone, m. 16 Feb 1918) 22 May 1900-8 Nov 1983 
Bone, Gracie Lee 7 Mar 1933-17 Nov 1960 
Bone, Lonnie Nelson 10 Jan 1946-1 Sep 1949 
Bone, Mary Alberta 14 Apr 1926-28 Dec 1969 
Bone, Robert D. 9 Nov 1893-27 Jan 1955 
Booth, Alex M. "Shug" 15 Apr 1883-2 Dec 1963 
Booth, Eula G. [w/o Alex "Shug" M. Booth] 5 Oct 1888-20 Jul 1958 
Booth, G. Donald 17 May 1908-30 Dec 1974 
Booth, Grace Lenora 17 Nov 1904-16 May 1989 
Booth, Wilhelmina Burroughs [w/o G. Donald Booth?] 28 Sep 1915-30 Mar 1980 
Boothroyd, Ricky L. 1962-1962 (FD) 
Bordeaux, Joe E. [age 75] -12 Aug 1968 
Bouler, Francis Larry [S/Sgt US Marine Corps WWII] I Jan 1912-20 Sep 1981 
Bouler, Sarah Elizabeth 16 Dec 1882-14 Sep 1966 
Bowen, Howard W. 1 May 1903-6 Dec 1983 
Bowen, Martha E. 6 Dec I 856-17 Sep 1920 
Bragg, Dorothy Langston [w/o Lawrence Felton Bragg] Mar 8-
Bragg, Lawrence Felton Aug 15-
Bratcher, Robert L. [h/o Viola "Vi" Skipper Bratcher] 15 Feb 1932-15 Oct 1983 
Bratcher, Viola Skipper [w/o Robert L. Bratcher, m. I Oct 1950; Chn: Robert L., II , 21Aug1952; 
Martin "Marty" James, 23 Jan 1957, Susan Elaine, 17 Sep 1958) 14 Nov 1930-
Brazil, Robert Paul [grandson/o Paul & Ruby Murph] b/d 8 May 1975 
Breitenbach, Frederick W. 10 Feb 1917-
Breitenbach, Johanna S. [w/o Frederick W. Breitenbach?) I Oct 1921-16 Jan 1983 
Brewer, Bessie P. [w/o Hassie M. Brewer] 28 Mar 1907-2 Dec 1988 
Brewer, Hassie M. 11 Feb 1903-7 Dec 1957 
Brewer, Leroy Webb [m. Eunice Branton 5 Feb 1950) 10 Sep 1928-28 Feb 1968 
Brice, Brenda Lee 1963-1987 (FD) 
Brice, Carrie Elizabeth "Bear" [w/o Timothy Earl Brice] 26 May 1960-24 May 1981 
Brice, Marilyn Y. [w/o Melvin Lewis Brice, m. 9 May 1959) 21Aug1938-
Brice, Melvin Lewis (T/Sgt USAF Korea, Vietnam] I Aug 1933-20 Jan 1984 
Britt, Harold L. [M/Sgt US Air Force WWII] 30 Sep 1920-9 Sep 1990 
Britt, Mary Lokey 5 Nov 1910-13 Oct 1971 









































































Britt, Nancy Jean [d/o Harold L. & Frances Cain Britt] 24 Aug 1946-1 Jun 1963 
Brock, Charles Donald 29 Feb 1936-8 Jun 1957 
Brock, Clara Lou Causey [w/o William Curtis Brock) 1877-1950 
Brock, Dawzelle Herring (w/o E. C. Brock, Sr.] 26 Mar 1913-1Mar1955 
Brock, Essie McCormick [age 51] -4 May 1926 
Brock, James Curtis 24 Oct 1894-12 Aug 1976 
Brock, Janie Olela 3 Dec 1899-15 Jul 1903 
Brock, Mandy Mishoe [w/o James Curtis Brock] 10 Mar 1882-1Feb1963 
Brock, Martha L. [w/o Martin Luther Brock?) 15 Jan 1869-16 Dec 1913 
Brock, Martin Luther [age 67] -20 Oct 1934 
Brock, William Curtis 1868-1926 
Brock, Willie C. [n.d.) 
Broedel, Edward P. [2nd Lt US Army WWI) 27 Nov 1894-24 Oct 1976 
Brown, A. "Pearl" I Sep 1921-17 Oct 1984 
Brown, Alice Cook [w/o A. Brown?] (n.d.] 
Brown, Ann Elizabeth 14 Jun 1886-8 Dec 1968 
Brown, Beeler Lee, III [s/o Beeler & Maxine Brown] 11 Mar 1954-17 Apr 1960 
Brown, Delores [w/o Thurman Luther Brown] 4 Feb 1924-
Brown, Elizabeth Clardy [2nd w/o of Richard M. Brown] (n.d.] 
Brown, Ellen W. [w/o Willie H. Brown] 11Feb1917-
Brown, Flaura Eva Sessions [w/o Thomas Jefferson Brown] 25 Feb 1902-24 Dec 1969 
Brown, Flora Campbell [w/o Otis Gary Brown] 4 Jun 1911-
Brown, Frances Williams [w/o James Bruce Brown] 3 Sep 19I8-15 Aug 1990 
Brown, Francis Adam 25 Oct 1893-6 Jan 1960 
Brown, Frances Ann King 10 Aug 1858-I5 Dec 1925 
Brown, George [infs/o Richard M. & Mary C. Brown) [n.d.) 
Brown, George D. [SC Mech I Corps Arty Park WWI] 11 Mar 1896-14 Jul 1960 
Brown, Georgiana C. [w/o Henry H. Brown] 2 May 1893-20 Nov 1964 
Brown, Henry H. 3 Jul 1891-2 Jul 1971 
Brown, Herbert [age 5, s/o Richard M. & Mary C. Brown] [n.d.] 
Brown, Hubert M. 4 Nov 1909-5 Sep 1974 
Brown, Isadora Ellen [age 6, d/o Richard M. & Mary C. Brown] [n.d.] 
Brown, James Bruce [Cpl US Marine Corps WWII] 10 Jun 1961-29 Dec 1985 
Brown, Jay Gould 11 Feb 1888-11Oct1956 
Brown, Jessie V. 1922-1992 (FD) 
Brown, John Fletcher [infs/o Richard M. & Mary C. Brown] [n.d.] 
Brown, Joseph M. [m . Mary J. Brown 11 Jun 1908) 16 Apr 1883-31 Oct 1955 
Brown, Mamie Martin [w/o Wiley Gaston Brown] 18 Mar 1898-30 Mar 1980 
Brown, Mary Armento Clardy [first w/o Richard M. Brown] 1848-1903 
Brown, Mary J. [m. Joseph M. Brown 11Jun1908) 6 Feb 1893-20 Apr 1985 
Brown, Mary M. 18 Jul 1888-
Brown, McD. I 0 Apr 1853-1 Nov 1920 
Brown, Mildred P. [w/o Russell L. Brown) 27 Sep 1915-29 Nov 1990 
Brown, Minnie Ruth Smith 10 Sep 1897-17 Mar 1973 
Brown, Myrtle A. 8 Nov 1916-31 May 1988 
Brown, Nancy Rebecca [w/o I. C. Brown) 6 Oct 1879-25 Oct 1918 
Brown, Otis Gary 19 Sep 1898-19 Sep 1964 
Brown, Richard Marion 5 May 1851-19 Apr 1927 
Brown, Russell L. 28 Aug 1908-
Brown, Ruth E. Vick 10 Apr 1910-19 Feb 1936 
Brown, T. A. [Co D 7 SC Inf CSA) [n.d.) 
Brown, Thomas Jefferson [SC Sgt US Army WWI) 25 Oct 1893-I I Feb 1965 
Brown, Thurman Luther [US Army WWII] 12 Jan 1915-16 Jun I985 
Brown, Wanda Elizabeth (d/o Richard & Leola Brown] 21Jul195I-27 Apr 1958 
Brown, Wiley Gaston 26 Sep 1896-4 May I 948 
Brown, William C. [US Navy WWII] 16 Jul 1923-24 Mar 1984 
Brown, William Richard 7 Jun 1911-2 Oct 1971 
Brown, William S. 23 Jan 1887-21 Jul 1967 
Brown, Willie H. [m. 25 Oct 1946) 3 Dec 1915-4 May 1987 
Browne, Daniel Anderson 25 May 1909-10 Nov 1968 
Browne, Marie Burrow [w/o Daniel Anderson Browne] 26 May 1910-9 Sep 1988 
Brumfield, George E. [Sgt USMC Korea] 14 Mar 1931-25 Mar 1986 
Bryan, George Waller "Buster" 12 Aug 1913-12 Jan 1969 
Bryan, James Edward, Jr. 8 Feb 1907-8 Aug 1955 
Bryan, Sarah Gordon (w/o James Edward Bryan, Jr.] 2 Dec 1906-27 Mar 1975 
Bryant, Charles B. 30 Apr 1918-20 Sep 1964 
Bryant, Joan Bovino 25 Aug 1934-12 Mar 1981 
Buffkin, Albert J. 10 Dec 1846-1 Apr 1916 
Buffkin, Lucien B. 1905-1970 
Bullock, Lillie Wheeler [w/o S. Howard Bullock] 16 Jul 1909-28 Oct 1988 
Bullock, Marsha Ann (d/o S. H. & L. W. Bullock] 18 Sep 1940-21Sep1940 
Bullock, Seby Howard [h/o Lillie Wheeler Bullock] 15 Jun 1909-21Oct1991 










































































Bultz, Marcus Sanford 30 Jul 1921-4 Jun 1988 
Bultz, Roy Earl [s/o Marcus & BarbaraM. Bultz] 16 Dec 1957-13 Jun 1972 
Bundnik, __ 1894-1982 
Burgess, Baby 193 7-193 7 
Burgess, Ella Edith B. [w/o Theodore H. Burgess?] 13 Feb 1891-15 Mar 1930 
Burgess, James L. B. [Co K 7 SC Cav CSA] [n.d.] 
Burgess, Lizabeth [w/o William Burgess] 29 Nov 1835-24 Aug 1902 
Burgess, Theodore H. I 0 Aug 1879-8 Jul 1944 
Burriss, Edmond D. 21Oct1897-9 Jun 1983 
Burroughs, Conrad Allen "Johnny" 6 May 1911 -1Dec1972 
Busksky, Frank 2 Oct 1909-15 Sep 1988 
Busksky, Wanda Louise Humbard [w/o Frank Busksky, rn/o Athena Sarte] 3 Sep 1924-8 Mar 1989 
Butler, E. Arnold, Sr. I Mar 1903-11 Jul 1987 
Butler, Jessie W. 1895-1955 
Butler, Ken L. 30 Aug 1943-5 Oct 1985 
Butler, Rebecca Setzler [w/o E. Arnold Butler, Sr.] 24 Sep 1908-
Byrd, Avis A. [w/o Glenn G. Byrd?] 12 Jan 1912-26 May 1986 
Byrd, Glenn G. 20 Apr 1908-25 Sep 1982 
Byrnes, David J. 1891-1971 
Byrnes, Elfreide "Dolly" [w/o David J. Byrnes] 1893-
Caldwell, Ellen Mae S. [w/o Kenneth Clyde Caldwell?] 13 Oct 1911-14 Jan 1986 
Caldwell, Kenneth Clyde I Mar 1912-21Jun1968 
Calhoun, Hattie H. (w/o Virgil H. Calhoun] 3 Dec 1893-22 Feb 1975 
Calhoun, Virgil H. 18 Dec 1896-
Callaway, Oliver Cecil 5 Jan 1897-2 Jun 1955 
Caison, ViolaJ. (w/o Willie F. Caison] 3 Sep 1912-18 Mar 1976 
Caison, Willie F. 3 May 1895-16 Dec 1951 
Camelleri, Charles 4 Jul 1927-11Nov1974 
Cameron, Cissy Goode 19 Dec 1935-13 Feb 1963 
Cameron, Guy Skipper 14 Jul 1900-30 Dec 1966 
Cameron, William E., Sr. 26 Aug 1896-17 May 1968 
Campbell, Dayton Wayne 22 Aug 1925-10 Mar 1988 
Campbell, Ernestine Brown [w/o Dayton Wayne Campbell] 11 Aug 1924-
Campbell, Frazier 1893-1960 
Campbell, Robert 1895-1965 
Cannarella, M. Christine [rn/o Robert Cannarella & Mildred Bitterman] 9 Oct 1907-22 Sep 1989 
Cannon, Maggie M. [w/o Robert H. Cannon] 28 Apr 1905-10 Oct 1989 
Cannon, Robert H. 5 Feb 1903-14 Sep 1989 
Cannon, Therion Delos [SN US Navy Korea) 19 Apr 1934-8 Nov 1972 
Canterbury, __ [T/Sgt US Air Force Korea, Vietnam] 26 Mar 1934-28 Nov 1976 
Canterbury, Kerry Douglas 4 Oct 1955-12 Mar 1977 
Cardoza, John Frederick [US Air Force WWII) 20 May 1920-17 May 1976 
Carleson, Carolyn M. 26 Mar 1938-31Jan1983 
Carnes, Damon Lance 11 Jul 1971-11 Sep 1985 
Carpenter, Alice D. 21Apr1878-3 Dec 1977 
Carpenter, Joseph P. 25 Jun 1905-
Carpenter, Maxine S. (w/o Joseph P. Carpenter?] 20 Mar 1920-
Carr, John Guy [MM3 US Navy WWII] 3 Jan 1925-18 Jul 1978 
Carr, Robert E. [BMI US Navy WWII, Korea] 30 Jan 1923-30 Jan 1990 
Carr, Walter James [m. Marcella Strom 26 Jan 1922] 3 Mar 1891-7 Feb 1939 
Carroll, Howard S. [SFC US Army WWII, Korea] 28 Mar 1922-30 Jan 1974 
Carroll, Richard B. 7 Nov 1888-26 Sep 1957 
Carson, John F. 1853-1930 
Carson, Marion A. 1856-1934 
Carter, James H., Sr. [SC M/Sgt US Army Ret WWII] 19 Aug 1904-12 Jan 1964 
Carter, Sherry Lynn 1962-1962 (FD) 
Cartrette, Bertha Lee [w/o Gilbert B. Cartrette, Jr.] 8 Nov 1912-
Cartrette, Gilbert B., Jr. [Carp 1/C USNR WWII, m. Bertha L. Thompkins 30 Aug 1934) 4 Mar 1913-19 Apr 1985 
Casey, Joseph Thomas I May 1943-23 Sep 1990 
Caulder, Charlie P. [Tee 5 US Army WWII) 17 Apr 1922-11 Dec 1990 
Caulder, Louise H. [w/o Charlie P. Caulder] 25 Feb 1928-
Causey, _ _ [inf/o Dock E. & Rilla May Causey] b. & d. 26 Nov 1960 
Causey, __ [inf d/o E. J. Causey] 1957 
Causey, Abraham 30 Nov 1888-23 Jul 1957 
Causey, Alton Monroe [SC Cpl 23 Inf2 Inf Div Korea] 27 Jul 1931-1Feb1951 
Causey, Ann Baxley [w/o John Henry Causey, m. 18 May 1958] 27 Apr 1937-17 Feb 1991 
Causey, Arvilla [w/o Julius Causey?] 21Jun1870-21 Jul 1923 
Causey, Austin W. 7 Jan 1906-5 Apr 1980 
Causey, C. 0. [w/o W. F. Causey] 16 Aug 1861-19 Nov 19?? 
Causey, Charles Nathan 30 Sep 1865-2 Apr 1957 
Causey, Claude Clifton, Jr. [s/o Claude C. & Patricia Ann H. Causey] 15 Mayl952-26 Decl956 
Causey, Claude William [s/o Henry D. & Mary Newton Causey] 1886-1899 










































































Causey, Coleman C., III 1967-1967 (FD) 
Causey, Daniel McPherson [Lovell's H. G. CSA] 17 Sep 1849-15 Jun 1933 
Causey, Dwight Rayford, Jr. [s/o Dwight & Ann Patrick Causey] 24 Dec 1967-21 Dec 1979 
Causey, Erma Turbeville [w/o James Lloyd Causey] 20 May 1917-
Causey, Essie [w/o Willie M. Causey?] 17 Feb 1888-24 Nov 1927 
Causey, Eugena [inf d/o Dan & Vera Causey] Nov 1966 
Causey, Florence R. [w/o Roger R. Causey] 26 Nov 1918-12 May 1988 
Causey, Floria [w/o Abraham Causey?] 15 Feb 1891-5 Sep 1968 
Causey, Florie Davis d. 3 Feb 1900 
Causey, Frances C. [w/o Austin W. Causey] 28 Apr 1915-
Causey, Frank 15 Aug 1900-21Dec1968 
Causey, Gordon Dudley [s/o Henry D. & Mary Newton Causey] 1884-1887 
Causey, Henrietta Rebecca 16 Sep 1918-1 Sep 1924 
Causey, Henry D. 29 Oct 1852-29 Oct 1927 
Causey, Henry David 9 Aug 1897-16 Jan 1932 
Causey, Henry Lucas 7 Feb 1991 
Causey, James Lloyd 18 Feb 1918-24 Mar 1971 
Causey, John Henry [Cpl US Army WWII ; f/o Donna, Carolyn, Pat, Libby] 12 Aug 1925-17 Apr 1978 
Causey, Julius 1870-1911 
Causey, JuliusFranklin 1901-1968 
Causey, Laura Hardee 25 Dec 1882-15 Mar 1978 
Causey, Lula Mae Mew [w/o Frank Causey] 27 May 1906-14 Jun 1946 
Causey, M. E. Milligan [w/o Nathan Daniel Causey] 28 Nov 1923-
Causey, Martha Jane [w/o Charles Nathan Causey] 3 Feb 1879-17 Apr 1962 
Causey, Mary Brock [w/o C. N. Causey] 1863-1897 
Causey, Mary Newton [w/o Henry D. Causey?] 1864-1899 
Causey, Maybel Rosannie [d/o Daniel & Rhoda Causey] 21Feb1912-9 Oct 1914 
Causey, Mildred Berry [w/o Willie M. Causey?] 25 May 1896-25 Sep 1954 
Causey, Milton Monroe [Sacred to memory of our son who died in Korea for his country] n.d. 
Causey, Nathan Daniel 12 Jul 1915-26 Jun 1974 
Causey, Ned Carson [s/o David M. & Rhoda Causey] 8 Oct 1916-8 Jul 1937 
Causey, Phyllis Ann [d/o Nathan & M. E. Causey] 9 Apr 1957-26 Dec 1957 
Causey, Rhoda Rose [w/o Daniel McPherson Causey] 14 Apr 1892-1Jun1971 
Causey, Roberts [d/o Daniel & Rhoda Causey] 19 Feb 1920-18 Nov 1920 
Causey, Roger R. 23 Nov 1919-4 Nov 1959 
Causey, Rosa Leila Jones 14 Jun 1892-14 Aug 1973 
Causey, Ruby Mae 15 May 1915-27 Nov 1959 
Causey, Willie M. 11 Jul 1888-29 May 1959 
Cavanaugh, Francis P. "Pat" 3 Feb 1907-18 Apr 1987 
Cavanaugh, Miriam H. (w/o Francis P. "Pat" Cavanaugh] 13 May 1905-8 Apr 1989 
Chapman, William Sherard 6 Oct 1921-27 Feb 1975 
Chastain, Warren Tyrone [s/o Eugene & Dolorette Chastain] 17 Apr 1957-28 Apr 1987 
Cherms, Keith Eugene [s/o Kim E. & Betty B. Cherms] 26 Dec 1975-23 May 1976 
Chestnut, __ [inf boy] 1970-1970 (FD) 
Chestnut, Diana Lynn I Dec 1965-10 Dec 1965 
Chestnut, Freeman F. 1933-
Chestnut, Joy M. [w/o Freeman F. Chestnut?] 1932-1973 
Chestnut, Sims Ment 9 May 1867-1Sep1949 
Chestnut, Tiney Long [w/o Sims Ment Chestnut] 12 Sep 1872-11May1947 
Chestnut, William Levon [SFC US Army] 5 Apr 1928-13 Sep 1976 
Childress, Elizabeth C. 20 Aug 1960-15 Feb 1970 
Childress, Susan E. [sis/o Elizabeth C. Childress, d/o Ray & Maria Childress] 4 Jun 1959-15 Feb 1974 
Clancy, Corinne Pool [w/o George Sidney Clancy?] 8 Jul 1888-4 Feb 1962 
Clancy, George Butler 5 Jul 1909-4 Apr 1981 
Clancy, George Sidney (In Memory, bur. in Darien, GA) 20 Feb 1885-22 Mar 1941 
Clancy, Mary (w/o George Butler Clancy?] 19 Feb 1917-16 Feb 1960 
Clardy, __ [infs/o Eddie & Aleatha Clardy] 1913-1913 
Clardy, A. R. [d/o A. J. & M.A. Clardy] 9 Mar 1880-20 Aug 1882 
Clardy, Aleatha Powell [w/o John Eddie Clardy] 10 May 1883-24 Feb 1957 
Clardy, Alex J. 1850-1934 
Clardy, Arthur Melton 27 Apr 1893-16 Jan 1959 
Clardy, Athenia E. [w/o James B. Clardy?] 19 Nov 1876-16 Jul 1899 
Clardy, Claude Carlton 22 Nov 1881-27 Apr 1948 
Clardy, Ella Wilson [w/o Arthur Melton Clardy] 20 Sep 1897-
Clardy, Ellen Stephens [w/o Claude Carlton Clardy] 10 Oct 1891-21 May 1969 
Clardy, Evie Meares [w/o W. B. Clardy] 23 Jul 1879-1Nov1944 
Clardy, James B. 7 Dec 1885-11Oct1959 
Clardy, John Eddie 22 Nov 1883-7 Oct 1967 
Clardy, Mary Annie S. 4 Sep 1852-14 Feb 1914 
Clardy, Mary T. [w/o Michael A. Clardy] 1851-1942 
Clardy, Michael A. 1848-1896 
Clardy, Olin Thomas 20 Oct 1867-14 May 1949 










































































Clardy, Rosa Stalvey [w/o Olin Thomas Clardy] 15 Jan 1871-8 Oct 1940 
Clardy, W. Bryan 20 Jun 1875-27 Aug 1933 
Clark, Dorothy Rush [w/o Linhart W. Clark] 13 Oct 1921 -
Clark, Linhart W. 17 Jun 1915-
Clark, Robert H. 18 Aug 1956-16 Mar 1977 
Clarkson, Benjamin S. [AIC US Air Force Korea] 7 Mar 1931-2 Feb 1986 
Clarkson, Cecil Wimp 26 Feb 1886-18 Sep 1953 
Clarkson, Cecil Wimp, Jr. [Pvt US Air Force] 11Jan1930-28 Apr 1989 
Clarkson, Esther Riley [w/o Cecil Wimp Clarkson] 21 Jul 1897-6 Jun 1956 
Clemmons, S. (Mrs.) age 72, d. 3 Aug 1900 
Cliatt, James Hawes 19 Dec 1866-22 Jun 1974 
Cliatt, Mattie 22 Jan 1944-24 Mar 1944 
Clontz, Dona Lane [inf twin d/o Billy J. & Rosalyn Eldridge Clontz] 29 Apr 1965-30 Apr 1965 
Coan, Henry Connor 11May1905-13 Feb 1965 
Cobb, Joseph L. 1905-1992 (FD) 
Coker, Lelia Marie [inf d/o Ben C. & Cynthia S. Coker] b/d 18 May 1977 
Coker, Mattie S. [w/o Nolan M. Coker] 20 Feb 1905-25 May 1987 
Coker, Nolan M. 20 May 1908-6 Mar 1989 
Colaianni, Crystal Victoria 15 Jun 1987-9 Sep 1988 
Cole, Bernard Edwin 10 Sep 1922-23 Sep 1987 
Cole, Edward Alan 1959-1959 (FD) 
Collier, __ [InfGirl] 1968-1968 (FD) 
Collier, Essie L. [sis/o G. W. & T. K. Collier] 2 Oct 1887-9 Dec 1965 
Collier, George Watkins 4 Oct 1893-22 Nov 1978 
Collier, Tennessee Cottingham [w/o George Watkins Collier] 28 Jun 1897-13 Oct 1953 
Collins, ___ (3 unmarked inf graves, Chn/o Albert C. Collins?] 
Collins, Albert C. 13 Feb 1879-26 Jul 1964 
Collins, Blanche Fentress [w/o Frank Charlie Collins] 23 Sep 1905-23 Jul 1984 
Collins, Carrie Fullwood [w/o Albert C. Collins?] 15 Oct 1882-21 Jan 1973 
Collins, Dock [s/o C. & A. Collins] 8 Jul 1910-22 Oct 1914 
Collins, Eva Mae Causey [w/o LeRoy Collins, Sr.?] 25 Dec 1911-15 May 1990 
Collins, Fannie A. Shelley [w/o Isaac Edward Collins] 21Mar1878-12 Jun 1957 
Collins, Florence E. [w/o John T. Collins?] 3 Jun 1874-19 Apr 1955 
Collins, Frank Charlie 12 Feb 1900-9 Jan 1952 
Collins, Gary D. 17 Sep 1895-18 Apr 1945 
Collins, Hallie L. 28 Jan 1900-13 Sep 1971 
Collins, Isaac Edward 21Sep1874-5 Jul 1946 
Collins, John E. "Buddy" 24 Apr 1929-19 Dec 1988 
Collins, John H., Jr. 1908-1969 
Collins, John T. 31 Jul 1870-10 Mar 194 7 
Collins, Juanita [d/o L. E. & Lee Collins] 18 Sep 1942-24 Jul 1945 
Collins, Lee S. 11Nov1918-2 Jun 1982 
Collins, Leila 22 Mar 1903-10 Dec 1940 
Collins, LeRoy, Sr. 2 Oct 1909-
Collins, Lewis A. (Rev.) 8 Apr 1908-2 Sep 1979 
Collins, Lillian Ellis (w/o John H. Collins, Jr.] 6 May 1911 -14 Dec 1980 
Collins, Lloyd E. 22 Aug 1912-5 Feb 1968 
Collins, Maggie 18 Mar 1897-13 Jun 1965 
Collins, Richard Darell [s/o Leroy & Eva Causey Collins] 18 Aug 1931-27 Oct 1950 
Collins, Tennis R. [S/Sgt USAF WWII] 15 Dec 1919-28 Jan 1987 
Collins, Timothy [s/o Leroy & Eva Causey Collins] 5 Dec 1951-7 Dec 1951 
Collins, Virginia [d/o Gary D. & Faye Collins] 16 Feb 1935-29 Jun 1939 
Collinson, Benigna Betty [w/o David L. Collinson] 17 Feb 1904-26 Mar 1931 
Collinson, David L. 13 Jul 1899-22 May 1983 
Connell, James R. 1959-1960 (FD) 
Conover, Claudia P. [w/o Wilfred K. Conover, m. 10 Apr 1927] 10 Jan 1908-
Conover, Wilfred K. 14 Jan 1904-
Cook, Evelyn E. Brown [w/o French Eugene Cook?] 19 Dec 1917-
Cook, French Eugene [Cpl US Army WWII] 1Feb1918-9 Nov 1988 
Cook, L. Grant 1 Nov 1918-1 Feb 1989 
Cook, Vester [n.d.] 
Cook, Zelma C. [w/o L. Grant Cook, wed 28 May 1944] 6 Sep 1924-1 May 1984 
Cooke, Eugene Martin 10 Mar 1887-5 Apr 1957 
Cooke, Michael Alan [s/o Clyde W. & Marion H. Cooke] 12 Aug 1961-15 Jan 1963 
Cooper, __ [infs/o Joseph H. & Iona 0. Cooper] 19 Oct 1911 
Cooper, Archie Leo [Tee 4 US Army WWII] 26 May 1926-18 Nov 1986 
Cooper, Arlond Woodrow [Woodmen of the World] 23 Nov 1912-7 May 1971 
Cooper, Charles Jennings 27 Jan 1962-14 Jul 1975 
Cooper, Cherry Eva 1934-1980 
Cooper, Donna Lynn 16 Mar 1962-26 Sep 1970 
Cooper, Eddie D. [SC Pvt Co F 324 Inf WWI] 8 Mar 1895-13 Jun 1955 
Cooper, Ellen [d/o Ardill & Eliza Cooper, age 16] [n.d.] 










































































Cooper, George H. (In Memory) [Lost in plane accident in Atlantic Ocean near Parramore Island, VA] 
Cooper, Hattie Laura [w/o John Dill Cooper] 8 Aug 1902-16 Feb 1958 
Cooper, Henry Bright d. 1913 
Cooper, Hettie Eleva [w/o Arlond W. Cooper] 15 Jul 1915-
Cooper, Iona I. [w/o Joseph Hartford Cooper] 20 Mar 1893-14 Aug 1985 
Cooper, Joeree S. [w/o Randolph K. Cooper?] 3 Sep 1923-11Jan1985 
Cooper, John Dill 19 Jul 1901-30 Oct 1965 
Cooper, John Grant 9 Jan 1888-23 Oct 1912 
Cooper, Joseph Hartford 20 Oct 1882-30 Mar 1943 
Cooper, Julia A. (Mrs.) 1880-1948 
Cooper, Julia Eleanor Smith [w/o Henry Bright Cooper?] 25 Jul 1878-26 Jan 1948 
Cooper, Margaret E. [w/o Eddie D. Cooper?] 24 Sep 1908-8 Feb 1985 
Cooper, Nora H. [w/o Winson "Pop" Cooper] 1May1897-
Cooper, Randolph K. 10 Jan 1916-28 Jan 1990 
Cooper, Rebecca 0 . [w/o Thomas B. Cooper] 6 Oct 1866-16 Feb 1936 
Cooper, Teresa Lynn [d/o Sims L. & Barbara Dorris Cooper] 30 Oct 1963-3 Jul 1982 
Cooper, Thomas B. 5 Apr 1863-16 Nov 1928 
Cooper, Winson "Pop" 11 Feb 1904-2 Dec 1971 
Copeland, Charles Frank 23 Aug 1899-8 May 1986 
Copeland, Nell T. [w/o W. H. "Bill" Copeland?] 14 Oct 1904-11Jan1987 
Copeland, W. H. "Bill" 23 Oct 1901-12 Jun 1987 
Countiss, Andy [s/o Archie A. & Shirley J. Countiss] IO Aug 1952-3 Jul 1984 
Countiss, Isla R. [w/o John A. Countiss] 22 Mar 1905-13 Apr 1979 
Countiss, John A. 28 Oct 1904-
Countiss, Wanda Jo [d/o Archie A. & Shirley J. Countiss] 29 Jul 1958-7 Apr 1980 
Cox, __ [Infd/o D. J. & C. W. Cox] 1905 
Cox, Ada L. 1889-1890 
Cox, Albert C. [SC Pvt US Army] 20 Feb 1896-21Dec 1941 
Cox, Alextress Foster 2 Feb 1877-31 Aug 1965 
Cox, Annie C. (w/o Erwin C. Cox?] 6 Dec 1902-
Cox, Annie C. [w/o Luther R. Cox?] 22 Jan 1889-9 Apr 1951 
Cox, Beatrice Owens [w/o Buren Vester Cox?] 17 Dec 1891-14 May 1978 
Cox, Bonnie James [US Navy WWII] 6 Oct 1921-12 Dec 1985 
Cox, Buren Vester 20 Sep 1881-27 Jul 1945 
Cox, Carl Weston 11Apr1931-30 Jun 1988 
Cox, Catherine W. [w/o Daniel James Cox?] 1873-1936 
Cox, Charlotte L. [w/o Joseph A. Cox] 21 Feb 1823-13 Oct 1898 
Cox, Daniel James 1966-1934 
Cox, David Jackson [s/o Buren V. & Beatrice Cox] 28 Oct 1928-26 Jul 1963 
Cox, Erwin C. 13 Oct 1896-12 Mar 1962 
Cox, Eva Jennie Newton 7 Oct 1884-17 Jun 1965 
Cox, George C. 1892-1957 
Cox, J. Winston [s/o E. C. & B. V. Cox] 30 Sep 1920-12 Dec 1920 
Cox, James Elie 12 May 1916-1Sep1945 
Cox, Jesse [s/o B. V. & B. A. Cox] 21 Dec 1913-8 Aug 1930 
Cox, Jessie J. 1890-1894 
Cox, Joseph A. 19 Feb 1829-24 Aug 1897 
Cox, Laren Vester 7 Mar 1910-24 Jul 1912 
Cox, Leo J. ("Ralph") 1935-1968 [FD] 
Cox, Luther R. 25 Dec 1885-15 Jan 1934 
Cox, Roberta Cooper [w/o George C. Cox] 22 Nov 1894-13 Dec 1962 
Cox, Ruth 0. 1893-1895 
Crawford, Etter Bellamy 1869-1944 
Creekmore, Leila Mae 25 Nov 1910-10 May 1948 
Cribb, Georgia B. [w/o Harvey Cribb?] 10 Aug 1906-2 Nov 1979 
Cribb, Harvey 31 Jul 1904-25 Aug 1950 
Cromley, Carol Faulk 3 Jan 1957-21Apr1983 
Cromley, Hannah Entwistle [w/o Warren Stoke Cromley, Sr.] 13 Feb 1927-21Dec1988 
Cromley, Warren Newton 1893-1973 
Cromley, Warren Stoke, Sr. 21 Jul 1925-29 Dec 1977 
Cromwell, Oliver L., Jr. [SC2 USN WWI] 5 Apr 1893-26 May 1983 
Crosby, Parrish Theodore "Perry" 11 Jan 1965-29 Oct 1983 
Crowell, Baby Boy 1975-1975 (FD) 
Crumpler, William Earl [m. Bessie Mae McDaniel 6 Dec 1936] 17 Sep 1911-20 May 1965 
Cummings, Brian 1964-1964 (FD) 
Cummins, Fred Cecil "Fritz" 14 Apr 1906-16 Jul 1984 
Cummins, Jamie Stewart "Jimmie" 26 Nov 1904-12 Sep 1987 
Curtis, Dirk Dewayne 1974-1975 (FD) 
D'Antoni, Michael Andrew 28 Jan 1979-28 Jan 1979 
Danford, Gladys Blake [w/o James Thomas Danford] 29 Oct 1910-4 Jul 1983 
Danford, James Thomas 7 Feb 1908-
Daniel, Bob L. [SI US Navy WWII] I Jun 1915-6 Sep 1983 
Horry County Cemetery Records, v. I 0 









































































Daniel, Jerry Wayne, Jr. 1961-1991 (FD) 
Daniel , Mary Belle [w/o Bob L. Daniel?] 1918-1991 (FD) 
Daniels, Bob Jerome 10 Mar 1942-28 Mar 1989 
Daniels, Mary Ethylene Housand [w/o Bob Jerome Daniels] 28 Jun 1931-
Darden, Arthur Otto [SC Matt 1 USCG WWI] 13 Nov 1898-21Jun1968 
Darden, Florrie Mae Collins [w/o Arthur Otto Darden?] 28 Feb 1904-
Davidson, Dorothy A. 20 Sep 1927-28 Jul 1990 
Davidson, Margaret 8 May 1888-8 Jan 1959 
Davis, Cleo Frances Helmstetler [w/o Jasper Bristow Davis] 26 Feb 1916-4 Mar 1969 
Davis, Flarie Elks Causey 3 Feb 1900-14 Mar 1976 
Davis, Glenn G. 19 Jun 1884-8 Mar 1931 
Davis, James Bryan 26 May 1929-25 Dec 1929 
Davis, Jasper Bristow [m. Cleo Frances Helmstetler 18 Dec 1937) 27 Dec 1907-29 Apr 1965 
Davis, John Lawson [NC SM3 USNRF WWI, WWII) 16 Sep 1889-24 Mar 1965 
Davis, Lula Nance [w/o Sam Lester Davis?) 9 Jul 1895-10 Apr 1964 
Davis, Mozelle [d/o Arthur & Beulah Stogner Davis] 29 Jul 1909-27 Jul 1960 
Davis, Nancy McDowell [m. Sam L. Davis, Jr. 28 Jun 1941) 5 Jun 1926-
Davis, Nell Forester [w/o John Lawson Davis] 21Oct1897-12 Nov 1976 
Davis, OliverP. 1910-1985 (FD) 
Davis, Sam Lester 6 Jul 1892-19 Jun 1959 
Davis, Thomas Henry [S/Sgt US Air Force] 21 Jul 1930-6 Aug 1983 
Davisson, Richard P. [US Army WWII] 22 Jun 1910-23 Apr 1988 
Day, Robah Harrison [m. Stella Flynn 13 Nov 1948] 3 Dec 1889-13 Jan 1971 
Day, Stella Flynn [w/o Robah Harrison Day] 16 May 1904-17 Mar 1983 
Dellinger, Joey Lee, Jr. 13 Nov 1967-10 Sep 1973 
Dellinger, Robert C. 1925-1990 (FD) 
Dent, Elise H. [w/o Harper A. Dent] 29 Jul 1910-4 Jul 1991 
Dent, Harper A. 16 Nov 1905-
DePuy, Roy E., Jr. 2 Apr 1949-19 Dec 1990 
Detemple, Ruby A. 17 Jan 1887-1Apr1983 
Dew, Eloise Baker [w/o Haynes Barnes Dew] 25 May 1891-13 Jun 1976 
Dew, Haynes Barnes 16 Aug 1896-3 Apr 1965 
DeWitt, Suzanne Hucks 5 Feb 1866-2 Oct 1902 
DeWitt, W. Gillespie 1868-1945 (FD) 
Dickey, William C. [infs/o William A. & Brenda Dickey] 9 Jan 1971 
Dinger, Harry B. 1922-1983 (FD) 
Divine, John Sidney, Jr. 4 Aug 1899-16 Dec 1982 
Divine, Kathleen Welch [w/o John Sidney Divine, Jr.] 27 Jun 1912-7 Mar 1958 
Divine, Tyler W. 1940-1978 
Dixon, Horry Tillman 18 May 1907-21Feb1990 
Dixon, Mary Sue Conner [w/o Horry Tillman Dixon] 30 May 1912-29 Sep 1988 
Dixon, Viola Watts Fore [w/o Archie M. Fore?) 18 Jun 1909-7 Jan 1989 
Dobson, Edward 25 Feb 1875-22 Oct 1930 
Dobson, John Francis 25 Aug 1930-27 Dec 1967 
Dodd, Eloise Miller 12 Nov 1914-10 May 1981 
Donevant, Alice "Tootsie" Springs 6 Apr 1931-11 Oct 1982 
Donevant, Carlyle L. , Sr. 19 Nov 1886-12 May 1967 
Donevant, James L. [PFC US Army WWII, b. Huntington, West VA, killed in action, Belgium] 23 Aug 1921-11Nov1944 
Donevant, Jessie B. [w/o Carlyle L. Donevant, Sr.) 3 Sep 1888-27 Aug 1982 
Donkle, Ned Ervin [s/o Ernest M. & Era Ervin Donkle; sons: Ned, Jr. & Vance] 29 Aug 1930-12 Jan 1980 
Dorman, __ [infs/o Paul D. & Winnie Fae Bordeaux Dorman] 22 Jun 1951-23 Jun 1951 
Dorman, Benjamin T. 25 Jun 1886-2 Feb 1967 
Dorman, Letha Todd [w/o Benjamin T. Dorman] 22 May 1896-5 Jun 1965 
Dorris, Connie Sue [d/o Arnold J. & Evelyn Dorris) 13 Jan 1959-3 Jun 1962 
Dozier, Emma West (Mrs.) 1903-1973 (FD) 
Dozier, Ronald 1930-1941 (FD) 
Dry, Loy Earnest 30 Jun 1900-15 Oct 1971 
Dry, M. Ruth McKee Savage 14 May 1917-21Jul1991 
Dry, Mary Shankle [w/o Loy Earnest Dry] 22 Sep 1906-7 Feb 1966 
Dubois, Joseph C. 12 Sep 1869-19 Aug 1953 
DuBois, Lazelle S. [w/o 0. C. DuBois?] 3 Apr 1914-11Mar1982 
Dubois, Lewis [drowned] 22 Mar 19_-Aug 1926 
Dubois, Melissie Jane (w/o Joseph C. Dubois?] 26 Feb 1871-20 Feb 1955 
DuBois, 0 . C . 4 Apr 1905-5 Oct 1981 
DuBose, Belle I. 15 Jul 1874-28 Dec 1935 
DuBose, Bill 5 Oct 1874-25 Dec 1929 
DuBose, Nellie D. [w/o Tillon "Son" DuBose?] 10 Jun 1913-6 Aug 1990 
DuBose, Tillon "Son" 10 Feb 1912-26 Nov 1990 
DuBose, Tish 17 Mar 1884-27 Sep 1961 
Duette, Hester Ann 25 Dec 1865-6 Jan 1936 
Duncan, Beulah McCormick [n.d.) 
Duncan, Lela Hucks [w/o Dora Duncan] 31 Oct 1887-4 Jan 1941 










































































Duncan, Lela Maxine [d/o William M. & Lela Mae Duncan] 26 Apr I 942-2 Jul I 942 
Duncan, Luke R. 24 Aug 1851-16 Mar I 929 
Duncan, Mary B. [w/o Luke R. Duncan] 16 Nov 1860-6 Feb 1916 
Duncan, N. Jennie S. 1885-1968 
Duncan, Paul P. [s/o L. R. & Emma Duncan) 22 Jul 1918-14 Aug 1919 
Duncan, Robert Earl [s/o William M. & Lela B. Duncan] 12 Aug 1949-10 May 1968 
Duncan, Thurston H. 1875-1968 (FD) 
Duncan, William Mack 25 Dec I 910-3 May 1980 
Duncan, William T. I 887-1956 
Dunn, Agnes M. 7 Aug 1918-
Dunn, Bertha C. [w/o John P. Dunn] 2 Apr I 885-17 Jan 1973 
Dunn, Charles W. [SC Pvt US Army WWII] 10 Apr 1905-26 May 1970 
Dunn, Clifton H. "Babe" [SC PFC Utilities Div. QMC WWI] 20 Sep 1892-7 Dec 1952 
Dunn, Edwin Bryant [Tee 5 US Army WWII] 6 Apr 19 I 1-17 Sep 1970 
Dunn, Ella Oliver [w/o Robert Lee Dunn?] 1877-1920 
Dunn, Emma I 901- I 907 
Dunn, Emmette Vance 1916-1963 
Dunn, Gladys Miriam [d/o John P. & Bertha C. Dunn] 6 Nov 1918-17 Sep 1920 
Dunn, Jessel V. 22 Dec 1929-25 Jan 1966 
Dunn, John Milton 3 May 1913-15 Oct 1974 
Dunn, John P. 22 Oct 1876-5 Jul 1954 
Dunn, John Wesley 4 Mar 1840-19 Sep 1910 
Dunn, Joseph P. 1885-1919 
Dunn, Josephine S. (w/o John Wesley Dunn) 15 Feb 1855-6 Dec 1928 
Dunn, Lance 1903-1907 
Dunn, Leeperlace [w/o Robert L. Dunn?] 7 Nov 1917-
Dunn, Loney C. 15 Jan 1888-22 Nov 1977 
Dunn, Mary Ettie Causey (w/o Loney C. Dunn] 3 Mar 1895-4 Mar 199 I 
Dunn, Myrtle 10 Apr 1915-
Dunn, Robert L. 4 Mar 1899-27 Sep 1976 
Dunn, Robert Lee 1873-1940 
Dunn, Rosa Ammons [w/o Clifton H. Dunn] 3 Mar 1900-10 Mar 1990 
Dunn, Royce E. 1906-1953 
Dunn, Sherra Miltonette 21 Jul 1944-16 Jun 1945 
Dunn, Thomas DeLos 28 Sep 1890-12 Apr 1931 
Dusenbury, Augusta Duncan (w/o Charles Edward Dusenbury] 24 Apr 1900-29 Oct 1980 
Dusenbury, Charles Edward 23 Nov 1887-29 Dec 1949 
Dusenbury, Christine D. 1907-1968 
Dusenbury, Eddis T. [w/o Hilliard 0 . Dusenbury] 8 Sep 1892-31 Mar 1978 
Dusenbury, Hilliard 0 . 14 Mar 1888-20 Nov 1953 
Dusenbury, J. H. 1858-1922 
Dusenbury, Margarete Jane 30 Aug 1865-8 Jan 1920 
Eaddy, Ervin D. 7 Jul 1908-3 Jan 1971 
Eardley, Daisy Whittington [w/o Russell Clifford Eardley] 15 Oct 1909-
Eardley, Russell Clifford [US Navy WWII] 1Jan1910-29 Jan 1980 
Early, Durward 30 May 1932-27 Jan 1974 
Early, Martha (w/o Durward Early] 4 Jun 1943-27 Jan 1974 
Eddens, Estelle Andrews [w/o S. J. Eddens; m/o Dorothy Eddens Taylor] 29 Mar 1893-11Mar1978 
Eddens, Stephen J. [CHBOSN US Navy WWI & II] 21 Aug 1890-23 Jan 1968 
Edge, Candace D. (Bragg) 18 Mar 1969-3 Mar 1980 
Edge, Eamel Worth [SC GM! USNR WWII) 29 Oct 1916-4 Feb 1962 
Edge, Eliza Ann 1889-1959 
Edge, Etta Owens 26 Oct 1889-27 Dec I 907 
Edgeworth, Reba L. Williams [w/o Stanley N. Edgeworth] 4 Oct 1911-
Edgeworth, Stanley N. 29 Sep 1912-25 Dec 1990 
Edmondson, Charles L. 193 I- I 966 
Edney, Ann J. [w/o Briggs Edney?] 1909-1982 
Edney, Briggs 1906-
Edwards, Arthur T. [US Army WWII] 6Jul 1917-11Feb1984 
Edwards, Bertrum L. [Pvt US Army] 27 Mar 1905-14 Nov 1975 
Edwards, Jesse Waverly 21 Jul 1915-25 Nov 1982 
Edwards, Laura Faye [w/o Bertrum L. Edwards) 23 Aug 1912-8 Nov 1983 
Edwards, Mildred L. [w/o Arthur T. Edwards] 16 Nov 1922-
Eldridge, Anna R. King [w/o John Wilson Eldridge] 11Nov1881-12 Jun 1965 
Eldridge, John Wilson 20 Jul 1874-7 Feb 1936 
Eldridge, Lizzettie Vereen "Sonny" 17 Aug 1918-7 Nov 1985 
Eldridge, William Capers 27 Mar 1909-11 May 1938 
Elkes, Ann Rebecca [w/o Peter James Elkes?] 3 Feb 1860-5 Jul 1944 
Elkes, Benjamin Asbury [s/o Phillip J. Elkes & Mary A. Stalvey Elkes, m. Della Theodora Vaught] I Jun 1869-15 Jun 1913 
Elkes, Catherin 18 Dec 1890-13 Sep 1906 
Elkes, Della Theodora Vaught [w/o Benjamin Asbury Elkes, d/o Peter Vaught, Jr.& Louisa Wilmon Cuckon Futch Vaught] 
2 Jan 1874-24 Jun 1912 









































































Elkes, Mary Elizabeth 1901-1989 (FD) 
Elkes, Naomi Vaught [d/o Benjamin Asbury & Della Theodora Vaught Elkes] 31 Aug 1909-31 Oct 1912 
Elkes, Peter James 16 Sep 1854-16 Nov 1931 
Elliott, Arthur Buckie 1883-1948 
Ellis, Dorothea P. [w/o George E. Ellis] 2 Feb 1924-
Ellis, Dorothy Elizabeth Benton [w/o Harvey Ellis; d/o Casper Leon & Bertha Jan Shelley] 26 Sep 1920-
Ellis, George E. 15 Jan 1918-
Ellis, Harvey [s/o Charles Christopher & Arrie Mae Newton Ellis] 7 Aug 1913-
Ellison, Eva Shacklock [w/o Walter W. Ellison] 1882-1961 
Ellison, Marion G. 1926-1979 
Ellison, Walter W. 1876-1970 
Elvis, Julia Yvonne [inf d/o Terry & Marian Lanier Elvis] 24 Nov 1981 
Epps, Mary R. 26 Dec 1894-27 Mar 1983 
Estep, Atee A. [T/Sgt US Air Force) 24 Oct 1933-5 Jan 1977 
Evans, Cheyney Stauffer 10 Mar 1894-28 May 1986 
Evans, David Hall 7 Nov 1924-24 Apr 1966 
Evans, Eleanor Noss [w/o Ralph E. "Buck" Evans] 12 May 1924-17 Dec 1969 
Evans, Margaret Hall [w/o C. S. Evans] 23 Oct 1894-19 Nov 1981 
Evans, Ralph E. "Buck" 17 May 1921-2 Jun 1983 
Everhart, Bennie, Jr. [inf s/o Bennie & Ophelia Everhart] 6 Feb 1946-13 Mar 1946 
Everhart, Edgar Harrison 7 Aug 1890-5 Jan 1965 
Everhart, Elsie V. Treece [w/o Harley Everhart, m. 23 Dec 1937) IO Mar 1916-
Everhart, Harley 25 Aug 1914-12 Aug 1977 
Everhart, Nannie Hern [w/o Edgar Harrison Everhart] 28 Apr 1893-26 Nov 1966 
Fagan, Lillie G. Shelley 1915-1965 
Faircloth, Carolyn Keasler [w/o Wiley Jackson Faircloth) 5 Jul 1924-21Jan1991 
Faircloth, Wiley Jackson [m. Carolyn Keasler 15 Nov 1947) 6 Feb 1921-
Fakoury, Myron Joseph 29 Jun 1890-12 Mar 1969 
Fakoury, Salim 15 Jan 1893-21May1957 
Fakoury, Sophia Mack [w/o Myron Joseph Fakoury) 4 Jun 1902-12 Apr 1975 
Faulk, Prudie Mills [w/o Raymond V. Faulk?] 25 Jun 1898-8 Sep 1983 
Faulk, Raymond V. 19 Mar 1903-31Aug1989 
Faulkingham, Charles Walls [s/o William Edgar & Cleo Faulkingham] 20 May 1901-15 Oct 1991 
Faulkingham, Frances H. [d/o George Edward & Lillie Mae Hinson, w/o Charles W. Faulkingham?] 5 Aug 1912-15 Aug 1970 
Favro, Marie 1901-1990 
Felton, Elisha B. 12 Jul 1891-8 Jan 1955 
Felton, May Williams [w/o Elisha B. Felton] 15 Jul 1893-25 Sep 1982 
Ferri , Bret H. 18 Mar 1979-6 Sep 1983 
Ferry, Anna Heyron [w/o Dr. N. S. Ferry, b. Detroit, Michigan) 11 Dec 1890-29 Jan 1954 
Ferry, Newell Simmons (M.D.) [b. New Haven, CN] 7 Feb 1876-8 Jan 1954 
Fipps, Baby Girl 1976-1976 (FD) 
Fisher, Arnold Goodwin [b. Arnold Murray Goodwin, s/o Eddith Irene Teuton] 13 Sep 1905-9 Nov 1985 
Fitzhugh, Margaret T. [w/o Robert W. Fitzhugh?] 31 Oct 1929-16 Sep 1987 
Fitzhugh, Robert W. 3 Dec 1912-30 Nov 1985 
Fleischhauer, Conrad C. 1915-
Fleischhauer, Florence M. [w/o Conrad C. Fleischhauer] 1915-1973 
Fleming, Alex E. 16 May 1895-27 Nov 1952 
Fleming, Mabel B. [w/o Alex E. Fleming] 10 Jul 1906-16 May 1975 
Flinchum, Charles E. 1936-1992 (FD) 
Flowers, Archie Mack I Sep 1897-31 Oct 1976 
Flowers, Eula Mae 25 Jul 1933-22 Jun 1988 
Flowers, Mamie Hardwick [w/o A. M. Flowers] 11Sep1897-17 Jan 1976 
Forbes, __ [lnftwins/o Michael & Joshua Forbes] Aug 1978 
Fore, Archie M. -1942 
Foreman, Sarah Pat 1919-1968 
Forestiero, Dawn M. l 9?-1970 (FD) 
Foster, John Thomas 27 Oct 1911-5 Mar 1908 
Foster, Mary M. [w/o John Thomas Foster?] 23 Mar 1913-25 Dec 1989 
Fox, Carl Brandon, Jr. [h/o Lucille 0 . Fox, sons Philip F., Robert 0 . Fox] 21Feb1923-22 May 1986 
Fox, Lucile Outlaw [w/o Carl Brandon Fox, Jr.] 14 May 1925-6 Jul 1984 
Foyt, Simone Aglae 1900-1992 (FD) 
Franks, Eva Frances [d/o Henry D. & Fannie C. Franks] 2 Apr 1926-23 Mar 1927 
Franks, Fannie Causey [w/o Henry Daniel Franks) 20 Apr 1893-3 May 1969 
Franks, Henry Daniel 26 Aug 1890-3 Feb 1962 
French, David Clare ("Beloved Son") 13 Sep 1961-26 Jan 1989 
French, Grover William, Jr. 18 Oct 1919-
French, Sadie Hazel Lee Sessions [w/o Grover William French, Jr.) 13 Apr 1928-15 Sep 1988 
Frye, Richard L. 27 Nov 1956-16 Apr 1987 
Fuller, John I 0 May 1885-9 May 1965 
Fulp, Lucille D. 30 Aug 1921-29 Apr 1989 
Furlaugh, John James 8 Oct 1877-26 Nov 1941 
Furlaugh, Mary Jane 9 Mar 1890-13 Nov 1913 










































































Gaddy, Hubert H. 21Nov1921-1 1 Feb1990 
Gaddy, Irene L. [w/o Hubert H. Gaddy) 30 Aug 1926-
Gainey, Julius M., Sr. 1908-1981 (FD) 
Gainey, Mildred H. [w/o Julius M. Gainey, Sr.?) 1915-1990 (FD) 
Galbraith, Lester Doyle 28 Nov 1910-17 Sep 1988 
Galbraith, Mary Elizabeth Richbourg [w/o Lester Doyle Galbraith] [n.d.) 
Gallagher, Joseph J. 1907-1992 (FD) 
Galvin, L. Lee 19 Sep 1921-25 Oct 1943 
Gamble, Lurline Frye 22 Feb 1922-7 Feb 1987 
Gardner, Mae C. (w/o Sam P. Gardner] 1897-1963 
Gardner, Sam P. 1893-1968 
Garner, Leonard A. [M/Sgt USAF Korea] 23 Apr 1927-8 Mar 1990 
Garr, Matilda Etheredge (w/o Maurice Andris Garr] 13 Oct 1892-4 Feb 1972 
Garr, Maurice Andris 10 May 1892-12 Sep 1963 
Gasque, _ _ [Infd/o Charles & Janice Gasque] b/d 18 Feb 1967 
Geddies, Ruth L. 13 Jul 1900-26 Oct 1929 
Geddings, Arthur Joseph "Pepper", Jr. 14 Aug 1947-6 Mar 1968 
Gerrity, David J. [RM3 WWII] 18 Sep 1923-4 Apr 1984 
Gibson, Ava Humphrey 29 Sep 1911-6 Apr 1979 
Gibson, Richard Lawrence [Sp4 US Army Korea) 25 Jul 1938-7 Nov 1983 
Gilbert, Victor Dennis [s/o William & Bettie Gilbert] 13 Sep 1963-25 May 1981 
Gilbert, William B., Sr. [h/o Bettie J. Gilbert] 21 Jul 1924-7 Jun 1986 
Gill, C. Russell 27 Feb 1910-
Gill, Margaret Auman [w/o C. Russell Gill?] 6 Feb 1909-4 Feb 1986 
Gillespie, Henry 21Aug1871-26 Apr 1958 
Gilley, Audra Leigh 1975-1975 (FD) 
Gillikin, Benjamin 1854-1934 
Gillikin, Mamie Linguish [w/o Benjamin Gillikin?] 1899-1940 
Gillikin, Mary 25 Aug 1873-5 Nov 1918 
Gillis, Ada Owens 16 Dec 1887-8 Apr 1919 
Gilmore, Lawrence Glen 28 Sep 1908-12 Sep 1959 
Ginter, Janet Marie Doxey [d/o Edward & Lessie Doxey, w/o Paul Ginter) 13 Dec 1942-11 Jul 1974 
Ginter, Stevie Mort 1984-1984 
Godbolt, David Archie 30 Jul 1902-25 Jan 1966 
Godbolt, Maggie V. [w/o David Archie Godbolt?) 25 Dec 1903-11Nov1989 
Godbolt, Scarborough Dock [s/o D. Archie & Maggie M. Godbolt] 6 Aug 1939-17 May 1959 
Godley, Rena Hayes "Lade" [d/o Sarah & David S. Hayes] 21 Feb 1894-26 May 1949 
Goers, John L. [Pvt 2 Regt SC Inf Spanish-American War] 15 Nov 1876-15 May 1965 
Goldfinch, Charles Derrick [s/o Emma Stalvey & W. T. Goldfinch) 17 Apr 1884-29 Apr 1899 
Goll, Charles C. 6 Nov 1920-22 Sep 1974 
Goll, Elva Davis [w/o Charles C. Goll] 20 Aug 1912-25 Apr 1971 
Goodman, Robert Henry, Jr. [MTI US Navy Vietnam] 25 Jul 1937-13 Nov 1977 
Gore, Christopher Columbus 23 Sep 1891-11 Dec 1940 
Gowan, Arrie Mae Wise 25 Dec 1898-27 Oct 1950 
Gowen, George 21 Nov 1861-17 Aug 1953 
Graham, Joseph F. [Pvt US Army WWI) 1897-1951 
Grainger, Carl L. 14 Nov 1935- 12 Jul 1974 
Grantham, Della Owens (w/o Robert D. Grantham?] 1893-1980 
Grantham, Robert D. 1890-1969 
Graves, Nora Dowless [w/o Tom N. Graves] 31Jan1911 - 17 May 1981 
Graves, Tom N. 21 Dec 1896-11 Dec 1963 
Gravis, Mike N. 1888-1954 
Gray, Mary "Kaye" Stroud [w/o Maj . Ralph J. Gray, USA] 20 Feb 1924-3 Sep 1988 
Green, __ (infant) 1963-1963 (FD) 
Green, Baxter Council 13 Jun 1882-12 Aug 1960 
Green, BerthaAnn 18 Jan 1882-21Mar1961 
Green, Frances York (w/o Joseph Hunter Green, m. 6 Nov 1932] 30 Dec 1911-23 Feb 1983 
Green, Harry Linwood 21Nov1921-17 Mar 1982 
Green, Hattie Gladden [w/o Baxter Council Green] 29 Oct 1885-17 Dec 1963 
Green, Joseph Hunter 23 Dec 1910-
Green, Morris C. 9 Jun 1910-13 Oct 1985 
Green, Richard David 3 Oct 1924-30 Mar 1949 
Green, Richard G. 1Apr1898-1Jun1980 
Green, Violam M. [w/o Richard G. Green?] 2 Sep 1896-10 Jan 1966 
Green, William Oscar [US Navy WWII) 12 Feb 1914-27 Sep 1985 
Gregory, Elton 2 Nov 1889-2 Nov 1958 
Greif, George F. 26 Oct 1885-8 Mar 1971 
Griffin, Mary Ethel Hucks [w/o Samuel F. Griffin] 20 Aug 1907-20 Dec 1971 
Griffin, S. F. 1883-1975 
Guidas, Matthew J. [M/Sgt US Air Force WWII, Korea] 4 Aug 1910-8 Aug 1982 
Gunter, Chuck Kelly [Cpl US Marine Corps, 1967-70 Vietnam, s/o Kelly & Harriet Gunter & brother of Joan Gail] 
20 Oct 1947-6 Aug 1972 









































































Guthrie, __ 1922-1982 (FD) 
Guy, Jimmie Ellen 15 Jun 1975 
Hal ff, __ [inf s/o Lee & Albert Hal ff] bid 9 Dec 1941 
Hall , Douglas Haywood 14 Oct 1945-15 Oct 1945 
Hall , J. F. (Rev.) 1874-1946 
Halloin, Mae M. [w/o William G. Halloin?] 1897-1967 
Halloin, William G. 1899-
Ham, Edna Vereen Edge 1924-1981 (FD) 
Hamer, Bonita Causey [w/o Lawrence Manning Hamer] 11 Jan 1922-2 Oct 1960 
Hamer, Lawrence Manning 23 Apr 1919-22 Oct 1958 
Hamilton, James D. 8 Nov 1915-11Sep1984 
Hammerschmidt, Florence 1891-197 4 
Hammond, Alice Bryant Dobson JO Dec 1889-9 Nov 1969 
Hammond, Bernie N. [h/o Alice Bryant Dobson Hammond?] 22 Dec 1884-7 Oct 1960 
Hammond, Floyd Clifton [T/Sgt US Air Force WWII] 22 Feb 1920-27 Aug 1991 
Hammond, Julius F. 30 Jul 1910-1Apr1958 
Hammond, Margaret L. b/d. 14 Feb 1950 
Hammond, Myrtle A. [w/o Julius F. Hammond?] 10 Jan 1914-13 Apr 1975 
Hancock, Russell B. 28 Dec 1929-17 Aug 1982 
Handke, Ella 10 Jul 1889-27 Dec 1971 
Hankins, Baby Boy 1972-1972 (FD) 
Hanson, Thomas 25 Feb 1905-2 Feb 1984 
Harbin, Jesse V. 13 Oct 1905-28 Mar 1970 
Hardee, Annie Eliza 4 Dec 1867-25 Jun 1919 
Hardee, Archie Wade, Sr. 14 Oct 1909-8 Aug 1967 
Hardee, David Ernest 15 Apr 1901-10 Apr 1971 
Hardee, Furman Walker [Colonel US Army, WWI, WWII] 23 Mar 1893-23 Apr 1958 
Hardee, George David 3 May 1927-
Hardee, Joseph Leslie 13 Mar 1899-20 Oct 1954 
Hardee, Joseph Marion 7 Nov 1871-25 Oct 1912 
Hardee, Lessie E. [w/o Archie Wade Hardee, Sr.?] 13 Sep 1911-13 Dec 1988 
Hardee, Lola Mae Mccranie [w/o David Ernest Hardee) JO May 1906-1 May 1970 
Hardee, Margaret [w/o R. L. Hardee] 1887-1926 
Hardee, Mary Frances [w/o George David Hardee; Chn : David Earnest, Gregory DeLeslie, George Richard, William Henry] 
25 Mar 1932-6 Aug 1988 
Hardee, Mason Charlie 21Feb1917-9 Dec 1987 
Hardee, May [w/o R. L. Hardee] 1906-1988 
Hardee, May Ella Evans [w/o Joseph Leslie Hardee?] 24 Mar 1907-26 Oct 1986 
Hardee, Netta Daniels [w/o Mason Charlie Hardee] 3 Nov 1922-29 Sep 1980 
Hardee, Ora Amanda B. [n.d.] 
Hardee, Ora Boyd [m. William Fletcher Hardee 28 Mar 1916] 12 Dec 1887-2 Aug 1973 
Hardee, Paul Laverne 3 Oct 1938-3 Sep 1966 
Hardee, Pearley F. 22 Jun 1892-19 Dec 1921 
Hardee, R. L. 1888-1956 
Hardee, Reba Hudson [w/o Furman Walker Hardee] 11Jan1897-6 Jun 1980 
Hardee, William Fletcher [m. Ora Boyd 28 Mar 1916] 30 Sep 1875-6 Mar 1953 
Hardee, William Hubert 31 May 1922-21 Nov 1972 
Harer, Dora Waggoner [w/o Earl Richard Harer?] 9 Jul 1894-5 Nov 1968 
Harer, Earl Richard 19 Feb 1892-3 Jul 1974 
Harer, Earl Richard, Jr. 12 Sep 1916-7 Aug 1930 
Harmon, Patricia J. [SI USN WWII] 4 Dec 1922-26 Jan 1985 
Harper, Frankie [inf d/o Samuel F. & Lou A. Harper] 19 May 1895-31 Jul 1896 
Harrelson, Georgia Cusack [w/o Henry Milton Harrelson Sr.?] 3 Sep 1907-7 Jul 1972 
Harrelson, Harriett McKnight [w/o Wilford LeRoy Harrelson] 16 Jul 1889-20 May 1963 
Harrelson, Henry M., Jr. 23 Aug 1926-30 Apr 1968 
Harrelson, Henry Milton, Sr. 29 Sep 1903-27 May 1973 
Harrelson, Wallace 28 Dec 1910-20 Mar 1981 
Harrelson, Wilford LeRoy 25 Nov 1885-17 Jul 1945 
Harris, Lena Dunn [w/o Louie Harris] 27 Jun 1897-11Apr1966 
Harris, Louie 22 Feb 1898-9 Jul 1968 
Harrison, Michael [Tee 5 US Army WWII] 14 Nov 1909-2 Sep 1980 
Harrison, Susie Elizabeth Hay [w/o Michael Harrison; she gave her body for medical research] 9 Jul 1916-4 Mar 1991 
Hart, Almon 20 May 1869-12 Feb 1959 
Hart, Belle Spivey [w/o Scott Robert Hart] 18 Nov 1888-2 Apr 1977 
Hart, JuliaJordan [w/oAlmonHart] 13Sep 1871-15Jun 1958 
Hart, William Spivey [h/o Roma Rowland Hart] 26 Oct 1911-11Jun1987 
Haselden, Claudia Theodora Stalvey 27 Apr 1889-0ct 1923 
Haselden, Ivy Cornelius [d. at Camp Jackson] 4 Feb 1896-2 Oct 1918 
Haselden, John Lamuel 6 Sep 1848-2 Jun 1933 
Haselden, Mary Jane 22 Apr 1865-22 Jun 1903 
Haselden, Nellie M. Dusenbury 18 Sep 1891-10 Apr 1948 
Haselden, Robert Arthur Prince 7 Mar 1903-13 Jul 1903 









































































Haselden, Samuel Alfred 11Aug1887-4 Jan 1969 
Hasty, Robert K. [GA Sgt US Army WWI] 3 May 1896-28 May 1972 
Hasty, Wilma Butler [w/o Robert K. Hasty] 3 Jun 1899-11Dec1990 
Hayes, Phillip E. 19 Sep 1952-11 Aug 1990 
Healan, William N. 26 Apr 1877-22 Jun 1952 
Heaton, Homer F. [GY Sgt US Marine Corps Vietnam] 11Sep1934-29 Jan 1984 
Heaton, Kathleen B. [w/o Homer F. Heaton?] 1934-1990 (FD) 
Heaton, Mary Caroline 27 Oct 1882-19 Sep 1964 
Hellem, Connie Lee 1959-1959 (FD) 
Helmly, Clyde Rhoen [w/o Israel Edward Helmly) 25 Aug 1899-2 Jun 1966 
Helmly, Israel Edward 14 Sep 1893-11Dec1965 
Henderson, John Walker 19 Jul 1907-5 Nov 1969 
Henley, Lee E., Jr. 18 May 1911-20 Jul 1973 
Henson, Claire Ann 16 Jun 1934-26 Mar 1979 
Herndon, Alexander Hall, Jr. [s/o Alexander Hall Herndon & Emma Gay Hinson Herndon Smith) 7 Nov 1939-20 Jun 1978 
Herndon, Lena Currie [w/o William Meredith Herndon?] 2 May 1904-3 Jan 1987 
Herndon, Mark Thomas [s/o Richard N. & Vera Herndon] b/d 9 Jul 1978 
Herndon, Minnie Moss [w/o William Bun Herndon] 25 Mar 1883-13 Oct 1961 
Herndon, Richard Norris [SN US Navy Korea) 8 Sep 1934-8 May 1985 
Herndon, Robert Douglas 28 Nov 1961-2 Dec 1990 
Herndon, William Bun 19 Nov 1876-23 May 1955 
Herndon, William Meredith IO May 1901-23 Dec 1978 
Herring, Bossman [US Army WWII) 15 Jan 1924-25 Jul 1989 
Herring, Dollie C. [w/o Bossman Herring?] 16 Oct 1926-29 Nov 1989 
Herring, Henry D., Jr. [s/o Henry D. & Barbara H. Herring] 4 Jan 1957-7 Dec 1959 
Hester, Gloria Jean [w/o Joseph Howard Hester, Jr.] 18 Jun 1943-
Hester, Joseph Howard 2 Apr 1911-9 Feb 1981 
Hester, Joseph Howard, Jr. [NJ PFC US Army Korea] 27 Jul 1933-17 Aug 1971 
Hester, Martha Bundy [w/o Joseph Howard Hester] 4 May 1911-2 Jun 1975 
Hewitt, Alfred McNeal [Seaman USN 1946-1948, s/o Solomon J. & Zelia B. Hewitt] b. 21Jun1928 
Hewitt, Alma Grainger [w/o William Grant Hewitt] 10 Oct 1917-
Hewitt, Ann Eliza Clemmons [w/o John Aaron Hewitt?] age 55, d. 9 Sep 1929 
Hewitt, Eva Mae Smith [w/o William Vance Hewitt] 13 Mar 1898-
Hewitt, John Aaron age 76, d. 25 May 1922 
Hewitt, Ray Solomon [Sgt US Army WWII] 6 Feb 1922-1Dec1989 
Hewitt, Roumania Lou Rich [w/o William Levi Hewitt] 4 Nov 1915-15 Oct 1972 
Hewitt, Solomon Joseph 11 Mar 1891-15 May 1979 
Hewitt, William Grant 19 Jan 1915-13 Aug 1989 
Hewitt, William Levi 26 May 1915-31May1990 
Hewitt, William Vance 12 Jul 1891-16 Oct 1972 
Hewitt, Zelia Rebecca B. [w/o Solomon Joseph Hewitt] 1 Jan 1900-11 Jul 1989 
Heyd, Curtis Leroy [s/o Marvin & Frances Mills Heyd] 25 Mar 1953-11Oct1970 
Heyward, Etrulia Rodgers [w/o Robert C. Heyward] 27 Jul 1905-17 Feb 1977 
Heyward, Robert C. 12 Mar 1878-17 May 1960 
Heyward, Thomas Savage 4 Nov 1905-1 May 1961 
Highsmith, Cornelia M. [w/o Dr. J. F. Highsmith, Jr.] 1909-1982 (FD) 
Highsmith, J. F., Jr. (M.D.) [native ofFayetteville, NC] 1902-1963 
Hihn, Anna Vogel 14 May 1887-10 Mar 1956 
Hill, __ [inf d/o Kin & Idell Hill) 8 Apr 1930 
Hill, Allen Thomas 19 Dec 1868-7 Apr 1938 
Hill, Amos Kin 2 Aug 1908-22 Mar 1977 
Hill, Clyde Ray 24 May 1918-17 Apr 1982 
Hill, Etta Madeline Pryor 23 May 1912-27 Dec 1987 
Hill , Hallean F. [w/o Clyde Ray Hill?] 20 Oct 1924-
Hill, John Kin [SC PFC US Army] 29 Dec 1934-24 Jan 1967 
Hill, Lillie [twin] 21Aug1910-18 Oct 1928 
Hill, Luella Owens [w/o Allen Thomas Hill?) 22 Dec 1879-3 Nov 1952 
Hill, Margaret Idell [w/o Amos Kin Hill?) 2 May 1913-12 Dec 1986 
Hill, Marguerite R. 11Apr1925-29 Jan 1989 
Hill, Willie [twin) 21Aug1910-17 Jul 1926 
Hilton, Carolyn R. [w/o Hobart H. Hilton] 1898-1964 
Hilton, Hobart H. 1896-1964 
Hinson, Erlene Tuton [d/o Earl & Nell Tyson Tuton; w/o Thomas Crawford Hinson 10 Aug 1921-26 May 1980 
Hinson, George Edward [s/o Bonnie Churchwell Hinson & Queen Victoria Davis, b. Lancaster, SC & died at Myrtle Beach) 
4 Jul 1884-18 Jun 1946 
Hinson, George Edward, Jr. [s/o George Edward & Lillie Maie Stogner Hinson] 20 Feb 1910-14 Jan 1968 
Hinson, Lillie Maie Stogner [d/o Lewis Henry Stogner & Sara Emma Gay, b. Rockingham, NC & died at Myrtle Beach] 
28 Dec 1888-24 Sep 1971 
Hinson, Lisa [d/o Mary Elizabeth Harrelson & Thomas Crawford Hinson] 6 Mar 1961-18 Apr 1961 
Hinson, Louis Benton [s/o George Edward & Lillie Maie Stogner Hinson] 30 Aug 1915-12 Apr 1970 
Hinson, Mary Harrelson 13 Oct 1924-14 May 1990 
Hitchcock, Albert W., Sr. 21Feb1921-15 Mar 1987 








































































Hixon, Earline Reynolds 17 July 1947-27 Jun 1971 Collins Creek 
Hobeika, Mary Sarkis [w/o Mike E. Hobeika, Sr., d/o Joe Cephus & Jennie Edwards Sarkis: b. Goldsboro, NC ; great-grandchild : 
Jacqueline Marie Hobeika] 28 Sep 1903-23 Nov 1983 Ocean Woods 
Hobeika, Michael E., Jr. [s/o Mike E. & Mary Sarkis Hobeika, b. Conway, SC; m. Mary Everhart; Chn : Michael Elias Hobeika, III, 
Mary Allison Hobeika; sis: Madelirie Merritt Jurney; grand-chn: Jacqueline Marie Hobeika & Kristen Halley Hobeika] 
3 Feb 1936-17 Apr 1989 
Hobeika, Mike E., Sr. [b. Beruit, Syria; m. Mary Sarkis at Conway, SC; son: Michael E., Jr.; dau: Madeline Merritt Jurney; 
grandchn: Mary Allison Hobeika, Michael Elias Hobeika, III, Jamie Coleen Jurney, James C. Jurney, Jr.] d. 12 Nov 1971 
Age 77 
Hockings, Alfred Colby 11 Jul 1895-14 Feb 1957 
Hockings, Catherine B. [w/o Alfred Colby Hockings] 25 Feb 1898-26 Dec 1986 
Hodge, Benny Ray 1982-1983 (FD) 
Hodge, Juanita Hensley 31 Jul 1920-2 Apr 1983 
Hodges, Helen Wilson Malloy [w/o Sherrill D. Hodges? m/o Helen Wilson & Margaret Sherrill] 21Sep1917-11Jan1978 
Hodges, J. Paul 7 Aug 1902-11 Mar 1972 
Hodges, Lela S. [w/o J. Paul Hodges?] 11 Sept 1909-
Hodges, Sherrill D. [SC PM3 US Navy WWII] 29 Aug 1921-24 Aug 1971 
Hoffman, Baby Girl 1982-1982 (FD) 
Holden, Eugene [SC Tec5 US Army WWII] 16 Apr 1909-17 Dec 1966 
Holder, Alice Brown [m/o Agnes Holder Beard] 26 Jul 1869-17 Nov 1953 
Holland, John E. 23 Mar 1915-1IJun1991 
Holland, Sarah E. Brennan [w/o William D. Holland] 25 Jul 1898-30 Apr 1985 
Holland, William D. [US Army WWI] 3 Jun 1895-9 Dec 1987 
Hollinshead, Fred C. 21May1908-27 Aug 1978 
Holmes, Ben R. [M/Sgt US Air Force WWII] 25 Nov 1912-30 Oct 1977 
Holmes, Carolyn Causey [w/o R. A. Holmes] 15 Jun I 934-22 May I 987 
Holmes, Gene Russell 3 I Dec I 953-29 Jul 1985 
Holmes, Kenneth Lee [s/o R. A. & Carolyn Causey Holmes] I 8 Aug 1958-21 Aug 1958 
Holmes, Ruth Lundy [w/o Ben R. Holmes] 17 Jul 1921-27 Jan 1990 
Holt, Clarence Milton 2 I Feb I 884-19 Feb 1950 
Holt, Genevieve E. [w/o Clarence Milton Holt] 25 Mar 1891-
Hoover, __ [Baby Boy] 1980-1980 (FD) 
Hom, Russell Stanley 20 Sep 1905-23 May 1960 
Hornaday, Bernice McG. [w/o Roland D. Hornaday; m/o Jerry & Linda] 1916-1984 
Hornaday, Gerald D. [US Navy Korea] 1935-1982 
Hornaday, Misha Smith 1881-1953 
Hornaday, Roland D. [h/o Bernice McG. Hornaday; f/o Jerry & Linda] 1910-1966 
Hosier, Edyth A. 1906-1963 
Hoskins, __ [m. Keith P. Hoskins 12 Feb 1954] I Oct 1934-4 Dec 1968 
Houise, George 1878-1945 
Howard, Helen 1850-19 I 9 
Howard, John Walter 6 Sep 1888-6 Sep I 966 
Howard, Nellie G. [w/o John Walter Howard] 28 Aug 1894-22 Aug 1957 
Howard, Samuel 1837-1921 
Howell, Joseph Ellison 20 Oct 1888-29 Mar 1953 
Howell, Karen Eloise 22 Jan 1955-23 Apr 1983 
Howell, Lillian Heaton [w/o Joseph Ellison Howell] 23 Oct 1893-3 May 1987 
Howland, Dorothy E. 22 Mar 1921 -14 Jun 1979 
Hoyt, Nina V. Todd 21Aug1910-23 Dec 1977 
Hucks, Benjamine [s/o Rev. David Hucks] 4 Sep 1898-8 Jun 1911 
Hucks, Beulah Smith (w/o Thomas Eda Hucks] I Feb 1895-18 Apr 1967 
Hucks, David (Rev.) [member ofS . C. Conference 1890-191 I] 14 May 1861-14 Jun 191 I 
Hucks, Elizabeth V. [ w/o Rev. J. Hucks] 30 Jan 1850-4 Mar 1909 
Hucks, J. L.B. 4 Mar 1845-7 Feb 1897 
Hucks, Jeremiah (Rev.) 27 May 1843-10 Jul 1903 
Hucks, Joseph Benjamin 5 Dec 1862-23 Sep 1945 
Hucks, Joseph Melton 22 Mar 1885-12 Oct 1918 
Hucks, Julia Hulda [w/o Thomas Morris Hucks?] 31Oct1865-26 Sep 1919 
Hucks, Lena Jill & Lena Jan [inf twin d/o Clifton & Martha Knox Hucks] 24 Jan 1963 
Hucks, Mack L. [Veteran WWI] 25 Sep 1893-30 Jan 1952 
Hucks, Mary Etta Stalvey [w/o Joseph Benjamin Hucks] 23 Dec 1868-12 May 1949 
Hucks, Mary W. Stalvey [w/o Rev. David Hucks, d/o Rev. Isaiah Stalvey] 13 Dec 1870-3 May 1950 
Hucks, Oneita Collins [w/o Vester Grant Hucks?] 16 Nov 1927-9 Nov 1961 
Hucks, Onzell Iola 23 Mar 1920-19 Mar 1923 
Hucks, Rosa Myrtle [d/o Ben & Etta Hucks] 16 Mar 1901-26 Jan 1904 
Hucks, Sam [s/o J. L.B . Hucks] 13 Sep 1871-23 Oct 1873 
Hucks, Samuel L. 10 Dec 1890-24 Jan 1911 
Hucks, Sarah J. 23 Jun 1858-26 Aug 1902 
Hucks, Sue [w/o W. M. Hucks] 27 Sep 1898-6 Nov 1919 
Hucks, Thomas Eda 13 Apr 1891-30 Apr 1950 
Hucks, Thomas Morris 5 Oct I 855-5 Apr 1927 
Hucks, Vester Grant I 9 I 6-1973 



































































Hudson, Clem Hearl [s/o Griffin & Dora Hudson, SC SP3 US Army) 7 Jul 1937-12 Feb 1958 
Hudson, Dora Rauls [w/o Griffin Hudson] 10 Oct 1913-1Aug1950 
Hudson, Griffin 5 Feb 1908-26 Jan 1971 
Hudson, May B. [w/o Griffin Hudson?] 18 Sep 1905-
Huggins, Charlie Monroe 25 Sep 1886-5 Oct 1944 
Huggins, Hugh Judd [2771h Engr Bn WWII) 16 Jan 1914-19 Dec 1987 
Huggins, Hugh Judd, Jr. 17 May 1945-1 Jan 1988 
Huggins, Lenora "Mama Judd" Judson [w/o Charlie Monroe Huggins] 23 Sep 1893-5 Jan 1985 
Huggins, Leon Montgomery 10 May 1905-22 Dec 1939 
Huggins, Polly Edith Thompson [w/o Hugh Judd Huggins] 20 Jul 1920-30 Nov 1984 
Huggins, Rufus Henry 5 Jan 1896-15 Feb 1940 
Huggins, Sara Ann Bailey [w/o Rufus Henry Huggins] 7 Jun 1897-15 Mar 1973 
Hughes, Heather Gwyneth Able [d/o Franklin G. & Candy A. Hughes) 20 Aug 1971-4 Nov 1971 
Hughes, Helen Hubbard [w/o Frank C. Hughes] 4 Oct 1908-8 Jan 1981 
Hughes, Jessie Green [w/o Nicholas Collin Hughes] 20 Sep 1889-7 Jun 1970 
Hughes, Nicholas Collin 29 Jan 1883-26 Oct 1956 
Hulsey, _ _ [lnfs/o Michael Albert & Jean Hucks Hulsey) b/d 7 Oct 1981 
Hunter, Douglas Wayne [s/o Al/C Bobby & Helen Hunter] 10 Jan 1960-12 Jan 1960 
Hussey, Betty Jo 26 Dec 1935-4 Jan 1936 
Hussey, Robert Manning 24 Dec 1907-16 May 1949 
Hussey, Robert Manning, Ill 2 Apr 1938-2 Sep 1938 
Husted, Don Orval 17 Aug 1890-8 Jan 1977 
Husted, Earl E. 21 May 1907-4 Jun 1991 
Husted, Gertrude Rourk [m. Dr. William A. Rourk, Jr. 27 Sep 1926, m. Earl E. Husted I Mar 1952) [n.d.) 
Husted, Helen G. [w/o W. Sherman Husted] 6 Jan 1913-31Mar1989 
Husted, W. Sherman 29 Jul 1902-11 Jul 1966 
Hutto, George Anderson, Sr. [b. Williamston, SC) 20 Aug 1892-2 Nov 1959 
Inman, Wilhelm Hardy 22 Oct 1920-5 Mar 1990 
Jackson, Randall E. 6 Sep 1949-21Sep1983 
Jacobs, William Jan 1979 (FD) 
James, William Arthur 14 Aug 1912-15 Jun 1989 
Jameson, Maud Catherine [s/o Edith Jameson Sloan) 8 Feb 1888-13 Aug 1975 
Jamison, Olive Ryon [w/o Otis P. Jamison] 30 Sep 1910-16 Jul 1970 
Jamison, Otis P. [US Army) 21Mar1910-10 Jul 1980 
Jenerette, Benjamin H. 21Jan1912-27 Feb 1972 
Jennings, Ada Cordelia [w/o Dave J. Jennings] 24 Aug 1914-15 Apr 1983 
Jennings, Dave J. 9 May 1899-1 Jan 1957 
Jensen, Mildred Wood [w/o Sweyn A. Jensen?) 16 Apr 1888-28 Sep 1968 
Jensen, Sweyn A. 26 Apr 1886-30 Jun 1968 
Johnson, __ [infd/o Gladys S. & J. 0 . Johnson, Jr.] 20 May 1954 
Johnson, __ [infs/o Gladys S. & J. 0 . Johnson, Jr.) 7 May 1955 
Johnson, Albert 1895-1964 
Johnson, Anna M. [w/o George E. Johnson] 4 Jul 1902-4 Jan 1973 
Johnson, Anne Elizabeth [w/o Luther M. Johnson?] 20 Feb 1887-3 Apr 1945 
Johnson, Armon Benjamin 15 Aug 1912-6 Aug 1971 
Johnson, Audrey A. 4 May 1939-24 Mar 1973 
Johnson, Barbara Ferry (Mother, Educator, Author) [n.d.) 
Johnson, Betty Jo Strawhorn 16 Jan 1953-31 Jan 1989 
Johnson, C. W. "Bud" 23 Nov 1901-3 Jun 1978 
Johnson, Catherine W. 1935-1967 
Johnson, Cathy Renee 24 Oct 1957-26 Oct 1957 
Johnson, Charles Wylma Winston [s/o L. M. Johnson] I May 1915-20 Sep 1916 
Johnson, Constance Ann "Connie [d/o Lester J. "Fuzz" & Ann DuBois Johnson] 12 May 1958-4 Mar 1971 
Johnson, Dorothy Clayton [w/o Armon Benjamin Johnson] 6 Jan 1918-21 Feb 1990 
Johnson, Edna Byrum Callaway [w/o Oliver Cecil Callaway) 11Aug1898-13 Mar 1988 
Johnson, Edwin Murray 14 Feb 1919-26 Nov 1978 
Johnson, George E. 5 Jan 1900-21 Dec 1979 
Johnson, Henry G. [GA Sgt 855 Co Trans Corps WWI] 30 Jun 1893-12 Jan 1957 
Johnson, Henry Roosevelt B. 15 Jan 1919-14 May 1919 
Johnson, Hettie McMillan [w/o John Monroe Johnson?] IO Aug 1907-17 Oct 1968 
Johnson, J. H. 5 Mar 1878-14 Apr 1956 
Johnson, J. Mett 15 May 1902-16 Jan 1924 
Johnson, John Monroe 8 Sep 1907-11 Mar 1974 
Johnson, Josephine Dunn [w/o Edwin Murray Johnson] 30 Aug 1924-
Johnson, Lena "Sister Maria" 14 Feb 1927-31Mar1987 
Johnson, Luther M. I Oct 1885-7 Mar 1930 
Johnson, Marie M. [w/o C. W. "Bud" Johnson] 20 Jul 1902-9 Sep 1986 
Johnson, Mildred P. 17 Feb 1904-6 May 1984 
Johnson, Pluma Blake 23 Apr 1908-16 Mar 1966 
Johnson, Susan M. [w/o J. H. Johnson?) 3 Oct 1883-21 Jan 1978 
Johnson, Thos. A. 24 Feb 1860-13 Aug 1917 
Johnson, Virginia Ard 6 Apr 1923-27 Mar 1942 










































































Johnston, Butler Louis [h/o Ada Marie Cline] 26 Feb 1918-24 Jan 1980 
Johnston, Wofford J. 29 Aug 1908-21Jun1952 
Jollie, Odealia Miller 1879-1945 
Jones, __ 15 Feb 1915 
Jones, __ [inf d/o W. J. & Betty Jean Jones) 3 Feb 1959 
Jones, __ [infs/o W. J. & Betty Jean Jones] 3 Jan 1958 
Jones, Anna R. 8 Jul 1870-29 Oct 1960 
Jones, Annie 1879-1967 
Jones, Bailey Frances 21 Mar 1983-30 May 1983 
Jones, Charles W. 4 Oct 1939-7 Dec 1990 
Jones, Cora R. 1914-1949 (FD) 
Jones, Daisy Lee 19 Jan 1944-9 Aug 1944 
Jones, Edgar "Pappy" 22 May 1899-19 Oct 1977 
Jones, Edna [w/o Waldo H. Jones) 1904-1984 
Jones, Freddie 22 Jul 1925-23 Sep 1979 
Jones, George Otis [US Navy] 22 Jul 1935-19 May 1985 
Jones, Georgianna J. 1883-1968 
Jones, Hallie 9 Feb 1914-3 Apr 1966 
Jones, Harlan George, Jr. "Shorty" 17 Apr 1957-6 Nov 1976 
Jones, Harvey Cooper [Pvt US Army WWI] 15 Aug 1897-17 Sep 1971 
Jones, J. W. 2 Jul 1857-10 Oct 1925 
Jones, Jessie A. 1890-1950 
Jones, John Bennett [US Navy] 9 May 1930-17 May 1985 
Jones, John Edward [s/o Edgar & Retha B. Jones] 27 Jan 1925-28 Jan 1925 
Jones, John Kelley 2 May 1908-5 Jun 1965 
Jones, Lloyd H. 12 Mar 1922-11Nov1986' 
Jones, Pearl McNair [w/o Harvey Cooper Jones] 11Jan1901-4 Apr 1983 
Jones, Retha B. [w/o Edgar "Pappy" Jones) 3 Apr 1909-31 May 1989 
Jones, Rosa Leila Causey 14 Jun 1892-14 Aug 1973 
Jones, Stacey 4 May I915-l 7 Sep 1973 
Jones, W. J. 9 Mar 1850-28 Jul 1920 
Jones, Waldo H. 1898-1972 
Jones, Wendel Elmore, Sr. [h/o Ann L. Jones] 1May1926-8 Aug 1986 
Jordan, Anne Johnston [w/o Thomas Maxey Jordan] 25 Jul 1898-27 Sep 1971 
Jordan, Demaris Jane "Amanda" [w/o Derrick Osborne Jordan?] 6 Sep 1877-18 Jul 1934 
Jordan, Derrick Osborne 21 Nov 1874-22 Jul 1951 
Jordan, Franklin Albert 9 Nov 1882-20 Dec 1912 
Jordan, Ida Mae [w/o Mike W. Jordan?] 13 Nov 1931-
Jordan, Iola Miller [w/o Sidney Thompson Jordan?] 23 May 1885-6 Jan 1979 
Jordan, John D. [SC PFC US Army WWII) 25 Jun 1905-9 Apr 1967 
Jordan, Mike W. 12 Nov 1929-22 Mar 1990 
Jordan, Sidney 23 Nov 1908-31 Jul 1976 
Jordan, Sidney M. [Co A 26 SC Inf CSA) [n.d.) 
Jordan, Sidney Thompson 30 Nov 1884-28 Oct 1966 
Jordan, Thomas Maxey 15 Nov 1896-11Jan1955 
Joyner, Winston Granberry [m. Kelly Paul 18 Jul 1931] 26 Jan 1901-17 Apr 1970 
Kadison, Mary Morton 3 Aug 1916-29 Jul 1987 
Kane, Geraldine V. 5 Dec 1918-3 Jun 1991 
Kane, Raymond A., Jr. 1957-1987 (FD) 
Karelas, Thomas 18Jan 1925-17Jan1992 
Karelas, Wanna Mae Powell [w/o Thomas Karelas) 15 Apr 1930-
Karetas, Alexander H. 1Sep1911-5 Oct 1988 
Kaufman, Jean E. [w/o John S. Kaufman] 18 Feb 1920-
Kaufman, John S. [PHM USN WWII] 14 Apr 1916-23 Jul 1991 
Kelly, June Guay [d/o Arthur & Ethel M. "Doll" Guay) 20 Mar 1925-19 Apr 1988 
Kenley, JamesEarl 1974-1974 (FD) 
Kennedy, __ [inf twin d/o Al & Jean Kennedy] 23 Jan 1965-23 Jan 1965 
Kennedy, Andrew "Bud" 7 Mar 1924-11Jun1980 
Kennedy, Mary Alberta [w/o Andrew "Bud" Kennedy] 10 Jan 1933-23 May 1978 
Kilian, Elizabeth Grey 13 Nov 1896-21Mar1983 
King, __ [inf/o G. W. King] 30 Jul 1905 
King, Catharine A. 26 Apr 1841-20 Jul 1899 
King, Edith Owens [w/o George W.?] 27 Aug 1879-24 Jul 1966 
King, Fannie Sutton [w/o William B. King] 17 Jul 1909-20 Sep 1962 
King, George W. 3 Oct 1874-25 Feb 1941 
King, Loyd G. 6 Sep 1921-22 Jul 1971 
King, W. B. 6 Aug 1849-14 Nov 1901 
King, William B. [US Air Force] 9 Oct 1904-25 Jul 1982 
Kingsbury, Constance [d/o Frank E. & Brownye G. Kingsbury] 26 Nov 1954-29 Dec 1970 
Kingsbury, Edna M. 23 Nov 1889- 11 Jul 1962 
Kingsbury, John Howard 27 Sep 1883-5 Apr [Year Missing] 
Kingsbury, Ruth Beardslee [w/o John Howard Kingsbury] 5 Mar 1891-24 Mar 1980 










































































Kirton, Joseph Wesley [Co F I SC Inf CSA, A minister 30 years) [n.d.) 
Kirton, Nancy Jane [w/o Joseph Wesley Kirton?] 27 Nov 1845-17 May 1928 
Kitchen, Conneth C. [M/Sgt USAF WWII, Korea, Vietnam] 5 May 1924-10 Mar 1990 
Knotts, Bertha Foster [w/o Zelotes Rufus Knotts] 11Dec1888-19 May 1978 
Knotts, Zelotes Rufus [m. Bertha Foster 6 Aug 1910) 1Aug1885-22 Dec 1969 
Knotts, Zelotes Rufus, Jr. 26 Oct 1914-16 Jul 1986 
Koski, __ [infs/o David & Judy Koski) b/d 11Jan1975 
Kosko, Margaret E. "Rea" 7 Feb 1913-29 Sep 1974 
Kulchycke, Lillian Mae Kleinert [m. M. B. Kulchycke 25 Aug 1921) 23 Nov 1903-18 Nov 1967 
Kulchycke, Marvin Bazyil "Bill" [b. in Sambor, Poland] 5 Sep 1886-11Mar1966 
Lamb, Robert Earl [BUC US Navy Vietnam] 17 Jun 1946-3 Nov 1982 
Lambe, Dorothy "Skip" 22 Jan 1906-26 Jan 1949 
Lamer, Audrey Coggrave "Little One" [w/o Gaston Arthur "Gus" Lamer] 29 Apr 1923-21 Mar 1986 
Lamer, Gaston Arthur "Gus" 8 Feb 1926-30 Jun 1982 
Lang, Freddie Mae [d/o Noah & Carolyn Lang] 24 Apr 1916-16 Jul 1979 
Lang, Fritz W. [s/o Noah & Carolyn Lang, SC PFC US Army] 15 Aug 1927-3 Jan 1974 
Lang, Hazel W. [w/o Noah E. Lang, Jr.] 10 Jun 1924-
Lang, Noah E., Jr. [US Army WWII] 14 Jul 1923-26 Jan 1984 
Langston, Florence Jones [w/o Stonewall C. Langston] 11Oct1903-5 Aug 1977 
Langston, Stonewall C. 31Jul1893-7 Jul 1959 
LaPine, Marylee Taylor 21 Jun 1908-25 Apr 1958 
Lathan, James Clayton 8 Aug 1904-20 Apr 1974 
Lawton, Dewey R. 1912-1982 
Lawton, Edward M. 22 Aug 1898-29 May 1966 
Lawton, Lilamae Causey [d/o David M. & Rhoda Causey] 22 Jul 1918-29 Oct 1965 
Lawton, Louise Sumner [w/o Edward M. Lawton] 18 Nov 1903-24 Mar 1964 
Layton, Homer E. 13 May 1903-21 Nov 1973 
Layton, Pearl K. [w/o Homer E. Layton] 6 Oct 1910-26 Aug 1988 
Leach, Kenneth LeRoy [S/Sgt US Army WWII) 17 Sep 1918-16 Oct 1991 
Lee, __ [infs/o Homer E. & Juanita S. Lee] 21Feb1949 
Lee, Benjamin Walter l May 1872-29 Jun 1939 
Lee, Eliza J. [w/o Tulie S. Lee?] 16 Feb 1850-28 Sep 1936 
Lee, Genevieve Lawrimore [w/o Benjamin Walter Lee] 23 Sep 1892-17 Jul 1967 
Lee, George F. 2 Jun 1877-8 Dec 1938 
Lee, Joseph W., III [s/o Nina & J. W. Lee, Jr.] 29 Nov 1944-24 Aug 1978 
Lee, Joseph W., Jr. 6 Jul 1920-
Lee, Lawrence F. 6Nov 1929-17May 1944 
Lee, Mary M. 10 Apr 1946-29 May 1948 
Lee, Nina Iona [d/o Nina & J. W. Lee, Jr.] 2 Feb 1940-2 Mar 1978 
Lee, Nina R. Mew [w/o Joseph W. Lee, Jr.] 17 Jul 1921-
Lee, Rosa R. Turbeville [w/o William Minnick Turbeville?] 11 Aug 1909-23 Jul 1985 
Lee, Sarah Susanna Wilson [w/o George F. Lee?] 13 Oct 1880-20 May 1984 
Lee, Tulie S. [Co B 10 SC Inf CSA] [n.d.] 
Lee, Walter F. 11Aug1902-20 Mar 1942 
Lee, Willie S. 29 Aug 1875-1Mar1918 
Lefler, Alan Dale [s/o Minnie Lee & Edward Leroy Lefler, Sr.] 14 Oct 1958 
Lefler, Edward Leroy, Sr. [EM2 US Navy WWII) 11 Jun 1920-17 Aug 1978 
Lefler, Minnie Lee [w/o Edward Leroy Lefler, Sr.] 16 Aug 1917-
Leigh, Iris Clardy [w/o Joseph H. Leigh] 18 Jun 1915-23 Sep 1989 
Leigh, Joseph H. 30 Sep 1909-5 Dec 1978 
Leigh, Joseph Virgil [s/o J. H. & Iris Leigh] 10 Apr 1935-5 Sep 1936 
Leigh, Perry Mason 7 Sep 1904-10 Oct 1958 
Leigh, Reuben Lloyd 20 Aug 1902-19 Apr 1978 
Leonard, Florence [Mrs.] 12 Dec 1879-23 Sep (stone broken) 
Leonard, Ida Hucks [w/o Sim Leonard] 12 Jun 1880-25 Aug 1906 
Lesesne, Robert H. 1981-1981 (FD) 
Lewis, __ [inf s/o E. L. & A. S. Lewis] b. & d. 22 Feb 1923 
Lewis, Dorothy Alice Geiger 18 Jul 1934-19 Jun 1985 
Lewis, Harriett V. Outlaw [w/o Garland Outlaw] 8 Mar 1908-16 May 1987 
Lewis, Maggie Kleinert [w/o Nathan Andrew Lewis] 28 Jul 1908-
Lewis, Manie Ellen Adams [w/o William Samuel Lewis] 23 Aug 1880-6 Feb 1961 
Lewis, Nathan Andrew 18 Jul 1906-24 Jul 1933 
Lewis, William Morgan 28 Oct 1912-12 Mar 1960 
Lewis, William Samuel 1May1868-13 Nov 1925 
Lieb, Carrie R. [w/o Walter W. Lieb] 22 Feb 1901-14 Dec 1988 
Lieb, Walter W. 12 Jul 1900-3 Nov 1980 
Lind, Lillian Hanks [w/o Samuel C. Lind] 29 Aug 1891-28 Mar 1974 
Lind, Samuel C. (M.D.) [m. Lillian Hanks 28 Jun 1913] 23 Oct 1886-15 Aug 1961 
"Little Angel" [no name, n.d.] 
Little, Joseph Wallace 30 Apr 1886-8 Nov 1955 
Little, Lula East [w/o Joseph Wallace Little] 17 Jul 1900-11 Nov 1975 
Lobosco, Ida 1915-1991 (FD) 










































































Logan, William B. [NC l" Lt US Army WWII] 27 Oct 1913-16 Mar 1968 
Lokey, James D. 13 Sep 1913-7 Apr 1959 
Lokey, Nettie S. [w/o James D. Lokey] 14 Jun 1917-
Long, James C. 1927-1984 (FD) 
Loser, Willa M. 1898-1984 (FD) 
Loud, Arni Vereen [d/o Robert V. & Janice C. Loud] 18 Oct 1967-31May1971 
Loud, Geneva Vereen [w/o John Merrill Loud] 9 Mar 1916-13 Apr 1990 
Loud, John Merrill 27 Oct 1916-18 Jun 1985 
Loud, John Merrill , Jr. ("Jake") 27 Oct 1946-27 Apr 1967 
Loud, Laura Merrill (Mother) 3 Dec 1889-31 Oct 1954 
Lowman, Ethel T. [w/o Isaiah J. Lowman, Jr.] 13 Dec 1910-27 May 1966 
Lowman, Isaiah J., Jr. 7 Dec 1902-10 Sep 1980 
Lowman, James Gregg [s/o Robert & Pauline L. Lowman] b/d 15 Jul 1956 
Lowrimore, Barzilla [w/o Calvin L. Lowrimore?] 24 Jul 1869-12 Aug 1937 
Lowrimore, Calvin L. 21Aug1859-15 Feb 1919 
Ludemann, John W. 1915-1988 
Ludlam, George Congdon JO Sep 1893-4 Dec 193_ 
Ludlam, Melvina Prince [w/o Walter G. Ludlam?] 30 Nov 1856-26 May 1939 
Ludlam, 0 . 0 . Conner 6 Aug 1881-15 Oct 1912 
Ludlam, Walter C., II 15 Feb 1877-12 Sep 1925 
Ludlam, WalterG. 29 Dec 1842-11Aug1919 
Lupo, Daniel McColl, Jr. 23 Oct 1917-
Lupo, Lula Mae McKay [w/o Daniel M. Lupo, Jr.] 9 Feb 1922-8 Jul 1975 
Macklen, __ [inf s/o Joseph Clarence & Elizabeth Doggett Macklen] 8 Oct 1933 
Macklen, Amanda Ellen [w/o Joseph Pinckney Macklen] 1874-1938 
Macklen, Doris W. Smith [w/o Everett Melton Macklen, Jr., d/o George Napoleon Smith & Temperance Hughes Smith] 
22 Oct 1909-




























Macklen, Emerson Morris 1916-1986 Socastee UM 
Macklen, Everett Melton, Jr. ["Buba". s/o Everett M. Macklin, Sr., & Alafair Clementine Smith Macklen 2 Feb 1904-28 Dec 1975 Socastee UM 
Macklen, Henry Lloyd 16 Aug 1898-20 Sep 1973 
Macklen, Joseph Clarence [rn. Elizabeth Doggett 31Mar1924] 3 Apr 1894-7 Feb 1948 
Macklen, Joseph Pinckney 1856-1917 
Macklen, Kathleen Shelly [w/o R. W. Macklen] 7 Nov 1912-8 Feb 1935 
Macklen, Leila B. [w/o Wilbur P. "Dock" Macklen] 21 May 1897-21 May 1981 
Macklen, Leland Monroe [50 yrs. of age, s/o Amanda Cox & Joseph P. Macki en] d. 8 Dec 1946 
Macklen, Margaret C. [w/o M. Macklen] 1819-May 1892 
Macklen, Marguerite Newton [w/o Emerson Morris Macklen?] 1916-
Macklen, Mary Edith [58 yrs of age, d/o Mellie Prince & Walter C. Ludlam] d. I 0 Dec 1946 
Macklen, R. V. 28 Aug 1848-18 Dec 1951 
Macklen, Wilbur P. "Dock" 2 Feb 1905-22 Mar 1967 
Madison, Robert R. [SC M/Sgt US Air Force WWII] 24 Dec 1921-24 Mar 1958 
Makoski, Richard S. [SP4 US Army Korea, Vietnam] 17 Jun 1932-16 Jun 1984 
Makoski, Stephen [Sgt US Army WWII] 29 Jul 1908-14 Jul 1976 
Malka, Helen Walker [w/o Howard Malka?] 1902-1986 (FD) 
Malka, Howard 19 Oct 1889-28 Nov 1961 
Mallard, Margaret Smyly 1 Jul 1893-2 Mar 1968 
Marge, Naima Atta [b. Beirut, Lebanon] 21Aug1901-28 May 1989 
Marlow, Blanche [w/o H. L. Marlow] 15 Dec 1892-24 Oct 1918 
Marlow, C. C. 29 Jan 1855-27 Mar 1901 
Marlow, Elizabeth Patrick Vereen [w/o John W. Marlow?] 22 Jul 1890-8 Jan 1980 
Marlow, Harry L. , Jr. 16 Oct 1911-19 Oct 1918 
Marlow, Harry Lee 22 Jan 1889-23 May 1947 
Marlow, Ida Miller [w/o Harry Lee Marlowe] 15 Feb 1900-15 Jan 1975 
Marlow, John W. 31 Oct 1882-27 Jan 1929 
Marlow, Sarah Frances [w/o C. C. Marlow] 20 Jan 1855-23 Dec 1917 
Marlowe, __ [inf s/o Ira & Susie Marlowe] 15 Oct 1926 
Marlowe, Christopher [infs/o Diane & Mike Marlowe] 1976-1976 
Marlowe, Edwin 20 Sep 1912-14 Mar 1949 
Marlowe, Elwood [s/o Ira & Susie Marlowe] 10 Oct 1928-11Nov1933 
Marlowe, Glenda Elizabeth 17 Jan 1950-28 Jun 1950 
Marlowe, Ira E. 7 Apr 1885-22 Oct 1942 
Marlowe, Lela Polk [rn/o Clarence E. Polk] 1905-1992 
Marlowe, Susie G. [w/o Ira E. Marlowe] 27 Jul 1885-27 May 1948 
Marrero, Maria G. 1964-1992 (FD) 
Marro, Frank H., Sr. [Maj US Army WWII] 27 Jan 1916-22 Feb 1991 
Marro, L. Elwood Smith I Jun 1924-
Marsh, Lisa Ann [inf d/o Jimmy & Sara Wall Marsh] 11 Feb 1962 
Marshall, Archibald B. 1Jul1915-
Marshall, Martha Pace [w/o Archibald B. Marshall] 21Dec1916-20 Jan 1991 
Martin, __ [infs/o Pearly & Zeddie Martin] 13 Dec 1961 
Martin, Barbara V. [w/o Charlie H. Martin?] 19 Apr 1933-17 Jun 1987 












































Martin, Charlie H. 15 Oct 1931 -
Martin, David 29 Sep 1913-14 Nov 1965 
Martin, Edgar Leon [Pvt US Marine Corps Res WWII) 28 May 1912-26 Sep 1969 
Martin, Ernest Bethea 1936-1991 (FD) 
Martin, Frederick Mitchell , Jr. 11 Jul 1929-24 Feb 1976 
Martin, Fredrick M. 17 Jan 1899-28 Apr 1975 
Martin, John Dozier 28 Jun 1882-20 Mar 1950 
Martin, John Henry 17 Jul 1921-13 May 1978 
Martin, John M. 8 Mar 1885-28 Aug 1943 
Martin, Mary Edith Cooper 22 Nov 1908-30 Sep 1983 
Martin, Pearly L. 8 Mar 1915-28 Oct 1979 
Martin, Retha M. [w/o John M. Martin] 24 Nov 1897-16 Sep 1991 
Martin, Thelma Cooper [w/o Fredrick M. Martin] 30 May 1903-29 Dec 1962 
Martin, Viola Fowler [w/o John Dozier Martin?] 9 Feb 1892-6 Dec 1956 
Martin, Walter W., Jr. 4 Aug 1923-23 Jul 1962 
Martin, Zeddie C. [w/o Pearly L. Martin?] 13 Aug 1915-1992 (FD) 
Mason, Geneva M. [n.d.] 
Mason, Harry B. [n.d.] 
Mates, Helen Fakoury 11 Jul 1921-20 Nov 1990 
Matthews, Herbert Jerome 26 Dec 1913-12 Feb 1979 
Matthews, Linda Jean 1962-1962 (FD) 
Maynard, Otis [US Army WWII] 4 Feb 1921-25 May 1987 
McCabe, Robert M. 24 Oct 1912-7 Mar 1973 
McCall, William Joseph I Mar 1907-11 Jan 1967 
McCarty, Robert Emmett, Jr. [h/o George Anne Trask] 7 Jul 1936-2 Nov 1977 
McCaskill , Laura J. [w/o W. S. McCaskill , aged 19 years] 20 Jan 1893 
McComb, Larry E. [PFC US Army Korea] 14 May 1933-3 Jan 1984 
McCormick, Anna [w/o Thomas McCormick) 18 Feb 1893-9 Jul 1914 
McCormick, Clara Jane [n.d.] 
McCormick, Cora Miller [w/o Gilbert W. McCormick?] 17 Jun 1881-8 Jan 1968 
McCormick, Cornelia Martin [n.d.) 
McCormick, Donald Herbert [s/o Hallie H. & Leona Smith McCormick] 9 Oct 1935-30 Jun 1936 


































McCormick, Edward Alan 1874-1936 Socastee UM 
McCormick, Emily Beaty [w/o Thomas McCormick? Marker erected by her great granddaughter, Kathryn Smith Hurl) 1823-1897 Socastee UM 
McCormick, Gilbert W. 30 Nov 1877-15 Mar 1966 
McCormick, Hallie H. 9 Dec 1911-5 Feb 1987 
McCormick, Isaac Frank 18 Jun 1912-4 Aug 1973 
McCormick, John D[elton] [Sgt US Army WWII] 14 Jun 1916-31Dec1968 
McCormick, Lela Hepler [w/o Oscar F. McCormick?) 2 Oct 1912-16 Sep 1973 
McCormick, Leona Smith [w/o Hallie H. McCormick] 2 Dec 1915-
McCormick, Lloyd C. [Cox USN WWII) 6 Dec 1912-20 Aug 1986 
McCormick, Mary Elizabeth [w/o Edward Alan McCormick?] 1880-1935 
McCormick, Oscar F. [SC Pvt BTRY A 51 FA TNG REGT WWII) 30 Jul 1908-14 Nov 1963 
McCormick, Sarah Jane Roberson [n.d.) 
McCormick, Thomas 4 Jul 1821-11 Jul 1880 
McCormick, William C. [n.d.) 
McCormick, William Harmon 12 Jan 1906-1Dec1977 
McCracken, Beulah S. 17 Oct 1880-10 Jul 1966 
McCracken, Essie Mae Tindal [w/o Gurley Edgar McCracken?] 10 Oct 1912-23 Nov 1981 
McCracken, Gurley Edgar 14 Aug 1912-
McDandel , Donald L. 18 Oct 1923-16 Oct 1990 
McDandel, Earl 0 . 23 Apr 1896-28 Nov 1964 
McDandel, Eolah F. [w/o Earl 0 . McDandel?] 13 Jul 1901 -9 Apr 1968 
McDandel, Mary Alice Ewing [w/o Donald L. McDandel?] 15 Oct 1920-10 Oct 1981 
McDaniel, Ellen Sue B. [w.o Leo McDaniel) 7 Nov 1927-6 Jun 1986 
McDonald, Alice Pauline I 0 Apr 1934-5 Jan 1987 
McDonald, Ileen [w/o Robert C. McDonald] 15 Apr 1904-
McDonald, Joseph Walter 9 Feb 1891-12 Mar 1968 
McDonald, Robert C. 4 Aug 1902-14 Sep 1990 
McDonald, Weyman T. [SC SF2 USNR WWII) 16 Jan 1920-16 Aug 1962 
McDowell, Benjamin J. 1928-1971 (FD) 
McDowell , Carrie Wilson 27 Jul 1882-11Aug1965 
McDowell , Chadwick B. 26 Jan 1915-24 Apr 1973 
McDowell , Douglas Lloyd [PFC US Army] 24 Nov 1952-18 Apr 1978 
McDowell , Flarrie [w/o Rufus McDowell] 25 Dec 1887-2 Aug 1905 
McDowell, Joyce Ann 1961-1963 (FD) 
McDowell , Laura Elizabeth Baker [w/o Stacy F. McDowell] 5 Feb 1912-23 Feb 1961 
McDowell , Lila 1904-1990 (FD) 
McDowell , Miriam Iren 9 Feb 1923-7 Nov 1924 
McDowell , Molly R. 1967-1967 (FD) 
McDowell , Olema S. [w/o Chadwick B. McDowell) 10 Dec 1917-4 Feb 1992 







































McDowell, Pacettie Owens [w/o William James McDowell?] 12 May 1909-23 Aug 1967 
McDowell, Ronald Lester 18 Sep 1944-15 Jan 1946 
McDowell, Rosemary 1968-1968 (FD) 
McDowell, Rufus 9 Oct 1880-1Oct1955 
McDowell, William James [marker erected by Jack & Margie Ruby Singleton] I Feb 1901-27 May 1972 
McDowell , Woodburry [Sgt. d. at Camp Wheeler, GA, Co A IO'h Bn US Inf21Feb1920-22 May 1943 
McDowell, Woodbury [SC Pvt US Army WWI] 9 Dec 1889-7 Dec 1964 
McGrotha, Kaeko Y. 24 Mar 1934-17 Jul 1987 
McKinley, William 5 Nov 1879-7 Jul 1958 
McKinnon, Daniel L. 1950-1992 (FD) 
McKinnon, Daniel L., Jr. 17 Apr 1924-19 Feb 1977 
McKnight, Albertine [w/o Romanton McKnight] 16 Oct 1891-22 Feb 1954 
McKnight, Bronice H. [w/o David B. McKnight] 30 Jun 1937-
McKnight, David B. 22 Mar 1928-
McKnight, Edith Roberts [w/o Wilbur McKnight, m. 6 Mar 1945] 8 Feb 1920-7 Mar 1975 
McKnight, Jessica Ann [inf d/o Earl & Patricia McKnight] 20 Jul 1974-20 Jul 1974 
McKnight, Jessie 8Aug 1915-26Aug 1956 
McKnight, Joseph C. [SC PFC 310 Inf Reg WWII] 6 Oct 1925-25 Oct 1970 
McKnight, Junius [US Army WWII] 19 Sep 1918-2 Jun 1989 
McKnight, Romanton 6 Mar 1894-5 Jul 1953 
McKnight, Thelma Odean 13 Sep 1919-15 Feb 1978 
McKnight, Wilbur [Veteran WWII] 19 Jun 1914-27 Jul 1976 
McLaurin, Daniel Lee 1955-1955 (FD) 
McLean, Charlotte T. 1935-1988 (FD) 
McLeod, Walter Norman 11 Sep 1879-2 Jan 1948 
McLester, Eunice G. [w/o William Franklin McLester] 18 Oct 1911-8 Jul 1982 
McLester, William Franklin 24 Jun 1907-17 May 1978 
McNatt, Martin Ralph "Marty" (s/o Ralph & Myra Vereen McNatt] 27 Jul 1962-17 Nov 1967 
McNeal , Naomi D. [d/o Ella Handke, h/o Jack McNeal] 28 Feb 1906-4 Oct 1976 
McNeill, John Beaty [s/o John B. & Carrie McNeill] 22 Nov 1905-28 Mar 1916 
Merrill , Thomas Arthur [m. Minnie Brooks 30 May 1937] 29 Nov 1914-5 Nov 1979 
Mew, Ada Geneva Owens 29 Jul 1877-19 Oct 1899 
Mew, Nollie Clifton 24 Aug 1924-1Mar1949 
Mew, Ollie Clytha 24 Aug 1924-16 Jan 1949 
Mew, Purl lsredora 3 May 1895-23 Aug 1899 
Meyer, Carl Howard 8 Apr 1903-1 Mar 1968 
Miles, David Alston 15 May 1964-3 Jun 1964 
Miles, Frederick Albert Warner 12 Jul 1909-31 Oct 1982 
Miller, Alberta O'Brien [w/o Morgan M. Miller, II] 6 Nov 1914-16 Jan 1968 
Miller, Barbara Manly [w/o Morgan M. Miller, 11] I Nov 1930-3 Sep 1973 
Miller, Debbie Ann 1959-1959 (FD) 
Miller, Ella Jane Hayes [w/o Morgan Monroe Miller] 25 Nov 1888-22 May 1968 
Miller, Ella V. 19 Oct 1897-2 Apr 1972 
Miller, Harvey R. [SC Cpl US Army WWII] 25 Dec 1905-4 May 1968 
Miller, John Larry 2 Jul 1959-2 Jul 1959 
Miller, Lois Blake [w/o Morgan M. Miller, II] 4 Sep 1919-
Miller, Morgan M., II 31Aug1916-
Miller, Morgan Monroe 1881-1938 
Miller, Shawn M. 1973-1973 
Mills, __ [infs/o J. F. & Emma M. Mills] 24 Oct 1941 
Mills, Alice B. [d/o B. F. & Alice Mills] 27 Feb 1908-23 Dec 1915 
Mills, Alice C. Smith (w/o Benjamin Franklin Mills] 1867-1934 
Mills, Arthur Frankie 11 Nov 1898-
Mills, Benjamin Franklin 1859-1946 
Mills, Charles Edward [PFC US Army] 11 May 1935-4 Jun 1979 
Mills, Don Washington 3 Sep 1931-17 Aug 1974 
Mills, Esther Lewis [w/o George Mills] 2 Aug 1900-21 Jul 1982 
Mills, George W. [Pvt US Army WWI] 24 Jul I 891-31 Jul 1970 
Mills, Gracie Cannon [w/o Arthur Frankie Mills] 23 Mar 1907-30 Dec 1983 
Mills, Jack W. 18 Aug 1920-7 May 1983 
Mills, Janet [d/o Elliott & Eula Mae Mills] 19 Jun 1962-30 Sep 1962 
Mills, Jessie Benjamin 2 Mar 1893-9 Jun 1983 
Mills, Johnnie T. [PFC US Army WWI] 20 Feb 1892-7 Sep 1977 
Mills, Joseph Will ice [s/o Arthur Frankie Mills] 23 Feb 1931-4 Nov 1954 
Mills, Laddie G. 21Aug1918-7 May 1983 
Mills, Maude Macklen [w/o Jessie Benjamin Mills?] 15 Mar ·I901-19 Aug 1977 
Mills, Ruth W. (w/o Johnnie T. Mills?] 5 Feb 1909-
Mills, William Arthur 21Jun1937-24 Nov 1984 
Mills, Zettie Tindall [w/o George Mills] 31 Oct 1897-25 Oct 1926 
Misenheimer, Homer L. 20 Jan 1888-10 Mar 1959 
Misenheimer, L'Nora F. [w/o Homer L. Misenheimer] 24 Jun 1892-15 Feb 1971 
Mishoe, Admiral Dewey 14 Dec 1902-14 Jul 1962 










































































Mishoe, Benjamin I. [SC Pvt US Army WWII] 15 Aug 1907-7 Mar 1971 
Mishoe, J. Carlisle 1927-1988 (FD) 
Mishoe, Lutie Owens [w/o Admiral Dewey Mishoe] 18 Dec 1908-22 Oct 1965 
Mitchell, Benjamin D. 18 Mar 1887-10 Nov 1961 
Mitchell, Eleanor Earle 14 Oct 1920-30 Nov 1950 
Mitchell, Hollie C. [w/o Benjamin D. Mitchell?] 6 Apr 1891-15 Aug 198 1 
Mitchell, Phleat [CMM USN WWII] 8 May 1906-1 Dec 1985 
Mitchell , Richard P. 1957-1992 (FD) 
Mitchell , William T. 1967-1967 (FD) 
Monckton, William Henry, IV [b. Columbia, SC, s/o Ruth Marks & William Henry Monckton, III] 12 Nov 1916-11Oct1982 
Monroe, Eleanor King [w/o George L. Monroe, Jr.] 23 Oct 1923-18 Jul 1979 
Monroe, George L., Jr. 7 Dec 1920-
Monson, Ronald Everett 22 Jun 1908-9 May 1966 
Montgomery, Elmont Dunn 1920-1965 
Montgomery, Emma Patrick (w/o Thomas F. Montgomery] 7 Apr 1904-29 Sep 1977 
Montgomery, Flora C. [w/o Robert A. Montgomery] 28 Feb 1906-26 Feb 1986 
Montgomery, Joseph McClary " Billy" 22 Jun 1928-5 Oct 1964 
Montgomery, Robert [SC SF2 USNR WWII] 19 May 1916-5 Feb 1961 
Montgomery, Robert A. "Bob" I Apr 1904-9Nov 1974 
Montgomery, Rufus V. I Nov 1887-3 Apr 1940 
Montgomery, Thomas F. 24 Nov 1900-23 Jun 1951 
Montjoy, Myrna Sherrill Horn 18 Jun 1894-14 Aug 1977 
Moon, Myrtle Sheets (w/o William Byron Moon] 22 Mar 1929-13 Mar 1978 
Moon, William Byron [SMSGT USAF Korea, Vietnam] 22 Dec 1930-18 Mar 1978 
Mooney, Charles A. 17 Sep 1900-26 Jun 1977 
Mooney, Sara T. [w/o Charles A. Mooney] 11Jan1902-23 Nov 1984 
Moore, Andrew E. (s/o Keith & Mary Ann Moore] 17 Feb 1988-16 Jul 1988 
Moore, Charles V. 6 Mar 1935-26 Jan 1991 
Moore, Jefferson Davis [2nd Lt US Army WWI] 5 Jan 1896-5 Jan 1982 
Moore, Juanita G. (w/o Charles V. Moore] 26 Feb 1935-
Moore, Mary Catherine Hill [w/o Truman Ellenwood Moore] 7 Dec 1907-9 Jan 1985 
Moore, Truman Ellenwood 17 Oct 1899-7 Jun 1977 
Morgan, D. Keith (A 1 C US Air Force] 17 Nov 1958-30 May 1982 
Morgan, David Marvin 7 Jan 1907-19 Mar 1979 
Morgan, Edith Richardson (w/o Francis Burton Morgan] 9 Sep 1891 -28 Jan 1979 
Morgan, Fletcher Bryson [SC Capt US Army WWII, Korea PH] 9 Oct 1906-28 Aug 1972 
Morgan, Francis Burton 8 Feb 1890-29 May 1965 
Morgan, Gwendolyn Conder [w/o Fletcher Bryson Morgan] 1907-1991 
Morgan, Irene Beaty [w/o David Marvin Morgan] 15 Sep 1910-4 Sep 1990 
Morgan, Marvin Cornelius " Bill" [m. Catherine Cleona Mew 2 Jan 1954] 18 Nov 1932-14 Nov 1965 
Morgan, Roger S. 1918-
Morgan, Thomas Dale 28 Apr 1914-11Apr1978 
Morgan, Virginia C. [w/o Roger S. Morgan?] 1916-
Morris, __ [Baby Boy] 1963-1963 (FD) 
Morris, Ardie Russell [s/o Ruther & Jan Morris] 8 Dec 1962-28 Mar 1989 
Morris, Frances Nina Allen [w/o J. L. Morris] 19 Jun 1910-15 Dec 1952 
Morris, Goldia 25 Apr 1933-10 Feb 1978 
Morris, Herman L. 28 Dec 1910-8 Apr 1989 
Morris, Jack [US Army Korea] 7 Mar 1931-12 May 1985 
Morris, James L., Jr. [S 1 US Navy WWII] 16 Feb 1929-15 Feb 1980 
Morris, Lucille G. [w/o Herman L. Morris] 14 Apr 1912-15 Mar 1983 
Morris, Rebecca Shearouse "Becky" 22 Sep 1920-1 Aug 1985 
Morris, Ruther Joel [s/o Ruther & Jan Morris] 31 Jul 1959-28 Mar 1987 
Morris, Wendy Jill [d/o Ruther & Jan Morris] 12 Aug 1961-17 Jul 1980 
Morton, __ [infs/o Earl & Barbara Morton] Mar 1962 
Morton, Jody Anne 19 Oct 1960 
Murdock, James [Co E 26 SC Inf CSA] [n.d.] 
Murdock, Jane [w/o James Murdock] JO Oct 1854-8 Sep 1923 
Murdock, Melvina [age 43, w/o M. Murdock] d. 15 Sep 1932 
Murdock, W. Henry 1885-1959 
Myers, Edgar Archie 9 Jan 1902-15 Jul 1990 
Myers, Herman Mathew 27 Sep 1902-2 May 1961 
Myers, Inez Cloud [w/o Edgar Archie Myers] 17 Apr 1901-23 Aug 1975 
Myers, Laurie Cambel [w/o Herman Mathew Myers] 22 Mar 1907-19 Apr 1975 
Nance, Daniel Wayne 27 Apr 1890-17 Sep 1965 
Nance, Donnie W., Sr. [EM 3 US Navy WWII] 28 Aug 1922-14 Jan 1973 
Nance, Joseph Lee 29 Sep 1887-22 Jan 1935 
Nance, Mamie T. [w/o Donnie W. Nance, Sr.?] 29 Dec 1923-
Nance, Mary E. Todd I 0 Jan 1894-15 Dec 1967 
Nance, Ruby May (d/o D. W. & Mary E. Nance] 17 Jan 1921-22 May 1921 
Nance, Shawn Ellen [d/o Donnie W. Nance, Jr. & Joan Searcy Nance]28 Feb 1965-25 Mar 1977 
Nance, Willie 5 Feb 1919-6 Jun 1926 










































































Nance, Willie G. 29 Sep 1887-4 Feb 1911 
Nash, Fred 15 Aug 1888-13 Sep 1965 
Nash, Mitchel [s/o Fred & Agnes Nash] 28 Dec 1944-8 Sep 1956 
Nave, Nicholas Robinson [ m. Mae Hoffman 24 Apr 1923] 17 May 1894-28 Feb 1972 
Nave, Nicholas Robinson, Jr. [m. Rebecca Armijo 4 Sep 1954] [n.d.] 
Nave, Rebecca Armijo [w/o Nicholas Robinson Nave, Jr.] 4 Jul 1929-
Naylor, James Harold 3 Sep 1896-17 Nov 1964 
Naylor, Margaret Barton [w/o James Harold Naylor] 19 Apr 1900-19 Jul 1978 
Nease, Irene Winifred Elsie [w/o Robert Felton Nease Jr.] 5 Mar 1922-24 Apr 1989 
Nease, Robert Felton, Jr. [Major USAF)[ 16 Dec 1919-13 Jan 1987 
NeSmith, Annie Laurie Summerford [w/o Vardell Edwards NeSmith?] 14 Apr 1920-13 Jan 1970 
NeSmith, Harold C. [S/Sgt US Army WWII] 18 Aug 1912-17 Mar 1983 
NeSmith, Vardell Edwards [Col US Army WWII] 9 Feb 1904-18 May 1983 
Newton, Bessie Delia 4 Jan 1915-7 Jul 1925 
Newton, Bessie Turbeville [w/o Charles Gordon Newton] 1895-1983 
Newton, Charles Gordon 1890-1966 
Newton, James Whitman [Cpl Co E 4 SC Cav CSA] 29 Mar 1829-7 Aug 1907 
Newton, W. Carlisle 11 Apr 1912-24 Sep 1976 
Nobles, Alberta Hill [w/o Dola E. Nobles] 3 Aug 1902-31 Oct 1981 
Nobles, Dola E. 18 Dec 1905-16 Oct 1968 
Nobles, Timothy Carl [infs/o Thomas D. & Annie B. Nobles] 12 Aug 1961 
Norton, Jessie E. (CW2 US Army WWII] 25 Jul 1919-22 Jun 1986 
Norton, Virginia H. [w/o Jessie E. Norton] 1926-
Noss, Gustave Carl 23 Jan 1883-28 Jan 1939 
Noss, Wilhelmina M. [w/o Gustave Carl Noss] 31Mar1884-13 Jul 1942 
O'Hanlan, Loretta E. [w/o Michael A. O'Hanlan, Jr.] 8 Dec 1919-
0 'Hanlan, Michael A., Jr. 18 Apr 1913-2 May 1984 
Oates, Janie R. 1915-1986 
Odell , Arthur, Jr. 11Oct1868-23 May 1942 
Odyssea, Dan 17 Feb 1889-25 Jan 1946 
Olgaber, Anne 21 Jul 1893-1Feb1982 
Oliver, Claud M. 15 Feb 1888-21 Aug 1899 
Oliver, Daniel W. 14 Sep 1839-17 Sep 1917 
Oliver, Eugenia A. [w/o William H. Oliver] 18 Jul 1856-1 3 Dec 1925 
Oliver, Eva Mae C. [w/o Joseph D. Oliver] 22 Mar 1877-17 Jul 1962 
Oliver, Fannie Murrell [w/o W. T. Oliver] 11 Apr 1870-16 Apr 1954 
Oliver, Jerome P. 29 Jun 1912-13 Jan 1971 
Oliver, John W., Jr. 21Sep1910-16 Oct 1918 
Oliver, John Windom 4 Dec 1881-30 Mar 1950 
Oliver, Joseph D. 13 Apr 1871-30 Jul 1950 
Oliver, Keith Baker Jan 1880-17 Feb 1962 
Oliver, Lucy C. 29 Jan 1891-28 Dec 1895 
Oliver, Mary E. [w/o D. W. Oliver] 5 Sep 1847-6 Sep 1919 
Oliver, Mary H. [d/o W. H. & E. A. Oliver] 6 May 1886-19 Sep 1896 
Oliver, Minor Beck Apr 1872-7 Jun 1888 
Oliver, Pearl T. [w/o Jerome P. Oliver] S Aug 1934-
0liver, Robert Lee IS Sep 1873-15 Jul 1944 
Oliver, Ruth Baker (w/o John Windom Oliver?] 2 Jan 1888-17 Feb 1962 
Oliver. Samuel J. [age 62 yrs . 3 mos] 23 May 1802-20 Aug 1864 
Oliver, W. T. 22 Dec 1869-10 May 1904 
Oliver, William H. 10 Feb 1852-7 Sep 1921 
Ott, Emerald [SC WT! US Navy WWI] 16 Dec 1897-28 Dec 1973 
Ott, Sudie Macklen [w/o Emerald Ott] IO Dec 1902-26 Dec 1958 
Outlaw, __ [inf d/o Lee & Nell Outlaw] 11 Jan 1942 
Outlaw, Alex Z. 3 Apr 1826-30 Aug 1922 
Outlaw, Alexander McCleveland [s/o Alexander & Elizabeth Outlaw]3 l May 1885-22 Jul 1888 
Outlaw, Chalmer 20 Aug 1914-28 Jan 1986 
Outlaw, Garland F. 18 Sep 1897-18 Jan 1970 
Outlaw, Getha Lewis [w/o John F. Outlaw] 12 Jul 1891-13 Jun 1931 
Outlaw, Harrison Alex [s/o John F. & Getha L. Outlaw] 6 Aug 1918-6 Dec 1918 
Outlaw, John F. 3 Sep 1887-8 May 1977 
Outlaw, John Hoyt [infs/o John F. & Getha L. Outlaw] 22 Jun 1920-26 May 1922 
Outlaw, Laurence Mills [b/o Martha Outlaw Worrell] 23 Jan 1896-15 Jan 1969 
Outlaw, Nell Lucas [w/o Oren Lee Outlaw] 10 Mar 1905-8 Jan 1991 
Outlaw, Oren Lee [veteran WWI] 22 Nov 1895-15 May 1964 
Outlaw, Rollie (Miss) 16 Aug 1874-27 Apr 1958 
Outlaw, Sarah E. 22 Dec 1855-17 Jul 1928 
Overcash, Clyde Henry, Jr. 26 Feb 1927-
0vercash, Helen Burris [w/o Clyde Henry Overcash, Jr.] 8 Oct 1931-31 Dec 1980 
Owens, __ [inf/o Archie & Anie Owens] [n.d.] 
Owens, __ [inf/o S. S. Owens] 2 Jan 1906 
Owens, Ada E. [w/o William E. Owens?] [n.d.] 










































































Owens, Ada Edge [w/o Thomas M. Owens] 12 Feb 1850-17 Jan 1898 
Owens, Alberta Reames [w/o Roosevelt Park Owens] 1Jan1909-9 Jul 1987 
Owens, Alicia L. [w/o Bryan A. Owens?] 27 Aug 1948-
0wens, Alicia Suzanne [d/o Alan & Suzanne Owens] 28 Jul 1986-12 Dec 1986 
Owens, Ava Ann Hardee [w/o Syrus Lelon?] 10 Sep 1890-1Jan1961 
Owens, Benjamin Manning 22 Jan 1887-18 Sep 1931 
Owens, Besse [d/o S.S. Owens] 19 Aug 1899-19 Nov 1899 
Owens, Bessie B. 26 Jan 1900-22 Sep 1944 
Owens, Bryan A. 22 Sep 1946-
0wens, Catherine King [w/o John B. Owens?] 1885-1943 
Owens, Catherine Lavinia 4 Mar 1876-30 Nov 1879 
Owens, Charlie T. 25 Feb 1891-13 Aug 1953 
Owens, Corbitt M. [SC Sgt US Army] -2 Dec 1935 
Owens, Dorothy Armstrong 18 Aug 1920-24 Nov 1984 
Owens, Edith Bellamy [w/o Wilson Don Owens] 16 Sep 1912-24 Jul 1984 
Owens, Eliza J. Sellars [w/o Robert M. Owens] 1917-1983 
Owens, Eliza R. Hucks [w/o Thomas H. Owens] 6 Apr 1894-13 Apr 1957 
Owens, Ellison J. [US Navy, WWII] 4 Dec 1904-23 May 1973 
Owens, Emma C. 14 May 1918-6 Nov 1918 
Owens, Esther Estell [d/o J. L. Owens] 26 Feb 1917-15 Feb 1922 
Owens, George Washington 1873-23 Sep 1900 
Owens, Gertrude [d/o P. D. & Mary Owens] 26 Sep 1911-25 Oct 1911 
Owens, Harriet W. [w/o McKever Owens] 1875-1923 
Owens, Hattie M. (w/o Charlie T. Owens?] 1880-1950 
Owens, Hawley E. 20 Apr 1897-8 Mar 1974 
Owens, HomerT. 1901-1987 [FD] 
Owens, Horace C. [SC Pvt 16 M.G. BN 6 Div] 29 May 1895-16 Nov 1938 
Owens, Ida Iola [w/o Daniel E. Owens, d/o G. C. & Ida J. Stalvey] 6 Oct 1904-21 Feb 1943 
Owens, Ida M. (w/o Samuel E. Owens] 1885-1970 
Owens, Jackson H. [Co M 10 SC Inf CSA] 1841-1920 
Owens, Jackson L. [SC PFC 175 Inf WWII] 2 Apr 1916-18 Jun 1944 
Owens, James Edward 20 Oct 1927-12 Jun 1976 
Owens, James L. Jul 1873-Apr 1957 
Owens, Jennings B. 1908-1916 
Owens, John B. 1875-1953 
Owens, John W. 19 Sep 1902-15 May 1949 
Owens, Joseph A. 17 Oct 1843-12 Jul 1917 
Owens,JosephJ. 1873-1955 [FD] 
Owens, Joseph S. [s/o P. D. & Mary Owens] 12 Jul 1903-9 Aug 1903 
Owens, Juanita Allison [w/o Thomas Harvey Owens, Jr.?] 21 Jan 1925-14 Apr 1985 
Owens,Julls 13Apr1851-11Jun1909 
Owens, Leila B. (w/o Melvin Owens?] 30 Aug 1902-
0wens, Mary Ann [w/o Jackson H. Owens] 1845-1920 
Owens, Mary E. [w/o J. L. Owens] 3 May 1874-24 Dec 1925 
Owens, McKever 1875-1944 
Owens, Melvin 30 May 1896-17 Mar 1950 
Owens, Melvin Z ., Jr. [USN WWII] 5 Jan 1926-16 Oct 1980 
Owens, Minnie May [d/o George W. & Annie Singleton Owens] 28 Apr 1897-30 Jun 1905 
Owens, Oliver A. 12 Aug 1910-31 Mar 1934 
Owens, Orrie Delila [d/o B. M. & Rowena Owens] 19 Apr 1908-20 Jan 1912 
Owens, Patricia Ann [inf d/o Homer & Iola C. Owens] 1939 
Owens, Ricky Wayne 23 Apr 1968-9 Nov 1989 
Owens, Robert Delaware 18 Apr 1840-11 Mar 1914 
Owens, Robert M. [SC Pvt US Army WWII] 7 Jan 1905-17 Mar 1965 
Owens, Roosevelt Park 23 Dec 1902-10 Sep 1979 
Owens, Ruth Collins [w/o Harace C. Owens] 6 Jan 195--14 Mar 1982 
Owens, S. Agness 1861-1939 
Owens, S.S. 1870-1935 
Owens, Samuel K. 1883-1941 
Owens, Sarah [w/o Joseph A. Owens] 9 Oct 1842-4 Jul 1919 
Owens, Sarah Effie 17 May 1882-5 Mar 1898 
Owens, Sarah Jane [w/o Peter J. Owens] 20 Jan 1869-25 Jul 1954 
Owens, Syrus Lelon 6 Aug 1885-25 Jun 1930 
Owens, Thomas Benjamin 29 Jun 1880-9 Dec 1905 
Owens, Thomas H. 22 Apr 1892-24 Feb 1936 
Owens, Thomas Harvey, Jr. 5 May 1922-
0wens, Thomas M. (Co M 10 SC Inf CSA] [n.d .] 
Owens, Thomas Woodrow (s/o Park & Alberta Owens] 25 Oct 1942-17 Oct 1959 
Owens, Vina Nettie Todd 2 Jan 1875-20 Dec 1960 
Owens, Virginia Mae [inf d/o Homer & Iola C. Owens] 1943 
Owens, William 1889-1929 
Owens, William Daniel 1873-1929 











































































Owens, William E. 1Jan1916-5 Jul 1981 
Owens, Wilson Don 18 Nov 1903-29 Dec 1980 
Panartos, Elizabeth Caroline Kilian 30 Nov 1915-23 May 1982 
Pappas, Elarion [w/o James B. Pappas] 1886-1961 
Pappas, James B. [b. in Greece] 28 Oct 1884-25 May 1952 
Park, John Herbert [Pvt US Army] 21Dec1899-2 Jan 1975 
Parker, Andrena Anderson [w/o Dr. John William Parker?] 11 Apr 1876-30 Nov 1968 
Parker, Ashley Erin [Inf d/o James & Pam Parker] 25 Jun 1979-6 Jul 1979 
Parker, Henry Eldridge [lnfs/o James & Pam Parker, gs/o Judson E. Dutton & Sidney L. Parker] bid 13 Jun 1977 
Ocean Woods 
Parker, John William (M.D.) 6 Apr 1880-6 Jun 1961 
Pate, Ashley 2 May 1984-19 May 1984 
Pate, Daniele 2 May 1984-31Aug1984 
Patram, Amanda Lee 1988-1988 [FD] 
Patrick, Georgia [w/o I. P. Patrick] 7 Sep 1870-6 Mar 1919 
Patrick, Henrietta Irene [d/o Isaac & Mollie Patrick] I Jun 1921-29 Sep 1922 
Patrick, Isaac P. 3 Dec 1863-6 Jul 1935 
Patrick, John H. [SC PFC US Army WWII PH] 18 Aug 1909-12 Aug 1965 
Patrick, Joseph Ceals 19 Sep 1878-11 Jan 1970 
Patrick, Joseph H. [s/o J. G. & E. R. Patrick] 15 Aug 1905-24 Oct 1908 
Patrick, Kelly Stalvey 17 Oct 1916-18 Nov 1917 
Patrick, Mollie McD. [w/o Isaac P. Patrick] 10 Jul 1892-16 Aug 1969 
Patrick, Noah 30 Apr 1822-19 Aug 1899 
Patrick, Romayne Vereen [w/o John H. Patrick?] I Jun 1916-19 Nov 1982 
Patrick, Russie Oliver [w/o Joseph Ceals Patrick] 2 Mar 1883-16 Jun 1969 
Patrick, Willie Oliver [s/o Joseph Ceals Patrick] 22 Sep 1914-17 Feb 1991 
Payne, Thomas Daniel, Jr. 26 Jun 1914-15 Nov 1964 
Pearson, Ann L. [w/o Donald E. Pearson?] 18 Nov 1934-17 Jul 1987 
Pearson, Donald E. 16 Apr 1932-
Peavy, Daniel Webster [SC Sea US Navy WWI] 28 Apr 1895-24 Apr 1961 
Peavy, William L. [Illinois Cpl 3502 Base Unit AAF WWII] 30 Jul 1926-1Nov1966 
Peay, Mary Carolyn Alfred [m/o John Clay Foy, Jr., Carolyn Alfred, Foy Ragsdale, Henry Grattan Foy] 
31Mar1912-8 Apr 1991 
Peel , Baby Boy 1975-1975 (FD) 
Pendergrass, Annie Mae L. 5 Apr 1919-3 Apr 1941 
Pendergrass, Danny B., Jr. 1939-1941 
Pennington, Herman J. [M/Sgt USAF WWII, Korea] 4 May 1917-16 Sep 1983 
Pennington, Mary E. [w/o Herman J. Pennington] 6 Aug 1923-
Perer, Daphne D. [w/o Emil I. Perer] 12 Sep 1929-21Jan1991 
Perer, Emil I. 16 Feb 1908-4 Feb 1983 
Perillo, Alberto L. [USN WWII] 25 Mar 1920-25 Dec 1990 
Peterson, Richard D., Sr. 25 Mar 1933-15 Feb 1991 
Phifer, Emsley E. (Sgt US Army WWI] 2 Dec 1887-8 Dec 1977 
Phifer, Fannie B. [m/o Emsley E. Phifer] 3 Apr 1867-11Nov1964 
Phillipi, Patrick A. [Tee 4 US Army WWII] 25 Jun 1918-12 May 1983 
Phillips, Claude L., Jr. 27 Feb 1926-13 Feb 1991 
Phillips, Claude L., Sr. 21 Aug 1890-17 Nov 1961 
Phillips, David Clinton 11 Feb 1895-17 Feb 1963 
Phillips, Dula James "Jimmie" [w/o Claude L. Phillips, Jr.?] 28 Feb 1928-
Phillips, John Coleman 14 Oct 1917-12 Feb 1972 
Phillips, Lucy M. [w/o Claude L. Phillips, Sr.] 26 Jul 1900-25 Oct 1976 
Phillips, Nellie Faye 27 Sep 1912-14 Jan 1976 
Phillips, Sadie Packer [w/o John Coleman Phillips] 23 Oct 1921-
Phillips, Velma B. Smith [w/o David Clinton Phillips] 19 Sep 1909-
Pierce, Boyd "Jeff' 19 Sep 1907-24 Jan 1979 
Pihlkrantz, Beulah May [w/o George Edward Pihlkrantz] 5 Feb t 895-l Mar 1978 
Pihlkrantz, George Edward 24 Jul 1898-21 Mar 1960 
Platt, Acy Charles [m. Shirley Kelley 7 Nov 1954] 1Aug1924-22 Feb 1967 
Platt, Christopher C. [Pvt US Army WWI] 20 Oct 1894-28 Mar 1975 
Platt, Ethel Causey 6 Dec 1915-24 Aug 1960 
Platt, Sadie Montgomery [w/o Christopher C. Platt] 31 Jul 1897-30 Dec 1930 
Player, Furman B. 18 May 1890-2 Jan 1964 
Player, Janie M. 7 Feb 1888-19 Jul 1980 
Player, Jepsey M. "Skip" 12 Jan 1919-8 Feb 1960 
Plusnick, Charles Ray [ILLS/Sgt 3202 Civ Engr Sq AF Korea] 12 May 1935-24 Apr 1967 
Plyler, Louise Whitaker [w/o Lovelace Avery Plyler] 30 Jan 1888-9 Oct 1962 
Plyler, Lovelace Avery 3 Sep 1882-22 Jul 1955 
Polk, Clarence E. [s/o Lela Polk Marlowe] 31Mar1923-5 Oct 1984 
Poole, Gordon Lee [US Air Force WWII, Korea, Vietnam] I Jun 1925-10 Aug 1981 
Port, Alma [d/o J. C. & Ila Mae Port] 22 Apr 1927-11Oct1929 
Port, Ila Mae Strickland [w/o J.C. Port] 7 Oct 1894-25 Oct 1933 
Porter, James Albert 27 Apr 1909-







































































Porter, Jean Devault [w/o James Albert Porter] 2 May 1918-26 Dec 1963 
Porter, Ollie Tharp 24 Nov 1894-11 Sep 1951 
Powell, Gussie S. 1 Mar 1893-23 Oct 1985 
Powell , John W. [S/Sgt USAF WWII] 14 Apr 1906-17 Jun 1968 
Powell, Peggy K. [m/o Sean L. Powell?] 8 Jun 1945-
Powell, Sean L. II Aug 1967-11Sep1990 
Prater, Chester Blanton (b. Oconee County, SC] 18 Feb 1926-27 Feb 1983 
Prescott, Colie Eugene 14 Feb 1899-10 Feb 1975 
Prescott, Eunice W. [w/o Colie Eugene Prescott?] 1905-1992 (FD) 
Pridgen, Annelle Garr [w/o Carl Columbus Pridgen] 28 Apr 1916-24 Jan 1989 
Pridgen, Carl Columbus 9 Dec 1897-7 Jun 1962 
Pridgen, Edwin Leroy 6 Feb 1900-1Sep1965 
Prince, __ [inf s/o R. M. & Ada Prince] 14 May 1890-7 Jan 1891 
Prince, Ada Lee [w/o Robert Melvin Prince] 23 Feb 1860-22 Jun 1930 
Prince, Hallie B. [d. in Belfast GA] 2 Jan 1880-20 Jun 1909 
Prince, Robert Melvin 10 Jan 1853-23 Jun 1917 
Prost, Ronny Lee 4 Mar 1971-24 Aug 1974 
Quinn, Dorothy J. [w/o Leonard J. Quinn] 9 Jul 1915-21Dec 1988 
Quinn, Leonard J. 18 Jan 1915-
Rabon, Eugene Parker 7 Nov 1923-7 Mar 1955 
Rabon, Freeman C. 1900-1942 [FD] 
Rabon, George S. 1932 [FD] 
Rabon, J. Burton 17 Sep 1909-28 Dec 1938 
Rabon, Jadie Miller 1901-1979 
Rabon, Joseph B. 28 Apr 1873-6 Jan 1953 
Rabon, Mattie Stalvey 20 Nov 1877-16 Jul 1948 
Rabon, Mildred Smith 31 May 1879-25 Oct 1970 
Rabon, William S. (A 3C US Air Force Korea] 2 Jul 1935-9 Jul 1975 
Rabon, William Scarborough 6 Jul 1869-14 Feb 1926 
Rahenkamp, Chester M. [US Army Air Corps WWII] 16 Sep 1917-22 May 1986 
Ralph, Amy J. [w/o Richard Ralph] 31 Aug 1887-
Ralph, Richard 11 Aug 1886-19 May 1956 
Ramsey, Evelina Mulcay [w/o Roy Cain Ramsey] 14 Nov 1904-20 Jun 1983 
Ramsey, Grover Curtis, Sr. [CMM US Navy WWII] 8 Jan 1908-2 May 1978 
Ramsey, Jasper Newton, Sr. 4 Sep 1899-6 Dec 1973 
Ramsey, Roy Cain 24 Sep 1897-16 Oct 1951 
Randall , Buford 11 Oct 1903-22 Jul 1956 
Rankin, Elizabeth Fuller [w/o John Rankin] 4 Feb 1890-29 Apr 1968 
Rankin, John 19 Jan 1887-25 Jan 1981 
Rankin, Mark Samuel 23 Jan 1954-4 Dec 1977 
Rawlings, Charles E. I Jul 1926-7 Dec 1990 
Ray, Lowell Haydon, Jr. [inf s/o Lowell & Judy Ray] 5 Jan 1962 
Rayburn, Amy Lee [w/o David Metcalf Rayburn] 3 Oct 1916-
Raybum, David Lee [s/o Amy Lee & David Metcalf Rayburn] 5 Mar 1956-15 Sep 1984 
Rayburn, David Metcalf 2 Dec 1912-12 Sep 1984 
Reames, Ada M. 5 Mar 1887-2 Jan 1940 
Reddick, Hattie Brown 22 Aug 1892-12 Jun 1973 
Reinhardt, John William 26 Feb 1932-2 Feb 1987 
Reinhardt, William John 4 Jul 1904-17 Jul 1966 
Rhoden, Deborah Ann 1959-1959 (FD) 
Rice, Ronny J., Jr. 8 Aug 1964-13 Oct 1987 
Rich, George G. 1878-1939 
Rich, Lucy C. (w/o George G. Rich] 1880-1939 
Richards, Charles C. 23 Jul 1916-9 Aug 1987 
Richards, M. S. "Dell" (w/o Charles C. Richards, m. 9 Dec 1939] 4 Mar 1911-11 Jul 1986 
Richards, Virginia Wilson 13 Nov 1918-21Oct1990 
Richardson, Adrienne Lynn [d/o Daniel & Laverne Richardson] 28 Aug 1958-24 Aug 1959 
Richardson, M. R. "Curly" 6 Sep 1933-
Richardson, Marion Chappell 30 Mar 1911-2 Apr 1969 
Richardson, Shirley A. [w/o M. R. "Curley" Richardson; Chn: Curtis & DiannlO May 1935-7 Apr 1986 
Richardson, William Samuel "Dick" [s/o Elizabeth Singleton & Henry Deas Richardson] 4 Mar 1953-16 Jun 1971 
Riddle, Erma K. [w/o Howard W. Riddle] 21Oct1906-
Riddle, Howard W. 16 Jul 1905-10 Apr 1958 
Riley, Bertha D. [w/o Frank Riley?] 1905-1989 
Riley , Frank [Major US Army WWII] 1903-1988 
Riley, Joseph F. ("Grandfather") 4 Dec 1874-23 May 1949 
Riley, Melissa Lucas 1975-1975 (FD) 
Rinaldi, Betty Jo Donkle [d/o Ernest M. & Era Ervin Donkle, w/o Lugi Rinaldi, m/o Pat] 21Oct1927-31Jun1982 
Roberson, Charles Wesley 8 Apr 1873-1 Feb 1948 
Roberson, Emma M. [w/o Charles Wesley Roberson] 15 Mar 1877-24 Jan 1902 
Roberson, Genevieve D. Ludlam [w/o L. Roberson?] 28 Feb 1879-21Mar1920 
Roberts, Betty Clark [w/o Jack Roberts; Chn: Jacquelyn, Roy, Pat, Susan, Gail] 11 Oct 1939 










































































Roberts, Dora W. 14 Dec 1891-3 Jun 1984 
Roberts, Henry E. 12 Sep 1925-
Roberts, Jack [Cpl US Anny Korea] 29 Aug 1931-18 Feb 1986 
Roberts, Keith 6 Aug 1912-14 Nov 1976 
Roberts, Mack Roy [s/o Richard Henry & Estelle Smith Roberts, b. Bucksport, SC; sons: Jack & Billy V.] 3 Apr 1903-1May1987 
Roberts, Reba Macklen [w/o Mack Roy Roberts?] 1908-1991 (FD) 
Roberts, Ruth B. [w/o Henry E. Roberts, m. I Dec 1945) 1Oct1929-
Robertson, Genevieve M. [w/o James "Jack" F. Robertson] 24 May 1925-
Robertson, James "Jack" F. 24 Apr 1923-18 Feb 1985 
Robertson, Kathryn Ann [d/o James F. & Genevieve M. Robertson] 26 Sep 1950-11 Oct 1957 
Rogers, James Dew 6 Aug 1909-7 Jul 1982 
Rogers, Lonnie O'Neal 23 Nov 1910-28 Feb 1983 
Rogers, Olga Eaddy [w/o Lonnie O'Neal Rogers] 16 Feb 1912-4 Jan 1986 
Rogers, Queen Victoria [w/o Jack Rogers] 20 Oct 1880-6 Aug 1941 
Rogers, Tommie Leo 22 Nov 1922-6 Aug 1969 
Rooney, Charlotte D. [w/o William H. Rooney] 1893-
Rooney, William H. 1894-1961 
Ropp, H. Clifford 1907-1961 
Ropp, Hilda C. [w/o H. Clifford Ropp] 1909-1957 
Rose, Helen B. [w/o John W. Rose] 28 Sep 1914-14 Aug 1977 
Rose, John W. 10 Sep 1906-18 Aug 1977 
Rosso, Lois P. 22 Jan 1920-9 May 1987 
Rourk, James Rodman [s/o Dr. William A. Rourk, Jr. & Gertrude M. Rourk] 1930-1984 
Rourk, William Asbury, III 9 Oct 1928-22 Dec 1944 
Rourk, William Asbury, Jr. (Dr.) 13 May 1898-18 May 1948 
Royals , Ann Elizabeth Brown 14 Jun 1886-8 Dec 1968 
Royals, M. E. [w/o A. C. Royals] 7 Jul 1878-28 Jun 1906 
Ruck, Alvena S. [w/o Charles E. Ruck] 1891-1960 
Ruck, Charles E. 1892-1965 
Ruckman, Frederick C. 14 Jun 1903-20 Mar 1970 
Ruckman, Joseph W. [PFC US Anny WWII] 14 Jan 1913-11 Apr 1973 
Ruff, Elizabeth M. 27 Mar 1902-31 Dec 1988 
Rupp, Robert Warren 13 Dec 1959-2 Oct 1963 
Russell, Margaret B. [w/o Zeb Russell] 6 Jun 1919-11Sep1983 
Russell, Zeb 6 Feb 1917-9 Jul 1984 
Saffie, Anne Bernice H. [w/o William E. Saffle] 15 May 1936-3 Jun 1985 
Saffie, William E. 25 Feb 1935-
Saleeby, Charlie G. [s/o Latifey & C. N. Saleeby] 21Jan1909-5 Nov 1957 
Saleeby, Eli George 25 Mar 1906-10 Aug 1986 
Saleeby, George Naman [b. Beirut, Syria) 15 Oct 1886-8 Jan 1953 
Saleeby, Mary G. [d/o George & Emma Saleeby] d. 3 May 1988 
Sammons, Stephen L. 23 Sep 1942-24 Aug 1988 
Sanders, Florence L. 11 May 1921-7 Jan 1987 
Sanders, Horace K. Sr. [m. Velma Cartrette 16 Aug 1924] I 5 May 1902-24 Mar 1965 
Sanders, Velma Cartrette [w/o Horace K. Sanders, Sr.] 19 Aug 1904-17 Dec 1966 
Sandstrom, Florrie G. [w/o Gustav E. Sandstrom] 4 Jun 1894-4 May 1968 
Sandstrom, Gustav E. 18 May 1889-27 Jan 1958 
Sansbury, Helen Graham [w/o Robert R. Sansbury, m/o Helen Gail & R. Rhett Sansbury, Jr.] 4 Mar 1927-21Aug1971 
Sarte, Athena [d/o Frank & Wanda Louise Humbard Busksky] 15 Feb 1954-
Sarte, W. J. [inf/o Athena Sarte] 12 May 1971-31Jan1974 
Sarvis, Annie Laurie Stalvey 31 Jan 1885-10 Oct 1967 
Sarvis, George Francis ["Capt. Frank'', m. "Annie" Laurie Stalvey 7 Dec 1910) 27 Jun 1882-25 Mar 1965 
Sarvis, Ida A. "Dootsie" [w/o Joe Dusenbury Sarvis?] 20 Mar 1899-26 Jun 1946 
Sarvis, James H. [SC BM2 US Navy WWII] 8 Feb 1924-23 Dec 1961 
Sarvis, Joe Dusenbury [n.d.] 
Sarvis, John J. [SC PFC 325 Glider Inf WWII] 29 Jun 1920-7 Feb 1947 
Sarvis, Lewis F. 5 Sep I 831-7 Aug 1907 
Sarvis, Mary Jane Buck [w/o Lewis F. Sarvis] 23 Jan 1830-28 Feb 1912 
Sarvis, Mellie Causey "Bebe" [w/o Reuben Cornelius Sarvis?) 16 Mar 1905-20 Apr 1985 
Sarvis, Reuben Cornelius "Mutt" [US Anny WWI] 29 Nov 1889-3 Mar 1976 
Sarvis, Samuel Scarborough 26 Feb 1887-6 Aug 1938 
Sarvis, William H. [SC Pvt US Anny WWII] 22 Jan 1922-3 Mar 1968 
Saunders, Julia 1889-1960 
Saunders, Mamie Edna [w/o Jeremiah Luke Gallman, m/o Devola G. Smith & Billie G. Logan] 29 May 1892-21Nov1979 
Savage, William "Bill" 4 Mar 1917-21 Oct 1965 
Scaife, James 0 ., Jr. [SC S/Sgt US Air Force] 19 Dec 1929-29 Dec 1958 
Scaife, James Oliver, Sr. 24 Jun 1897-12 Sep 1987 
Scaife, Lena Love [w/o James Oliver Scaife, Sr.?] I 7 May 1909-
Scarborough, Annie Mae [w/o J. H. H. Scarborough] I May 1903-5 Jul 1974 
Scarborough, J. Henry Howard 9 Jul 190 I -7 Mar 1949 
Scarry, Lena C. 1900-1989 (FD) 
Scheurer, Grace Sutton [w/o P. J. Scheurer] 3 Mar 1905-18 Jun 1970 










































































Scheurer, Jessie W. (w/o P. J. Scheurer] 28 Feb 1938-
Scheurer, P. J. 25 May 1926-30 Jul 1982 
Scheurer, Philys Joseph 24 Jan 1902-7 Nov 1967 
Schnell , Marilyn I. "Mickey" [w/o Robert G. "Bob" Schnell] 21 Jul 1924-
Schnell , Robert G. "Bob" 31 Jan 1923-
Schwarz, Baby Boy 1976-1976 (FD) 
Schwarz, John Nepomuk I May 1905-23 Dec 1989 
Schwarz, Verona Clardy [w/o John N. Schwarz] 17 Jan 1908-
Sebrell, Joseph A. 1899-1967 
Sebrell, Pauline 0 . [w/o Joseph A. Sebrell] 1901-
Sellars, Kathleen Bright [w/o William Randall Sellars] 9 May 1898-26 Jun 1990 
Sellars, William Randall 10 Sep 1891-26 Sep 1971 
Sellers, __ [FD] (two graves) 
Sellers, __ [inf s/o Willie Sellers I day old] 1943 
Sellers, __ [infs/o Willie Sellers] 1954 
Sellers, Anese R. [w/o Frank T. Sellers] 28 Nov 1892-10 May 1979 
Sellers, Frank T. [SC Wagoner Sup Co 4 Field Arty WWI] 28 Oct 1892-22 Apr 1957 
Sellers, Mary Gore 1877-1964 
Sellers, Willie C. 10 Jul 1905-17 Jun 1959 
Sellers, Wilma Ann [d/o Athos & Lunette Sellers] 29 Nov 1943-30 Nov 1943 
Selvey, Richard Lynnie [s/o Richard L. & Janice Bellamy Selvey] 22 Oct 1959-13 Aug 1968 
Semento, __ [inf boy] 1974-1974 (FD) 
Sessions, __ [inf d/o James & Lavonia J. Sessions] 15 Mar 1953 
Sessions, Bronston D. [SC PFC US Army WWII] 11May1919-28 May 1972 
Sessions, Callie D. [w/o Robert R. Sessions] I Sep 1893-2 Jan 1938 
Sessions, Emma E. 17 Oct 1922-30 Jun 1982 
Sessions, Jeanette Lucile [d/o John & Marie Sessions] 15 Jan 1960-12 Mar 1960 
Sessions, John Austin [Pvt US Army WWI] 5 Jun 1898-31 Aug 1941 
Sessions, Lattie Ruth [w/o William Edward Sessions] 14 Dec 1892-16 Feb 1957 
Sessions, Mariah Elizabeth [w/o Robert Franklin Sessions] 6 Apr 1878-24 Nov 1947 
Sessions, Ralph Langston 8 Sep 1917-3 May 1989 
Sessions, Richard F. J. [SSML US Navy WWII) 17 Oct 1921-13 Jul 1978 
Sessions, Robert Franklin 13 Dec 1872-13 Nov 1948 
Sessions, Robert R. 11 Jan 1896-22 Oct 1978 
Sessions, Shawn Edgar [s/o Steve & Sherry Sessions] 23 May 1975 
Sessions, William Edward 9 Dec 1988-3 Dec 1963 
Shackelford, Maggie E. [d/o S. W. & H. A. Shackelford] 14 Nov 1886-26 Mar 1888 
Shaw, Ruth Gaynor [w/o William Ralph Shaw] 25 Oct 1898-14 Jan 1943 
Shaw, William Ralph 5 Sep 1894-17 May 1974 
Shelley, __ [2 infs.] [n.d.] 
Shelley, _ _ [3 infs.] [n.d.) 
Shelley, __ [infs/o John T. Shelley] 30 May 1903 
Shelley, __ [inf] [n.d.] 
Shelley, Emma Mildred 4 Oct 1907-22 Oct 1908 
Shelley, James F. [SC Corp 122 Camp Hospital] 13 Dec 1931 
Shelley, Jason R. 13 Aug 1905-2 Jul 1964 
Shelley, John Toles I Jan 1876-3 Apr 1952 
Shelley, Levon [s/o Jason R. & Roberta C. Shelley?] 24 Feb 1941-1 Jul 1990 
Shelley, Maxwell Vass 8 Feb 1900-20 Mar 1900 
Shelley, Roberta C. [w/o Jason R. Shelley?] 18 Oct 1906-
Shelley, Susan A. Todd [w/o John Toles Shelley?] 16 Mar 1879-16 Sep 1960 
Shelly, George B. 18 Dec 1866-19 Jan 1945 
Shelly, Martha E. [w/o George B. Shelly] 22 May 1869-21 Feb 1933 
Sheppard. Shady M. 25 Jan 1934-15 Oct 1981 
Shews, James Albert [m. Emily Ann Bennett 26 Aug 1961] 27 May 1937-16 Feb 1987 
Shortt, Jack Dempsey 14 Jan 1927-22 Aug 1975 
Silvers, Addie McCormick [n.d.) 
Simmons, Bertice E. [SC PFC US Army WWII) 29 Aug 1911-12 Feb 1970 
Simmons, Lell 0 . [w/o William F. Simmons] 3 Apr 1895-24 Jun 1974 
Simmons, Van Carl [SC Cpl US Army WWII] 5 Nov 1922-25 Dec 1966 
Simmons, William F. 9 Oct 1887-22 Jul 1959 
Simon, Louise Heeden [w/o Nick Simon] I 0 Nov 1897-17 Oct 1959 
Simon, Nick 5 Jun 1887-11 Jan 1957 
Sincoskie, F. Lucille 1922-1990 (FD) 
Sing, James Thomas 28 Feb 1853-6 May 1921 
Sing, Lue Cindy Cox [w/o James Thomas Sing?] 20 Mar 1877-29 Sep 1966 
Sing, Nellie 25 Jan 1917-28 Feb 1918 
Singleton, _ _ [inf d/o Richard Grant & Elizabeth Goldfinch Singleton] 13 Aug 1953 
Singleton, Agnes S. Johnston [d/o Thomas & Rebecca Johnston Singleton] [n. d.) 
Singleton, Alberta [d/o Olney & Mary J. Singleton] 8 Sep 1929 
Singleton, Benjamin Franklin 15 May 1877-8 Feb 1953 
Singleton, Charlie 20 Mar 1906-23 Sep 1981 










































































Singleton, Elizabeth King 13 Mar 1852-8 May 1921 
Singleton, Emma Smith [w/o Lewis Edward Singleton] 3 Aug 1888-5 Nov 1959 
Singleton, Ester Hucks 1879-1956 
Singleton, Floride Brakefield [w/o Benjamin Franklin Singleton] 5 Jul 1890-3 Nov 1976 
Singleton, Flossie Augusta Edwards [d/o William Monroe & Cornelia Kirton Edwards] 9 Nov 1889-22 Jun 1988 
Singleton, Hannah [w/o T. R. Singleton?] [n.d.] 
Singleton, Ida A. McNeill [w/o Joseph E. Singleton] 18 Feb 1855-16 Apr 1914 
Singleton, Ida Hucks 1883-1908 
Singleton, Ivorine Small [w/o John C. Singleton] 5 Apr 1920-23 Jan 1944 
Singleton, James Francis [s/o Benjamin F. & Floride B. Singleton, m. Rosemary Kennedy 6 Jul 1956; Chn : Benjamin Franklin 
Singleton & Mary Suzanne Singleton] 7 Dec 1920-25 Jun 1972 
Singleton, Jean McNeill [w/o Joseph Benjamin Singleton; m/o James McNeill Singleton and Joseph Franklin Singleton] 
20 Feb 1918-5 Aug 1986 
Singleton, John C. 12 Mar 1916-11Oct1956 
Singleton, Joseph Benjamin [m. Jean McNeill 20 Nov 1943; Cho: James McNeill Singleton and Joseph Franklin Singleton] 
11Jul1918-7 Jul 1986 
Singleton, Joseph E. 19 Dec 1839-26 Jul 1902 
Singleton, Joseph Edward [Practicing Attorney-at-Law 1949-1968, member Horry County, SC, & American Bar Assn., 
slo Samuel Grant & Flossie Augusta Edwards Singleton, m. Sara Frances Blakely, Chn : Samuel Joseph, Geoffrey Brooks 
& Kent Michael] 4 Dec 1925-23 Jul 1969 
Singleton, Joseph Sparkman [s/o Joseph E. & Ida A. Singleton] 6 Sep 1894-29 Oct 1918 
Singleton, Judith Carol [d/o Arthur & Mable Abrams Singleton] 8 Oct 1949-24 Jan 1969 
Singleton, Lewis Edward I Sep 1883-19 Feb 1946 
Singleton, Miram lvateene [d/o John C. & lvorine Small Singleton] 20 Dec 1940-1 Dec 1941 
Singleton, Richard Bushrod 17 Sep 1847-26 Mar 1917 
Singleton, Samuel Grant [s/o Richard Bushrod & Elizabeth King Singleton] 11Mar1886-28 May 1973 
Singleton, T. R. [n.d.] 
Singleton, Thos. R. 1882-1939 
Slack, John Phelps 30 Jun 1884-15 Jul 1963 
Slagwold, Jeremiah D. 1986-1986 (FD) 
Sloan, Edith E. Jameson [w/o Edward Sloan] 17 May 1882-21May1961 
Sloan, Edward [h/o Edith E. Jameson Sloan] IO Nov 1882-18 Apr 1964 
Sloan, Edward Jameson (D.D.S.) [s/o Edward & Edith Sloan] 24 Mar 1918-27 Dec 1988 
Small, George Trenton 27 Apr 1893-1Jan1954 
Small , Lessie Soles [w/o George Trenton Small] 26 Jun 1893-20 Mar 1982 
Small, Myrtle Brigham [w/o Trenton Elton Small] 27 Jun 1914-
Small, Trenton Elton 23 Jun 1913-24 Nov 1985 
Smith, __ [infd/o J. B. & Lois Smith] 28 Feb 1948 
Smith, __ [inf d/o L. C. Smith] 29 Apr 1938-26 Jun 1938 
Smith, Anna Watson [w/o Frank Raymond Smith] d. 10 Sep 1991 
Smith, Annie Laura [inf d/o E. A. Smith] 18 Jan 1936 
Smith, Archie [s/o Ernest & Edna Smith] 29 Aug 1942 
Smith, Carl Leroy 25 Aug 1943-25 Aug 1943 
Smith, Charles A. 1928-
Smith, Clarence L. 1906-1980 
Smith, Curtis 15 Nov 1853-28 Dec 1896 
Smith, Curtis C. I Mar 1882-28 Jul 1959 
Smith, Daisy C. [w/o Clarence L. Smith] 1900-1986 
Smith, Daniel H. 20 Sep 1848-22 Oct 1903 
Smith, Danny 0 . [s/o Henry & Eula Smith] Age 2 months 
Smith, Dorothy G. [w/o Charles A. Smith] 1927-
Smith, Edgar Austin 13 Feb 1891-11Nov1971 
Smith, Edna Mae Cox [w/o William Ernest Smith?] 22 Dec 1905-19 Sep 1981 
Smith, Edward Earl [SK3 USN Vietnam] 22 Jul 1943-25 Jul 1982 
Smith, Edward H. 20 Jun 1863-22 Aug 1935 
Smith, Elizabeth P., [w/o William H. Smith?] 1848-1923 
Smith, Ethel D. [w/o Mack C. Smith] I Aug 1886-17 Jun 1956 
Smith, Ethel 0 . [w/o Wm. Aurby Smith?] 16 Oct 1922-
Smith, Eveleen Rebecca 19 Aug 1932-8 Jun 1933 
Smith, Exnder L. 1983-1983 (FD) 
Smith, Florrie Al ford 18 79-1964 
Smith, Frances Jones [w/o William Smith?] 1899-1953 
Smith, Frank Raymond [Ohio Cpl Co G 331 lnfWWI] I Dec 1889-13 Aug 1967 
Smith, George Edward 11 Oct 1920-25 Dec 1967 
Smith, George N . 1869-1938 
Smith, Hampton, Jr. 9 Apr 1929-11Apr1929 
Smith, Helen Lee [w/o Edward H. Smith] 15 Oct 1875-3 Feb 1943 
Smith, Henry E. [Pvt US Army WWII] 30 Nov 1902-11May1986 
Smith, Hester Ellen Brown [w/o Jeremiah Smith] 12 Oct 1837-11 Jul 1873 
Smith, Homer Oliver 8 Feb 1907-12 Aug 1974 
Smith, Isadora 23 Oct 1883-28 Nov 1883 
Smith, Ivy Hamann [w/o Joseph Edward "Joe" Smith] 12 Nov 1904-





































































Smith, James Boyd [s/o W. J. & S. E. Smith] 26 Sep 1898-11Mar1901 
Smith, Jessie James 22 Aug 1890-12 Jul 1957 
Smith, John D. [SC Pvt QMC WWI] 5 Feb 1896-26 Jul 1953 
Smith, Joseph Edward "Joe" 10 Feb 1901-6 Mar 1955 
Smith, Julius B. 5 Jul 1912-3 Mar 1988 
Smith, Laura Dell [w/o Jessie James Smith?] 12 Jan 1894-15 Jan 1972 
Smith, Laura M. [w/o Edgar Austin Smith?] 30 Jan 1900-24 Feb 1936 
Smith, Laurie [SC Pvt US Army WWII] 17 Apr 1917-12 Nov 1965 
Smith, Leila M. [w/o Edgar Austin Smith?] 9 Mar 1896-16 May 1965 
Smith, Lewis Wilson 19 Mar 1906-13 Oct 1964 
Smith, Lillian Ruth Pitts [w/o Wilford Halson Smith?] 30 Jan 1920-6 Aug 1989 
Smith, Loise C. [w/o Julius B. Smith?] 9 Oct 1917-14 Apr 1974 
Smith, Mack C. 9 May 1876-26 Mar 1959 
Smith, Martha T. 15 May 1882-16 Jan 1949 
Smith, Mary Hucks [w/o Curtis Smith?] JO Jul 1858-1Feb1936 
Smith, Mary Lee [w/o Curtis C. Smith?] 31 Mar 1881-9 Nov 1946 
Smith, Mary McCormick [w/o William Albert Smith] 1853-1930 
Smith, Milford Pierce [T/Sgt US Air Force WWII, Korea] 17 Feb 1926-27 Apr 1978 
Smith, Nancy Hart [w/o William Ruffin Smith] 27 Sep 1901-15 Dec 1983 
Smith, Noel Terry 17 Mar 1944-1Mar1974 
Smith, Rhoda M. [w/o W. Harry Smith?] 31Dec1896-21Dec1961 
Smith, Ruby Heaton [w/o Homer Oliver Smith] 22 Apr 1911-28 Oct 1988 
Smith, Ruby Lee Mills [w/o George Edward Smith] 22 Aug 1923-
Smith, Temperance I. [w/o George N. Smith] 1869-1953 
Smith, Vivian Stalvey [w/o M. P. Smith] 11Sep1916-17 Sep 1980 
Smith, W. Ernest [s/o Ernest & Edna Smith] 14 Feb 1923 
Smith, W. Harry 24 Oct 1884-6 Aug 1956 
Smith, Wilford Halson "Jack" [Cpl US Army WWII] 13 Jul 1910-18 Oct 1982 
Smith, William 1875-1948 
Smith, William Albert 1848-1927 
Smith, William Ernest 22 Dec 1900-31Oct1982 
Smith, William H. 1844-1913 
Smith, William Ruffin 9 May 1887-31 Jan 1965 
Smith, Wm. Aurby 28 Mar 1921-25 Sep 1982 
Smyly, James Madison "Jamie" 17 Jun 1961-25 Oct 1984 
Smyly, Julian Madison 2 Nov 1895-12 Oct 1972 
Smyly, Margaret Poag [w/o Julian Madison Smyly] 31Aug1895-2 Mar 1972 
Soden, Marie E. 13 Dec 1898-29 Apr 1990 
Somers, Aubrey 26 Jun 1940-1 Feb 1973 
Southern, Reid Jackson 30 Jan 1954-30 Mar 1974 
Spadoni, Nicholas Lawrence [s/o William L. & Julia Simon Spadoni] 25 Jan 1958-22 Mar 1981 
Spadoni, Richard [infs/o William L. & Julia Simon Spadoni] 27 Dec 1958 
Spanos, Katinka Andresen [ m/o Elaine Fritz] 18 Jan 1883-8 Feb 1964 
Spears, Pearson F., Sr. 22 Dec 1885-26 Dec 1941 
Spencer, Opal M. 16 Oct 1917-21 Dec 1972 
Spillane, Catherine A. [w/o John J. Spillane] 1888-1964 
Spillane, John J. 1892-1962 
Springer, Harry [US Army] 1939-1985 
Springs, Elizabeth (Betty) M. 5 Aug 1929-5 Jan 1986 
Springs, Holmes Buck 14 Aug 1879-31Jan1951 
Springs, Louise Wilson [w/o Holmes Buck Springs?] 18 Oct 1893-7 Dec 1959 
Springs, St. Julien Lachicotte 11 Sep 1888-11 Dec 1965 
Springs, Vera Pritchard [w/o St. Julien Lachicotte] 27 Feb 1899-18 Jun 1975 
Squires, _ _ [ch/o Ella C. Squires] [2 stones, n.d.] 
Stack, Josephine Cooper 2 Jul 1924-15 Dec 1986 
Stackhouse, William Mark 24 Sep 1905-27 Nov 1965 
Stackhouse, William Mark, Jr. 25 Nov 1932-28 Dec 1990 
Stafford, Virginia 1970-1970 (FD) 
Stalvey, __ [ infs/o K. S. & Hylia Stalvey] 15 Feb 1955 
Stalvey, __ [infs/o Kenneth & Beulah Stalvey] 29 Dec 1923 
Stalvey, __ [infs/o Maude Stalvey] [n.d.] 
Stalvey, Alda [w/o H. S. Stalvey] 30 Mar 1889-6 Jan 1919 
Stalvey, Almand 21 Jul 1925-1Aug1926 
Stalvey, Alton Horry 26 Jan 1917-7 Apr 1918 
Stalvey, Ann Eliza West [w/o George Stalvey] 28 Jun 1834-11 Mar 1914 
Stalvey, Ann Louise Huggins [w/o Jesse Erasmus Stalvey] 8 May 1916-
Stalvey, Annie May 9 Apr 1912-2 Jun 1912 
Stalvey, Beulah Idell [w/o Kenneth S. Stalvey] 19 Mar 1898-30 Dec 1923 
Stalvey, Bishop Hamer 8 Feb 1861-3 Aug 1935 
Stalvey, C. P. 16 Dec 1858-14 Oct 1940 
Stalvey, Carthan Lucile 14 Aug 1915-23 Nov 1919 
Stalvey, David Allan 28 Mar 1906-2 Feb 1985 










































































Stalvey, Delano Kelly 14 Aug 1903-25 Jan 1962 
Stalvey, Dixon Isaiah 27 Aug 1898-18 Sep 1944 
Stalvey, Donnie H. 6 Dec 1909-5 Feb 1910 
Stalvey, Edgar A. (M.D.) 8 Mar 1872-9 Jan 1920 
Stalvey, Fannie Hucks 11 Dec 1870-25 Aug 1962 
Stalvey, George 28 Aug 1845-23 Mar 1924 
Stalvey, George (Rev.) I Oct 1805-1Feb1879 
Stalvey, Hylia M. [w/o Kenneth S. Stalvey] 15 Apr 1917-
Stalvey, I. Leeds [w/o J. Minick Stalvey] 27 Oct 1851-9 Aug 1917 
Stalvey, Ida Jane 1885-1969 
Stalvey, Isaiah (Rev.) 4 Feb 1815-3 Apr 1878 
Stalvey, J. Minick 31 Aug 1845-15 Aug 1917 
Stalvey, James Russell 1891-1977 
Stalvey, Jean Vardell [d/o Lonnie & Inez C. Stalvey] 21 Jul 1942-7 Aug 1942 
Stalvey, Jeremiah 28 Jan 1817-28 Oct 1882 
Stalvey, Jesse Erasmus 7 Jan 1910-4 Apr 1983 
Stalvey, John Roscoe "Mutt" [US Navy WWll, Korea] I Mar 1922-29 Dec 1979 
Stalvey, John Wilson 12 Oct 1886-11 May 1969 
Stalvey, Joseph B. 20 Jul 1892-29 Aug 1943 
Stalvey, June "Jo" Selvey [w/o John Roscoe "Mutt" Stalvey] d. 10 Nov 1978 
Stalvey, Kenneth S. 11 Aug 1894-11Nov1972 
Stalvey, Leeds Turbeville [w/o Edgar A. Stalvey, M.D.] 11Mar1884-4 Aug 1964 
Stalvey, Lela Gladys [d/o B. H. Stalvey] 19 Feb 1908-1May1909 
Stalvey, Lola Virgil (d/o J. B. Stalvey] 7 Jan 1920-5 Oct 1920 
Stalvey, Lula Mae [w/o Robbie Stalvey?] 25 Jul 1882-12 Jan 1936 
Stalvey, Marnie A. I Feb 1880-13 Oct 1903 
Stalvey, Martha [w/o Rev. George Stalvey?] d. 1894 
Stalvey, Maude Dixon [w/o Bishop Hamer Stalvey?] 18 Jun I 875-18 Mar 1959 
Stalvey, Maude E. Clardy 1891-1923 
Stalvey, Minnie (d/o J. M. & I. Leeds Stalvey] 5 Mar 1875-22 Jul 1916 
Stalvey, Ora Bertha [w/o J. W. Stalvey] 2 Apr 1890-1ISep1938 
Stalvey, Robbie I Sep 1873-14 Feb 1926 
Stalvey, Sarah M. (Mrs.) 11 Aug 1831-27 Mar 1896 
Stalvey, Shed Mazon 1871-1960 
Stalvey, Sophronia A. (w/o C. P. Stalvey) 23 Oct 1860-3 Mar 1892 
Stalvey, Z. H. 29 Feb 1908-1May1909 
Stanley, Bruce 0 . 1956-1991 (FD) 
Stanley, Donald, Sr. 1935-1974 (FD) 
Stanley, James F. 1902-1949 
Stapleton, Eilleen G. 29 Oct 1930-7 Dec 1989 
Stevens, Elizabeth Niles [w/o Paul Stevens] 20 Jul 1904-20 Dec 1973 
Stevens, Niles 28 Aug 1934-28 Feb 1984 
Stevens, Paul 24 May 1897-2 Dec 1969 
Stevison, William G. 1939-1963 
Stowe, Gary Buchanan 28 Feb 1906-18 Jul 1957 
Strawhorn, Charles P., Sr. [TE3 US Navy WWII, Korea] 23 Mar I 927-30 Nov 1983 
Strawhorn, Charles Perry, II 20 Jun 1978-27 Jun 1978 
Strawhorn, James David 27 Nov 1954-19 Feb 1955 
Strickland, Benjamine F. 19 Feb 1924-9 Sep 1924 
Strickland, Charles Gennings 13 Aug 1899-16 Nov 1974 
Strickland, Grace Lowrimore [w/o Charles Gennings Strickland?] 18 Nov 1902-18 Dec 1983 
Strickland, L. W. 16 Jun 1860-26 Aug 1928 
Strickland, Mary S. [w/o L. W. Strickland?] 17 Jul 1868-6 Feb 1934 
Stroud, Millie Louise 29 Sep 1919-18 Feb 1978 
Suber, Thomas B. 28 Sep 1890-26 Dec 1968 
Suber, Thomas J. Died 1944 
Suggs, Benjamin I I Jan I 942-5 Jan I 971 
Suggs, Betty Ann 1967-1967 (FD) 
Suggs, Betty C. [w/o James H. Suggs?] 13 Mar 1947-
Suggs, Ella Jane [w/o Mincey Suggs] 15 Oct 1915-29 Apr 1988 
Suggs, James H. 14 Jun 1908-25 Aug 1973 
Suggs, James Leonard [SC S/Sgt US Army Vietnam] 20 Aug 1940-12 Aug 1972 
Suggs, Karen Jane Custer 27 Jun I 953-23 Nov 1988 
Suggs, Mincey 18 Jul 1911-
Suggs, Minnie Todd 22 Sep 1921-20 Apr 1956 
Suggs, Robert Carson 19 Feb I 921-9 Jun I 960 
Suggs, Vander Moses 18 Jan 1913-15 Mar 1956 
Sulzer, Bobby Jane 30 Nov 1951-3 Dec 1951 
Summers, Baby Girl 1975-1975 (FD) 
Swanson, Inna Alford 30 Nov 1924-9 Oct 1967 
Swartz, Aaron Lewis 21 May 1898-28 Sep 1973 
Swartz, Fem Shafer [w/o Aaron Lewis Swartz] 11Apr1900-24 Dec 1984 










































































Swedberg, John N. 30 Nov 1889-11Aug1987 
Swedberg, Julia M. [w/o John N. Swedberg] 31 Jul 1894-12 Jan 1986 
Sweeney, David H. 1960-1980 (FD) 
Swope, Carrie Andrews 1880-1958 
Tanner, Anderson A. [SC F 1 USNR WWII] 11 Nov 1912-10 Nov 1960 
Tanner, Myrtle King [w/o Anderson A. Tanner] 8 Aug 1918-1 May 1986 
Tanner, William Arthur [US Navy] 1939-1990 
Taylor, __ [inf d/o Harry & Kathleen Taylor] 1Feb1946-15 Mar 1946 
Taylor, Annie Sessions [w/o John Austin Sessions?] 27 Oct 1904-9 Nov 1991 
Taylor, Dorothy Eddens [w/o Robert Cleveland "Tuck" Taylor?] 12 Oct 1919-16 Jul 1981 
Taylor, Henry E. "Harry" 14 Feb 1903-11Aug1979 
Taylor, Herbert Lavon [s/o J.C. & Lorraine Taylor] 29 Oct 1942-2 Aug 1954 
Taylor, James Alton [WO Avn BN 9 Inf Div Vietnam PH] 17 Sep 1940-26 Aug 1968 
Taylor, Janie Cox [w/o Toland C. Taylor] 13 Jan 1898-8 Oct 1975 
Taylor, John Belton, Sr. 7 Jun 1909-7 Sep 1976 
Taylor, Kathleen Kepner [w/o Henry E. "Harry" Taylor] 19 Sep 1908-6 Sep 1955 
Taylor, Larry Emerson 23 Oct 1899-2 May 1971 
Taylor, Mary Elizabeth Clark [w/o John Belton Taylor Sr.] 8 Oct 1912-26 Aug 1969 
Taylor, Rini Jennine (d/o William Douglas & Gayle S. Taylor] 1Apr1974-6 Jun 1974 
Taylor, Robert Cleveland "Tuck" 18 Sep 1916-10 Aug 1960 
Taylor, Sunny Stowe 15 Sep 1914-22 Mar 1984 
Teague, Leon 0 . [S/Sgt USAF WWII] 1 Jul 1917-28 Dec 1983 
Tendall , Preston [US Army WWII] 8 Oct 1918-30 Dec 1985 
Teuton, Eddith I. [w/o Jesse Teuton] 24 Sep 1881-18 Nov 1966 
Teuton, Jesse 6 Jul 1871-20 Dec 1957 
Thackston, Andrena Parker [w/o William James Thackston, Jr.] 1Jan1913-5 Feb 1981 
Thackston, Mary Terry [inf d/o W. J. & Andrena P. Thackston] 24 Apr 1943-25 Apr 1943 
Thackston, William James, Jr. 27 Feb 1910-
Tharp, George L. 12 May 1863-23 Jul 1902 
Tharp, Leuson H. 28 May 1889-17 Jan 1911 
Tharp, Lucian D. 17 May 1860-1 Nov 1917 
Tharp, Marie A. [d/o George L. Tharp?] 5 May 1901-14 Sep 1915 
Tharp, Mattie L. Bellamy 2 Jul 1911-27 Mar 1981 
Tharp, Trizzie Cox [w/o Lucian D. Tharp?] 26 Jul 1870-27 Mar 1947 
Tharpe, Minnie L. [w/o Orvie D. Tharpe] 31Mar1915-9 Oct 1991 
Tharpe, Orvie D. [Pvt Army Air Force WWII] 20 Jul 1899-15 Oct 1975 
Thohar, Helen A. [w/o John B. Thohar] d. Apr 1992 
Thohar, John B. 1901-1981 
Thom, Barbara J. [w/o James T. Thom?] 5 Jan 1932-28 Jan 1992 
Thom, James T. 14 Sep 1931-
Thomas, __ [inf/o W. B. Thomas] 23 Apr 1935-27 Apr 1935 
Thomas, Broadus Fitzhugh 10 Jun 1900-16 May 1984 
Thomas, David S. 17 Aug 1958-14 Feb 1983 
Thomas, Elbert Aaron, Jr. 17 Aug 1929-22 Feb 1988 
Thomas, Gene Leslie 17 Sep 1927-15 Oct 1990 
Thomas, Gerue Leslie [w/o Broadus Fitzhugh Thomas] 1Jul1902-18 Mar 1989 
Thomas, Loraine P. [w/o Mike Thomas] 30 May 1895-8 Feb 1978 
Thomas, Mike 8 Apr 1888-10 Jul 1966 
Thomas, Pauline Lentz [w/o William Carl Thomas, Sr.] 26 Jul 1904-11 Sep 1973 
Thomas, William Carl, Sr. 16 Jun 1902-2 Jun 1964 
Thomason, Mary Aline [d/o Paul E. & Mary Aline Thomason] 19 Oct 1916-29 May 1983 
Thomason, Mary Aline Hawkins [w/o Paul Edgar Thomason] 2 Aug 1893-22 Oct 1952 
Thomason, Paul Edgar 26 Feb 1891-7 Sep 1969 
Thomasson, James V. 24 Jan 1967-13 Jan 1991 
Thompkins, Doris Evans [w/o Harold W. Thompkins] 15 Sep 1932-14 Oct 1978 
Thompkins, Viola Martin [w/o Gerald E. Thompkins] 10 Oct 1932-30 Mar 1980 
Thompson, Callie 8 Feb 1897-17 Jan 1979 
Thompson, Clarence C. [Pvt US Army WWII] 25 Jul 1909-30 May 1986 
Thompson, David W. 17 Nov 1930-10 Jun 1988 
Thompson, Mary Jane 26 Jun 1851-30 Apr 1927 
Thompson, Mary V. 29 Dec 1891-24 Jun 1903 
Thompson, Nellie M. [w/o David W. Thompson?] 30 Jun 1932-10 Oct 1986 
Thompson, Rosa Lee 3 Aug 1900-3 Jul 1905 
Thompson, Susan P. [d/o H. J. & M. L. Thompson d. 13 Jul 1843 
Thompson, Tracy D. 1971-1971 (FD) 
Thompson, Wanda Lee [d/o D. W. & Eloise S. Thompson] 24 Oct 1954-30 Jun 1964 
Tindal, [Annice] Adell Jordan [w/o Sidney A. Tindal] 8 Sep 1874-15 Dec 1950 
Tindal , Florence P. [w/o G. W. Tindal] 27 May 1877-4 Jan 1943 
Tindal , G. W. 17 Feb 1878-14 Dec 1951 
Todd, __ [infs/o Billy & Janewood Todd] b/d 7 Jan 1966 
Todd, __ [inf s/o Donnie 0 . & Martha H. Todd] 15 Mar 1938 
Todd, __ [inf/o W. T. & S. C. Todd] 1883 










































































Todd, A. M. [w/o E. R. Todd?] 7 Apr 1857-17 Aug 1933 
Todd, Annie Lee Suggs [w/o Billy Todd] 23 July 1938-6 Oct 1961 
Todd, Benjamin C. 8 Feb 1889-7 May 1921 
Todd, Benjamin 0. 1882-1946 
Todd, Berry Edsel [s/o Henry B. & Nancy J. Todd; US Anny Korea] 7 Mar 1932-1 Jul 1986 
Todd, Bessie Shelley [w/o Olin A. Todd] 27 Jul 1891-10 Aug 1924 
Todd, Billie 0. [s/o B. 0. Todd] 3 Jun 1914-21Apr1915 
Todd, Carl B. [US Anny WWII] 20 May 1920-30 Nov 1984 
Todd, Charley B. [s/o B. 0. & L.A. Todd] 6 Apr 1882-5 Nov 1886 
Todd, Cheryl A. [w/o Frank B. Todd] 15 Dec 1960-
Todd, Chuvie J. 19 Jun 1924-17 Jan 1968 
Todd, Daniel C. [s/o E. R. & A. M. Todd] 22 Sep 1891-8 Sep 1892 
Todd, Donnie Osbel 18 May 1919-14 Sep 1980 
Todd, E. Leo 10 Mar 1920-23 Jul 1940 
Todd, E. R. 3 Feb 1857-3 Apr 1926 
Todd, Emma M. 2 May 1891-10 Oct 1893 
Todd, Frances Elliott 10 Mar 1886-7 Nov 1918 
Todd, Frank Alfred 27 Jan 1935-
Todd, Frank B. 8 Mar 1958-
Todd, Frank Ray [s/o Frank B. & Cheryl A. Todd] 23 Dec 1981-6 Dec 1983 
Todd, Freeman 24 Jan 1922-23 Mar 1990 
Todd, George [s/o Olin A. & Bessie S. Todd] 2 Mar 1921-4 Mar 1921 
Todd, George Cohen 1912-1956 [n.d. on stone] 
Todd, Glen Cleo, Jr. 4 Aug 1963-15 Sep 1963 
Todd, Henry Berry 5 Oct 1907-26 May 1977 
Todd, Herbert J. 26 Dec 1940-21 Mar 1980 
Todd, Hennan Ray [m. Geneva Cook 5 May 1963] 22 Oct 1941-21Sep1973 
Todd, Ivadell [w/o Freeman Todd?] 14 Jan 1923-
Todd, J. E. 6 Jun 1836-23 Apr 1912 
Todd, James Allen [SC Cpl Co H 194 Tank BN] 31 Oct 1932-9 Dec 1953 
Todd, James Allen, Jr. 5 Nov 1951-12 Feb 1953 
Todd, James Palmer 26 Jun 1912-2 Jan 1946 
Todd, Joseph L. 27 Aug 1873-15 Oct 1951 
Todd, Joseph Lloyd 1915-1980 [FD] 
Todd, Joseph M. [s/o B. 0. & L.A. Todd] 11Dec1880-21 Jul 1882 
Todd, Joyce M. [w/o Glen Cleo Todd, Sr.] 17 Jun 1947-1Jan1992 
Todd, Julian Curtis 19 Nov 1916-14 Apr 1967 
Todd, Ko Ito(?) 1937-1987 [FD] 
Todd, Leland Moore 4 Mar 1918-8 Jan 1941 
Todd, Marion Shaw Morris 20 Sep 1898-21Feb1982 
Todd, Martha Hill [w/o Donnie Osbel?] 13 Sep 1919-15 Jan 1989 
Todd, Mary F. 27 Apr 1846-31 Jan 1926 
Todd, Mary G. [w/o Benjamin 0 . Todd?] 1889-1948 
Todd, Michael David 1976 
Todd, Missie [w/o E. R. Todd] 7 Apr 1857-17 Aug 1933 
Todd, Nancy Johnson [w/o Henry Berry Todd] 15 Jun 1912-
Todd, Olin A. 21Sep1888-12 Sep 1963 
Todd, Rachel M. [w/o Joseph L. Todd?] 5 Nov 1874-5 Mar 1956 
Todd, Rubie [d/o B. 0 . & L.A. Todd] 7 Sep 1885-27 Sep 1885 
Todd, Susan C. Edge [w/o W. T. Todd] 17 Apr 1849-4 hn 1951 
Todd, W. J.E. [s/o E. R. & A. M. Todd] 21Sep1898-17 Jul 1902 
Todd, W. T. (William) 27 Apr 1845-31 Jan 1926 
Todd, William Madison 5 Sep 1881-20 Aug 1962 
Todd, William Thomas "Billy" [s/o Henry Berry & Nancy J. Todd] 4 Jul 1936-7 Dec 1936 
Todd, Willie Mae [w/o Frank Alfred Todd] 21May1935-
Todd, Woodrow W. 15 May 1918-23 Jul 1919 
Tower, Elsie Ropp [w/o Norman Francis Tower] 23 Apr 1903-10 Aug 1982 
Tower, Nonnan Francis 20 Oct 1900-3 Aug 1955 
Trainer, Albert [England 2nc1 Lt US Army WWI] 4 Jul 1891-1 Apr 1968 
Trainer, Alice M. [b. Liverpool, Eng. , w/o Albert Trainer] 29 May 1889-23 Jul 1979 
Trask, George W., Jr. [s/o Emma Borneman & George W. Trask, h/o Ruth Brewer Davis] 14 Aug 1907-2 Nov 1968 
Trask, Ruth Davis [w/o George W. Trask, Jr.] 24 Oct 1912-22 May 1982 
Trussell, Cecil R. "Roddy", Jr. [d.b.a. An American Trucking Family] 29 Mar 1945-22 Jun 1988 
Trussell, Cecil Roderick, Sr. 22 Mar 1915-16 May 1989 
Trussell , Mary Harris "Blue Eyes" 10 Oct 1918-
Turbeville, __ [infs/o William J. Turbeville] 26 Aug 1954 
Turbeville, Alphonso B. [s/o W. J. & C. E. Turbeville] 26 Oct 1878-27 Jul 1890 
Turbeville, Annie C. 22 Aug 1891-21Dec1922 
Turbeville, Bob [s/o J. J. & H. S. Turbeville] 15 Nov 1898-12 Feb 1917 
Turbeville, Charlotte S. [w/o William J. Turbeville?] 25 Aug 1849-26 Oct 1926 
Turbeville, Clarence E. 20 Nov 1890-15 Jun 1911 
Turbeville, Fannie W. [w/o Van B. Turbeville] 1889-1946 










































































Turbeville, Harriet Susanna Hucks [w/o Joseph J. Turbeville) 8 May 1854-22 Feb 1919 
Turbeville, Ivey McCormick [w/o Lefty Turbeville] 9 Sep 1918-
Turbeville, J. D. 7 Apr 1853-25 Jul 1924 
Turbeville, Joseph J. 22 Oct 1850-6 Feb 1906 
Turbeville, Lefty 23 May 1916-3 Oct 1978 
Turbeville, Lula Moore [w/o William Gordon Turbeville] 12 Nov 1896-22 Jun 1969 
Turbeville, Mollie 23 Nov 1923-20 Feb 1927 
Turbeville, Van B. 1877-1946 
Turbeville, Viola Hucks 2 Feb 1890-18 Dec 1966 
Turbeville, William Gordon 21Jun1886-14 Oct 1963 
Turbeville, William J. 28 Mar 1848-3 May 1913 
Turbeville, William Mennick 12 Dec 1888-6 Mar 1953 
Tyler, Stephen Wayne (s/o Jim Bill & Irene Brewer Tyler) 19 Oct 1954-25 Jun 1960 
Uhlik, Baby Girl 1976-1976 (FD) 
Uihlein, Virginia Brown 21Sep1918-31Dec1955 
Underwood, John W. 30 Jul 1900-18 Mar 1964 
Underwood, John W., Jr. 18 Dec 1927-3 Feb 1978 
Underwood, Lucia M. [w/o John W. Underwood?] 29 Oct 1905-13 Jan 1990 
Vane, Edith M. [w/o The Rev. Edson F. Vane?) 24 Mar 1883-9 Aug 1971 
Vane, Edson F. (Rev.) 15 Jul 1889-16 Dec 1984 
Verbermoes, Renee 1959-1959 (FD) 
Vereen, __ [infs/o Arthur & Leona Owens Vereen] 2 Apr 1934 
Vereen, __ [inf s/o Arthur & Leona Owens Vereen] 4 Oct 1937 
Vereen, Addie Elizabeth Turbeville [I 51 w/o Bennie H. Vereen] 5 May 1887-17 Apr 1928 
Vereen, Addie Mae Fulton [2d w/o Bennie H. Vereen] 10 Jun 1899-22 Mar 1968 
Vereen, Benjamin H., Jr. "B. H." 23 Nov 1918-
Vereen, Bennie Horrom 23 Oct 1884-10 Apr 1969 
Vereen, Carl E. 5 Jul 1910-13 Jun 1943 
Vereen, Cinda Marlowe [w/o Joseph J. Vereen] 1876-1929 
Vereen, Clardy Allen [s/o E. & L. Vereen] 5 Sep 1902-22 Feb 1905 
Vereen, Dorothy Alice Perkins "Dot" [2d w/o B. H. Vereen, Jr., m/o Benny, Carl, Joe, Timmy] 23 Apr 1924-18 Oct 1988 
Vereen, Edgar A. 2 Feb 1877-15 Jan 1911 
Vereen, Emma W. [w/o William J. Vereen] 1887-1918 
Vereen, Eugene [s/o Samuel Permenter & Florence Elizabeth Marlow Vereen] 14 Sep 1895-26 Oct 1969 
Vereen, Florence Elizabeth Marlow [w/o Samuel Permenter Vereen] 19 Mar 1878-12 Jan 1953 
Vereen, Hartford J. [s/o S. P. & F. E. Vereen] 18 Oct 1900-4 Oct 1904 
Vereen, Hartford U. [s/o J. F. & L.A. Vereen] [dates broken off] 
Vereen, J. F., Jr. 11 Jun 1881-9 Oct 1906 
Vereen, Jean Moreland [I" w/o B. H. Vereen, Jr.] 1922-1 Sep 1942 
Vereen, John F. 9 Nov 1838-15 Feb 1930 
Vereen, John F .. 28 Sep 1906-18 Nov 1964 
Vereen, John Legrande "Happy" 19 Mar 1916-5 May 1981 
Vereen, Joseph J. 28 Mar 1873-30 Jul 1943 
Vereen, Loise [d/o B. H. & Addie Vereen] 4 Jul 1917-8 Jul 1923 
Vereen, Lucy Ann [w/o John F. Vereen] 15 Aug 1844-28 Dec 1918 
Vereen, Lucy Jane E. 8 May 1882-22 Jan 1911 
Vereen, Mary Margaret Mclauchlin [w/o J. L. "Happy" Vereen] 9 Apr 1921-4 Jun 1979 
Vereen, Nora J. Hardee [w/o J. P. Vereen] 5 Nov 1878-7 Dec 1918 
Vereen, Ralph Edgar 16 Dec 1914-23 Jan 1951 
Vereen, Samuel Ellington 27 Sep 1921-25 Sep 1956 
Vereen, Samuel P. 23 Oct 1868-27 Mar 1920 
Vereen, Stella Star Grainger [w/o Samuel Ellington Vereen?] 19 Jul 1932-
Vereen, William J. 1880-1961 
Vick, Gertrude C. [w/o OscarN. Vick, Sr.) 21Jan1892-13 Sep 1971 
Vick, Oscar N., Sr. [SC Lt. US Coast Guard WWI & II] 25 Dec 1888-15 May 1969 
Vickery, Geraldine Campbell I Jan 1907-29 Mar 1990 
Vickman, Louie Fritz, Jr. [s/o Louie Fritz Vickman & Juliette H. Vickman and other mother-Peggie D.Vickman; 
grand s/o Myrtle A. Hammond & Alice 0 . Owens] I Nov 1956-23 Jun 1979' 
Vigil, Miriam McKnight 24 Nov 1940-31 Jul 1984 
Villani, John J. 12 Jul 1921-2 Jan 1984 
Walker,JamesJ. [m. lOOct 1945) 21Sep1925-
Walker, Jesse T., Sr. 10 Oct 1904-27 Apr 1962 
Walker, Jessie Earl 1873-1961 
Walker, Laurene W. [w/o Jessie Earl Walker] 1882-1974 
Walker, Pearl 0 . [w/o James J. Walker] 9 Jun 1927-
Walz, Joseph V. 14 Feb 1924-8 Sep 1990 
Ward, Evelyn Misenheimer 17 Dec 1914-16 Jun 1984 
Ward, Mamie Florence [m/o Jessie & Toby] 18 Oct 1907-4 Dec 1984 
Ward, Mary Devaney [w/o Robert L. Ward] 9 Jul 1921-11 Dec 1991 
Ward, Melda Adams [w/o Willis C. Ward) 6 Feb 1917-18 Mar 1974 
Ward, Robert L. [S/Sgt US Army Air Corps WWII) 20 Apr 1920-7 Jan 1988 
Warren, Devlin Michael [s/o Mike & Becky Warren] 7 Aug 1983-14 Sep 1983 









































































Warren, Dorothy B. [w/o William E. Warren] 25 Apr 1919-16 Jan 1977 
Warren, Ken W. 1964-1964 (FD) 
Warren, William E. 14 Sep 1915-
Warren, William W. (USAF WWII] 31Mar1920-4 Feb 1989 
Watford, Mary L. [w/o Willie L. Watford?] 10 Nov 1947-
Watford, Willie L. [Sgt USAF Vietnam] 23 Dec 1947-12 Feb 1989 
Watson, William "Jack" 25 Dec 1919-23 Apr 1989 
Watts, __ [inf/o G. W. & Alice T. Watts] 25 Dec 1902 
Watts, __ [Baby boy Watts] 1964 
Watts, __ [infd/oT. W. Watts] 1960 
Watts, __ [inf d/o T. W. Watts] 1968 
Watts, Alice T. [w/o George W. Watts] 24 Mar 1873-31 Dec 1947 
Watts, Benjamin Franklin I 0 Jan 1880-6 Jan 1965 
Watts, Benjamin James 20 Aug 1906-14 Feb 1968 
Watts, Carrie Sellers [w/o Henry Lee Watts] 8 Jul 1906-18 Feb 1989 
Watts, Clayton Ray 6 Jan 1933-23 May 1988 
Watts, Daniel Monroe 17 Feb 1893-26 Aug 1953 
Watts, Emma Sue [w/o Clayton Ray Watts?] 16 Oct 1939-
Watts, Etta Smith [w/o Benjamin James Watts?] 21Sep1906-
Watts, George W. 28 Aug 1875-1Dec1951 
Watts, Henry Lee 19 Sep 1905-14 Aug 1974 
Watts, John Dixon 12 Aug 1909-22 Jun 1964 
Watts, Joseph C. JO Mar 1911-4 Jan 1942 
Watts, Joseph Melton 28 Mar 1885-12 Oct 1918 
Watts, Ralph Norman 7 Dec 1904-2 Jul 1924 
Watts, Sarah Murdock 10 Jan 1878-7 Mar 1950 
Watts, Theta Annette [d/o Thetus & Jeannette Watts] 3 Feb 1936-3 Mar 1936 
Watts, Thetus Ray 1938-1990 (FD) 
Watts, Thomas R. 18 Dec 1912-3 Dec 1948 
Webber, Georgette Vereen [w/o John Edward Webber?] 28 Apr 1918-9 Dec 1978 
Webber, John Edward 11Jan1905-18 Mar 1978 
Weiss, Deborah J. 1959-1959 (FD) 
Weister, Stanley E. 31Oct1902-24 Sep 1980 
Wenglinsky, Christopher Alan [Inf twin] b/d 23 Feb 1977 
Wenglinsky, Scott Keith [Inf twin] b/d 23 Feb 1977 
Wesner, LyticiaD. (Tish) 2 Mar 1941-5 Sep 1990 
West, __ [inf/o W. K. & Agnes West] [two stones, n.d.] 
West, __ [inf/o W. T. West] [n.d.] 
West, Adeline 13 Aug 1849-9 Mar 1915 
West, Adeline Leeds 4 Dec 1883-5 Aug 1929 
West, Agnes [w/o W. K. West] 24 Oct 1879-27 Mar 1916 
West, Ann E. 7 Nov 1872-26 Dec 1875 
West, Asa [Co E 26 SC Inf CSA] [n.d.] 
West, Blanchie [d/o W. K. & Agnes West] 16 Mar 1903-15 Jul 1908 
West, Ethel Lee Johnson [w/o Joseph D. West] 20 May 1884-23 Nov 1985 
West, J. D. 26 Mar 1842-14 May 1899 
West, Joe [s/o W. K. & Agnes West] 22 Feb 1905-22 Apr 1906 
West,JosephD. 19Nov 1868-6Feb 1918 
West, Luther Maxwell 24 Sep 1924-
West, Mary Lou Patrick [w/o Luther Maxwell West?] 8 Jul 1929-17 Jan 1989 
West, W. K. 29 Dec 1892-30 Dec 1928 
West, William Kenneth [m. Etta Wilson 18 Mar 1933] 6 Nov 1909-7 Sep 1983 
West, Wm. A. 11Mar1870-23 Sep 1876 
Westmoreland, Robert W. (Dr.) 1Mar1932-9 May 1982 
White, H. Carlos 3 Nov 1911-
White, Mary Bonar [w/o Robert White] 22 Feb 1868-17 Jun 1944 
White, Maude C. [w/o H. Carlos White] I Oct 1908-18 Jul 1990 
White, Robert 2 Jun 1876-15 Jul 1959 
White, Robert E. 22 Feb 1941-19 Jan 1982 
Whitener, Marshall R. [USAF 1947-1974] 4 Jul 1929-
Whitford, Arthur 21Sep1902-1Oct1908 
Whitlock, Ivan M. 1898-1966 
Whittington, Eugene Knight I 0 Oct 1906-3 Oct 1978 
Whittington, Joelle Hollis (w/o Eugene Knight Whittington] 29 May 1910-22 Feb 1977 
Wiggins, __ ? -1979 (FD) 
Wiley, Clyde E., Jr. [Sgt US Army] 9 Mar 1924-28 Dec 1974 
Wiley, Jo Anne Gearhart [w/o Clyde E. Wiley, Jr.] 20 Nov 1928-9 Feb 1985 
Wilkes, Gene Cameron [s/o Margaret Motz & Eugene Harry Wilkes] 4 Aug 1933-3 Jul 1981 
Wilkie, James Broadus 8 Aug 1907-8 Apr 1966 
Wilkie, Mae Ellen McBrayer (w/o James Broadus Wilkie?] 24 Apr 1912-
Williams, Daisy Clardy 13 Aug 1896-3 Aug 1936 
Williams, Dorothy 18 May 1914-13 Aug 1968 










































































Williams, Guy [SC Cook Co D 322 Inf WWI PH] 31 Dec 1890-21 Jun 1962 
Williams, Guy M. [!"/Sgt US Army WWII] 28 May 1925-20 Mar 1987 
Williams, Jack Eugene 30 Jun 1930-2 Nov 1981 
Williams, James Harry [Pvt US Army] 14 Jun 1938-21Sep1988 
Williams, Jean Batchelor [w/o R. Murry Williams, Jr., m/o Robin, Sandy & Jeanne Ann] 14 Jul 1923-21Sep1970 
Williams, Jerry A. [Pvt US Army] 25 Apr 1932-27 Sep 1976 
Williams, Robert E. [T/Sgt US Air Force Vietnam] 9 Oct 1935-11Sep1983 
Williams, Shirley Fansler [w/o Guy Williams] 14 Oct 1894-4 Oct 1981 
Williams, Thelma Hart 27 Jan 1908-12 Sep 1959 
Williams, William Earl 24 Nov 1927-22 Jun 1964 
Williamson, Ada Vera Owens Stalvey 23 Nov 1897-8 Mar 1974 
Willingham, Aleata Harer [w/o James R. Willingham] 8 Aug 1920-18 Jan 1985 
Willingham, James R. [KY Sgt Army Air Force WWII] 22 Oct 1909-10 Mar 1971 
Willis, Hugh 1904-1986 (FD) 
Wilson, Emma C. Brown [w/o Frank T. Wilson?] 19 Feb 1856-30 Nov 1941 
Wilson, Ernest Guerry 3 Jan 1900-30 Jan 1976 
Wilson, Frank T. 17 Jan 1859-5 Jan 1939 
Wilson, Fred Grier 6 Oct 1902-14 Jan 1977 
Wilson, Ida Strickland [w/o Len Conway Wilson?] 11Apr1891-13 Jan 1976 
Wilson, Jessie [SC MM2 USNRF WWI] 16 Apr 1895-28 Mar 1962 
Wilson, John C. 8 Nov 1897-31May1900 
Wilson, Len Conway 11 Mar 1885-4 Aug 1966 
Wilson, Lilly Johnston (w/o Fred Grier Wilson] 8 May 1895-21Jun1960 
Wilson, Martha Onita Mills [w/o Robert Alton Wilson?] 18 Jul 1918-
Wilson, Richard G. 14 Oct 1854-7 Dec 1923 
Wilson, Robert Alton 4 Feb 1913-18 Sep 1969 
Wilson, Robert Cecil (M/Sgt US Army WWII, Korea] 20 Jan 1915-30 Dec 1977 
Wilson, Sarah Ellen [w/o I. N. Wilson] 22 Dec 1873-16 Aug 1919 
Wilson, Sarah N. [w/o Richard G. Wilson?] 18 May 1861-25 Apr 1901 
Winingder, Clarence Edward 8 Aug 1906-22 Feb 1972 
Winingder, Harry G. 8 May 1938-20 Jun 1964 
Winingder, Ollie Sandstrom [w/o Clarence Edward Winingder?] 17 Oct 1912-16 Jul 1964 
Winne, Clyde [US Army WWI] 17 Feb 1894-2 Oct 1979 
Winstead, __ [infs/o P. G. & Jean R. Winstead] b/d 31Mar1962 
Winstead, Frances Haley [w/o Richard Winstead?] 27 May 1893-31 Mar 1962 
Winstead, Richard 29 Oct 1897-24 Feb 1967 
Womack, Harold E. 12 Mar 1927-4 Feb 1988 
Womack, Herta H. [w/o Harold E. Womack?] 16 Nov 1921-7 Aug 1987 
Woodbury, S. E. (Capt.) 3 Dec 1837-6 Aug 1905 
Woods, Richard I. [SC Cpl US Army WWII] 5 Aug 1918-6 Aug 1969 
Woods, William H., Jr. [SC Pvt Co D 4 Signal Tng Bn WWII] 28 Aug 1910-19 Dec 1953 
Woodward, J. Homer, Jr. 18 Jul 1904-16 Jan 1978 
Woodward, J. Homer, Sr. 22 Jul 1869-5 Jun 1904 
Woodward, Mary Jordan [w/o J. Homer Woodward, Jr.?] 5 Jun 1908-17 Mar 1986 
Wooley, Myrtle Dubois [w/o William E. Wooley, Sr.?] 23 Oct 1909-20 May 1985 
Wooley, William E., Sr. [came from England] 2 Jun 1902-19 Jan 1961 
Worrell, Frank James 27 May 1916-2 Oct 1940 
Worrell , Martha Ann Outlaw [w/o Rowland Hill Worrell] 19 Sep 1897-11Feb1990 
Worrell , Rowland Hill [m. Martha Ann Outlaw 26 Mar 1915] I 7 Sep 1891-13 Apr 1965 
Wyndham, Benjamin T. 10 Jun 1909-14 Dec 1989 
Wyndham, Florrie Walls [w/o B. T. Wyndham] I Mar 1912-22 Mar 1975 
Wynn, William A. 19 Oct 1906-24 Apr 1954 
York, Orin Ray 29 Dec 1963-7 Mar 1981 
Zepf, Marvin C. 1970-1970 (FD) 
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